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EDITOR'S NOTES
This issue of Philosophia marks two milesrone's in the journal's l4-year history
not only in the sense that it has changed its volume (see p. I 35) and ISSN numbers,

but also in the sense that the Philippine Commission on Higher Education has
classified it as a Category A-1 journal (see CHED Memorandum Order No. 36,
series of 2012). Moreover, the journal has increased its number of pages by twenty
more.
The present issue contains eight articles-one each on Chinese philosophy; critical
social theory; epistemology; ethics; linguistic analysis; philosophical logic; myth, history,
and literature; and postmodenrism-with three book notices, a book review, and a book
110te.

Peter Gan Chong Beng argues in "Spontaneiry and nonspontaneity inwu-wei
as an ethical concept of early Daoisrn" that wu-,,yei is a ur.rique concept in both
Daodejing and Zhuangzi that implants spontaneity as an ethical notion in human
behavior. Inherent in u,u-v'ei's spontaneity is its dialectical opposite. und vvu-wei
becomes the means by which a harmonious relationship with the Dao comes about,
since it means not acting conffary to the way of nature.

In "Self-reflection in critical social theory: Kant, Hegel, arnd Marx," Danilo S.
Alterado traces the contemporary notion o1'critical social theory as espoused by the
Frankfurt School frorn the views on self-reflection of such modern thinkers like
Kant, Hegel, and Marx. Self-r:eflection in Kant transfers the source of knowleclge
tiom the object to the subject; in Hegel, knowledge becomes the self-conscions
identification of the subject and the object; while in Marx, sell'-reflectisn leads to
the emergence of knowledge through the dialectical social interaction between theory
and practice.
John Ian Boongaling's paper, "A Wittgensteinian response to the scope
problern," seeks to dissolve an epistemological problem-that ther:e is one comrrion
definition of truth f.or all types of truth-claims-by making use of Wittgenstein's
argument fiom the philosophy of language, in partieuleu, tiom his Philosoplzical
investigations. The paper ernploys Wittgenstein's metaphors of "handles" and "tools,"
and the view that similarities in syntax do not entail similaritie.s in meaningIn "Integrative punishment in Yoruba thought: Intplications for the
contempol:ary justice system," Bayo Aina contrasts "integrative punishment" with
the more popular: utilitarian and retributive theor:ies of punishments. He contends
that if the goal of punishrnent is to maintain or restore social equilibriurn, rhen
integrative punishment is preferable not only because it assures "restitution,
retribution, and deterrence," but it also "reconciles the physical and nonpl'rysical
realms of existence." One's individual conscience is embedded as it were in collective
conscience.

Vasily Vasilievitch Markhinin says in "@il,oooQta as word-concept." in
contrast to a name-word, had a rnurky beginning because its t'oot words are vague,
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especially sophia or wisdom as can be gleanecl iiom Greek mythology. ..wisdom',
as a characteristic of mind (sophia) is synonymous with "wisdom,' as a characterisdc
of art (techne). The former is related to cosmic self-generation while the latter to
cosmic creation. These distinctions became complicated when related to the functions
of the gods in that while the female gods self-generated the cosmos, the male gods
created the cosmos. Moreover, in later myths the gods appeared androgynous. This
whole quagmire later became an issue of clarification in what is now known as

"philosophy."
In "Does logic rest on

a metaphysical fbundation?", Jeremiah Joven Joaquin

f<rrwards the thesis that in one sense oI'the meani ng of logic ancl in another sense of
the meaning of ontological conmdtment, it can be demonstrated that logic rests on a

metaphysical foundation.

As a case of mythologizing a historical figure for the Filipino masses for a

particular objective, Rolando M. Gripaldo agrees with Roland Barthes in .'Mythical
Burgos:Acritiqueol'Lopez'sAngtutxayrxabuha.vnip.DrJoseBurgos"that history
and rnyth do not blend. Where rnyth takes over history, the result is a literary piece
that owes its existence fiom the beauty it exudes.
Marc oliver D. Pasco argues in "Persuasion beyond belief: plato and
Baudrillard on rhetoric and nredia" that in light of the public interest on spectacles
and the "sheer volume of information readily accessible for viewing at any time,"
that people are more predisposed to be persuaded than to know the real value of the
information marketed.
Lastly, cherryll Regala says in her book review of sabina Lovibond's lris
Murdoch, gentler and philosoplty that in focusing on Murdoch's preoccupation with
gender issues, Lovibond makes an enquiry into women's pclsition as participants in
the discipline of philosophy and into Murdoch's "relation to the feminism of freedom
and politics of women's liberation." The book bats for gencler equality.
Wilfried Vanhoutte in his book note presents the radical and apologetic views
of the authors in the collection Between philosophy and theology: Contemporary
interpretatians of Christianity.Thebook is edited by Lieven Boeve and Christophe

Brabant. vanhoutte also has three book notices discussing fresh takes on
Wittgenstein, the philosophy of stories, and Kierkcgaard ancl cleath.
Iteaders are invited to read the journal's contents ancl hbpefully derive not
only some knowledge but also some enjoyrnent fforn them.

Rolando M. Gripaldo

Editor
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SPONTANETTY AND NONSPONTANEITY
TN WU.WEI AS AN ETHICAL CONCEPT
OF EARLY DAOISM
Peter Gan Chong Beng
Universiti Sains Malaysia, Penang
Embedded in the Daodejing and the Zhluangzi is a unique concept that
lends itself to the formulation of a distinct system of ethics. The distinctiveness
that wrl-wei infuses into the realm of ethics resides in its principal constituent,
spontaneity. Implicit in wvwei is spontaneity and its dialectical opposite,
the nonspontaneous elements that are essential to the integrity of any system
of ethics. This paper attempts to bring to the fore this implicit dialectic of
spontaneity and nonspontaneity through wu-wei's relation to the Dao as

harmony of opposites, its imperative of enlightened response, and its
congeniality to the

case

for

libertariani,sm.

INTRODUCTION
The concept of wu-wei figures quite significantly in the discourses of ethics in the
Early Daoist framework (here I take "Early Daoist" as referring Io the Daodejing andthe
Zhuangzi). While spontaneity is the attribute par excellence inwu-wei, the nonspontaneous
elements cannot be eliminated from that concept without undermining its integrity. In
order to unravel the nonspontaneous elements of wu-wei in its ethical application, I first
have recourse to Antonio Cua's treatment of what he calls the ideal moral theme. I then
proceed to link wu-wei with the ideal theme of Dao as harmony of opposites. It is in the
anchoring of wu-wei in the Dao, and the imperative of the enlightened response that we
find the formulating elements of wu-wei's dialectic of spontaneity and nonspontaneity.r
Also, assuming that free will is a precondition of morality and that spontaneity, as
immediate inclination, is contrary to free will, it stands to reason that wu-wei has to
incorporate the nonspontaneous in order to retain its ethical relevance. Hence, the final
section of this essay examines the relation between free will and wu-wei.

WU-WEI AND THE DAO
For an entry point into a discussion on ethics in Early Daoism, I will engage Antonio
Cua's (1980, 3-9) insightful treatment of Dao as an ideal moral theme. Cua builds upon
Dewitt Parker's (1957,1.25-26) distinction between the "focal self' and the "matrix self."
While the/ocal self refers to that component of the self directed towards the fulfillment of
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a specific desire, the matrix self is the overarching self that consolidates all the focal
selves and directs them towards a general goal. For instance, an individual's matrix self
might be centered on the aphievement of a happy and fulfilling family life and one of the
corresponding specific focal selves might be directed towards taking the family out for

regular vacations. In turning his attention to the ethical domain, Cua substitutes the
"ideal moral theme" for the matrix self. Cua's designation of the Dao as an ideal moral
theme suggests an ethical grounding in the concept of the Dao. For Cua, the "ideal moral
theme" is distinguishable from the "ideal moral norm" in that a norm has a more definite
complexion. He did not offer any examples to illustrate his distinction. I can hazard an
example: moral theme-(lDao as harmony of opposites"; moral nslrn-a.hensring
truthfulness." Cua (1981, 123) reports that the premise of Dao harmony of opposites
es
is ubiquitous in Chinese philosophies (see Daodejing, chap.2).2
Our ideal moral theme discussed here has to have reference to some attribute of
Dao. While a moral norm like honesty or justice is amenable to the drawing out of
precise moral codes of conduct, the moral theme like that stated above seems semantically
remote from the moral discourse. For the Daodejing and the Zhuangzi, the answer to the
call for identifying the ideal significance.of life is not via a formulation of a hierarchically
organized ethical schema, but a pointing to the Dao as the source of that which can count
for an ideal existence. Furthermore, moral discrimination appears to take on a pejorative
cloak. In the D aodej ing (Wu l 990, chap. 20 and chap. 38) we read: "What is the distinction
between good and evil? Must I fear what others fear? What abysmal nonsense is thisl"
and "High morality not only fusses but has private ends to serve.,'3
When those chapte6 are read in their entirety we get the impression that morality
arises when one is disconnected from the Dao. Moral discrimination, regarded as an
inferior means of functioning in the world, is resorted to when society fails to draw
sustenance from the Dao.
The Zhuangzi is vehemently opposed to moralistic pretensions for political
expediency and this opposition is encrypted in some of the text's parables. In Zhuangzi,
Chapter 4, the Traditionalists (classical moralists) are said to profess their concern to
save their country from oppression by tyrants. For Zhuangzi, the traditionalists themselves
are too agitated and unperfected. Their agitation and lack ofperfection would very likely

tarnish the purity of an altruistic moral intention. Morality ought not to be used to serve
political needs. Instead, what Zhuangzi recommends is the "fasting of the mind," a
practice that Eske M0lgaard (2003, 352-53) interprets as freeing oneself from the tyranny
of moralism via a return to the ground of one's authentic being in the Dao. Traditional
Confucianists may share with the Daoists the significance of orientating oneself to the
ideal moral theme of the Dao, but while the Confucianists rely upon stipulated moral
practices to attain that ideal, the Daoists propose an inner transformation, not through
programmatic practices, but through wu-wei (Cua 1980, 5-6).
A survey of the plain and literal meanings of wel yields the following: "to act out,"
"to do," "to be." However, a closer inspection of that term, as placed within the context of
the Daodejing and the Zhuangzi, unfurls a slightly more qualified denotation. Wu-wei js
upheld as a perfect mode of functioning in this world.a Considering that this type of
functioning is a mode that is in accord with the ultimate principle, the Dao, I venture to
say that "wei" more appropriately refers to "doing that which contravenes one's
connectednesi to'the Dao." Hence, "wu (negation)-wei" tells vs not to do that which
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contravenes our Dao-imbued state.s Edward Slingerland (2000,295) defines wu-wei as
representing that state of perfection in which one functions spontaneously in the world
and in harmony with the universal Dao.
Whether wu-wei is to be applied to the personal or social sphere, whether it is
innate or acquired, this concept's essential relation to the Dao cannot be denied. It is
important to bear in mind that the notion of "doing" embraces both "acting" and "knowing."

Learning consists in daily accumulating.
The practice of Dao consists in daily diminishing.
Keep on diminishing and diminishing,
until you reach the state of wu-wei. (Wu 1990, chap. 48)

In the context of our discussion on moral discrimination, wu-wei necessitates the
"diminishing" or systematic negation of conditioned and accumulated moral distinctions.
To the early Daoists, the cognitive faculty of the perfected person, when affixed to the Dao,
is able to perceive and act in such a way not propelled by preconceptions. It is this new way
of moral agency that is to be found in Zhuqngzi, the advocate for negating moral distinctions.

In order not to misunderstand Zhuangzi, we have to explore gradually the steps
leading to the negation of moral distinctions. This expedience involves a discussion on
relativism. Relativism claims that there is no overall objective standard of right or wrong
independent of the moral appraiser. For the relativist, moral rightness and wrongness are
only the standards relative to the point of view of specific individuals or groups. Relativism
is the foreground in the following passage in Zhuangzi (Watson 1968, chap. 2):
Suppose you and I have had an argument. If you have beaten me instead of
my beating you, then, are you necessarily right and am I necessarily wrong?
If I have beaten you instead of your beating me, then am I necessarily right
and are you necessarily wrong? Is one of us right and the other wrong?...Whom
shall we get to decide what is right? Shall we get someone who agrees with
you to decide? But if he already agrees with you how can he decide fairly?
Shall we get someone who agrees with me? But if he already agrees with me

how can he decide?

The passage continues with the suggestion to consult someone who agrees with both
disputants, and then someone who disagrees with them. Eventually, the solution offered
is to abandon distinctions and be immersed in the infinite Dao in which all distinctions
are harmonized. Relativism is not without its pitfalls. If pushed to the extreme, the hard
relativist slips into skepticism. Since everything is relative to the individual, how can I
know what is right and wrong?
It is not surprising then that we get glimpses of skepticism in Zhuangzi, but what is
interesting is that the text is comfortable with skepticism. Further on in Chapter 2, the
author, with a mixture of mirth and profundity, ventures to explain the beginning of
being and nonbeing and at the end of it he says: "Now I have just said something, but I
don't know if what I have said has really said something or whether it hasn't said
something." This particular text also conveys the idea of the inevitable dissonance between
language and reality. There is the awareness that whatever uttered does not correspond
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exactly with the referred reality. However, it is possible that in spite of, or perhaps because
of, skepticism, Zhuangzi exhibits an enthusiasm for life in a world rendered sacred by
virtue of its elusive reality. Another interesting Zhtangzian approach to skepticism is
founded on the belief that beyond the uncertainties of the many relative perspectives
resides a way of knowing called "enlightenment" or "clarity":
Tao is obscured by partiality. Speech is observed by eloquence. Therefore,
these are the contentions between the confucians and the Mohists. Each one
of these schools affirm what the other denies, and denies what the other affirms;
there is nothing better than to use clarity. (Watson 1968, chap.2)

Whether it is "clarity" or "shedding light," these metaphors depict a presentation of
a more valuable standard compared with those of relative value. Roberl Allinson (1989,
22-26) proposes a way of examining Zhuangzi's relativism at two different levels. At the
level of the unenlightened consciousness, one can discourse upon the relativity of all
moral values. However, at the level of the enlightened consciousness of the sage, clarity
takes a higher value. This "double level.relativism," which Allinson calls "asymmetrical
relativism," tracks a rather complex route. Allinson, however, justifies its complexity on
account of the apparent paradoxes within the Zhtangzian text and its concealment of

prescriptive values of a nonrelativist

kind. Bear in mind that the viewpoint of
still susceptible to relativism. Interestingly, the advocate for

the
the
enlightened perspective is aware that the metarelativist exercise is itself open to the charge
of relativism. The following dream analogy in Zhuangzi (watson 1968, chap. 2) serves
as explana(ion:

enlightened sage is

while

he is dreaming he does not know that it is a dream, and in his dream he
may even try to interpret a dream. Only after he wakes up does he know it
was a dream. And someday there will be a great awakening when we know
that this is all a great dream. Yet the stupid believe they are awake, busily and
brightly assuming they understand things, calling this man ruler, that one
herdsman- how dense! Confucius and you are both dreaming! And when I
say you are both dreaming, I am dreaming too.

The dream metaphor employed in the Zhuangzl refers to the consciousness that
discriminates between things- "calling this man ruler, that one herdsman." Such
designations are born of the relative perspectives. The enlightened sage lives and sees
things within the Dao, the universal reality that harmoniously holds together the multitude
of distinctions (Wu 1990, chap. 4).
Any axiological system takes a finite perspective on reality, for its determinate
structure entails itself not being its other. Confucianism is nor Mohism and vice versa.
The proposal to use clarity, I should think, is not just a switching to a mode of perception
that is able to form a clearer and, therefore, more accurate arbitration between the many
ethical systems to judge which is better and which is worse. More importantly, the
enlightened perception is a Dao-imbued perception, a perception that operates from a
relatively broader vantage point. In doing so, the perceiver is, perhaps, more acquainted
and more accepting of the relative ethical systems. Insight into the interconnecting patterns
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within each ethical system and the reason for the intractable areas of conflict between
systems do not arise from a transcendental blurring of all distinctions in a cloud of
unknowing. There is serious analysis at work here. However, the realization that the
determinate ethical systems are inevitably relative is itself a relative viewpoint. 'lhe
negation of the ethical systems as free from relativism has itseif to undergo negation"
And so, even Zhuangzi's opinion that the Confucians and the Mohists are dreaming is
relative; Zhuangzi is dreaming too!
Zhuangzl's imperative of having a broader and clearer perspective on moral situations
is also a way of challengin g exclusive claims to insight into the nature of morality. Through

clarity we learn to respond to any moral situation based on the demands of the situation.
Our judgrnent of the situation is not solely determined by a priori principles and rules
ahead of the existential moral experience. As Cua (1911 , 314) states, "the clarity of mind
is a state of heightened perceptiveness." He (1977,313) contends that the theme of
"forgetting" as applied to moral distinctions is a prescribed means to free oneself from
finite ways of caring and alternatively to be open to the totality of the l)ao through what
he calls a "Dao-experience." Ironically, in our concern for morality, we can get mired in
the limitations of ruies and principles and neglect the "heart of moral experience as a live
and significant experience." The concept of wu-wei with its negation of actions contrary
to one's Dao-abiding nature and in the context of "forgetting moral distinctions" has a
special privilege accorded to moral responses that are reflexive and intuitive. The industry
of analysis in comprehending the structures of the ethical system and applying them to a
rnoral circumstance appears to take a back seat.
MBllgaard interprets Cua as assuming an aesthetic approach to moral assessment
when the latter takes the Dao-attitude to ethics as akin to a perceptual intuition of the moral
judgment and decided response in specific moral situations. For Mglgaard (2003, 358),
doing so'only reduces the substantiality of Zhuangzi's ethics, which in fact is not confined
to an aesthelic perception of right and wrong moral responses. I have reservations about
Mgllgaard's reading of Cua on this subject, fbr on closer inspection of the referred article,
we will see that Cua{1917,313) in fact says thatZhvangzi's enlightened moral appraisal
"seems to suggest a theory of perceptual intuition, but his point is best construed in a nonepistemic way." Hence, Cua is wary of taking Zhuangzi's approach to morality as an epistemic
intuition of moral truths, as if such an intuition dispenses with any consideration of moral
principles and reasoning. However, the intuition associated with morality in this particular
schema probably has to do with wu-wei' s qualities of spontaneity and effortlessness. From
the quoted passages of Zhuangzi above we can infer that the ideal ethical orientation via
clarity constitutes moral perceptions and behavioral responses issuing from a source that is
holistic, synthetic of opposing evaluations, and as free of prejudgments as possible. To
respond with clarity one needs to connect to that source, the Dao. In order to abide by the
Dao, one needs to participate inwu-wei, actions that do not contravene one's Dao-imbued
stale. Wu-wel then plays a crucial role in the whole dynamics of morality.
The difficulty with the concept of wu-wei lies in the prima facie interpretation of it
as signifying unqualified effortlessness and spontaneity in that one can equally justify
spontaneous and effortless actions that are egregiously evil. Writers commenting on wuweihaveto struggle with reconcilingwu-wei's connotation of effortlessness with its ideality.
The Daodejing wu-wei has metaphysical import in defining the Dao and de, and an ethical
import in political governance.6
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In the Zhuangzl, although wu-wei marks the ideal skills possessed by artisans,
wu-wei's application is ultimately extendable to the whole business of living a fulfilling
life. In the story of Cook Ding and his butchering skills, Ding claims that his efficient
skills of butchering transcends technical facility and originates from the Dao. By
going beyond perceptual knowledge derived from the senses, he creates a space of
tenuousness or emptiness into which his spirit takes over the operation of his mind
and controls his actions. The drive of his spirit connects him with the universal Way
or Dao and enables him to work efficiently (Palmer et al. 1996, chap. 3; see also
Slingerland 2000,309-10). Cook Ding, Yan Hui who has emptied his mind, a
hunchbacked cicada-catcher, a carver of bellstands, a ferryman, and an adept taxcollector-all possess the ability of wu-wei. They can rise above the limited influences
of the mind and of conventional conditioning in order to operate with their ql (cosmic
energy) and respond with their spirit. wu-wei in the Zhuangzl is fundamentally a
move from the mode of operation of the finite human to that of the infinite or heavenly
spirit (Slingerland 2000, 310).
THE NONSPONTANEOUS WITH THE SPONTANEOUS
Can we conclude that the ideal mode of acting in the Zhuangzl is that done from
wu-wei, an effortless and spontaneous fit with the universal Dao? The above configuration
of wu-wei lends support to such a conclusion, but this is not the whole picture. Cook
Ding's (Watson 1968, chap. 3) story continues thuy
However, whenever I come to a complicated place, I size up the difficulties,
tell myself to watch out and be careful, keep my eyes on what I'm doing, work
very slowly, and move the knife with the greatest subtlety, until-flop! the
whole thing comes apart like a clod of earth crumbling to the ground. I stand
there holding the knife and look all around me, completely satisfied and
reluctant to move on, and then I wipe off the knife and put it away.

If we look at the above testimony of cook Ding, the adept cook animate dby wu-wei,
he admits that when it comes to a difficult part while cutting an ox, he is cautious, examines
attentively, and operates with care. This indicates that there is some regard for the inevitable
challenges of the situation at hand and not just a blind act in an apparent mode of acting
spontaneously. Angus C. Graham argues that artisans who execute their craft through

the ideals of wu-wei omit the operations of analysis, reasoning, deliberating over
alternatives, and building from firsr principles. In fact, he (1989, 186) says rhat "they no
longer even bear in mind any rules they were taught as apprentices; they attend to the
total situation and respond." This is presented as the ideal case. But what then of the
apologue of Cook Ding (also taken as the ideal case) encountering a difficult moment,
slowing down, carefully considering the challenge, executing his craft with perfection,
and then deriving satisfaction from his accomplishment? Whither effortlessness,
spontaneity, and unselfconscious accomplishment in that instant? Slingerland (2003,
17) maintains thatZhuangzi has to concede to the requirement of nonspontaneous diligence
in order to cultivate spontaneity. Cook Ding has to undergo training in order to develop
his "natural" skills of efficient butchering.

SPONTANEITY AND NONSPONTANEITY IN WU.WEI

Wu-wei as referring to actions that do not run contrary to one's Dao-imbued nature
is not antithetical to all actions that entail some element of the nonspontaneous. The wuwei vision of clarity fundamentally aspires to float above finite determinate moral
perspectives in order to perceive the whole complex of the moral situation (factoring in
the state of the moral agent), so as to be free from preconceptions buf for sure, I would
assume- not free from considered analysis. The morally ideal vision and action of the
Dao-imbued self, has to be synthetic and dialectical. And in being so, such an orientation
to morality has to incorporate that which is nonspontaneous, the assiduity and maybe
even the conflict-tainted experience of analysis and exactions of rational principles and
customary conventions. Slingerland (2000, 300) emphasizes that it is importanr to
remember that wu-wei refers more to the phenomenological state of the doer than to the
actual action or non-action itself. It refers to the state of mind of the agent in acting in
such a way that is free, unbridled by internal conflict, spontaneous, and yet in harmony
with the requirements of the moral normative or practical prudence of the external situation.
Wu-wei, continues Slingerland, is in fact considered to be an enduring character than a
fleeting state ofmind. It is a spontaneous reaction like how the senses react to a pleasant
or unpleasant stimulus. However, stresses Slingerland, it can also involve deliberate
choices and the act of deliberation itself is spontaneous. The self is conditioned so that
spontaneously it deliberates upon important choices. Hence, wu-wei is not an imprimatur
fot any and all instinctive actions; it does take into account deliberate and thoughtful
actions. There is a substantial amount of concentration entailed in wu-wei. Strangely
though, Slingerland (2000, 300) seems to say that wu-wei does not involve abstract
reflection or calculation. trn what sense is abstract reflection dispensed with when deliberate
voluntary actions are involved?
The foregoing discussion tells us thatwu-wei, despite its connotations of spontaneity

and effoitlessness, is fraught with a number of problems, namely, the idea that its
spontaneity is not just an automatic reflex; it involves careful scrutiny, and it conduces to
'actions that are in harmony with rational and conventional principles of morality. Can
spontaneity retain its purity amidst all these functions? Furthermore, assuming that an
individual has attained that ideal character of wu-wei, whereby sheT spontaneously and
effortlessly acts in accordance with moral principles, does this then imply that free will is
absent? These problems are intractable and, I think, paradigmatic of many other
metaphysical and ethical aporias that undergird the Daodejing's and Zhuangzi's
paradoxical literary style. Recall the dream analogy mentioned earlier where Zhuangzi
discovers a way out of relativism and then checks himself: "wait a minute. r,zhuatgzi,
might also be judging from this relativistic perspective, and hence, dreaming too!" (Watson
1968, chap. 2). However, a consistent "solution" to such an impasse seems to be the
proposal to be existentially connected to the infinite and mysterious Dao.
Dao, as the ideal moral theme, and as "harmony of opposites," cannot jettison the
nonspontaneous in favor ofthe spontaneous. In Zhuangzi (chap. 2), we see the image of
a pivot or hinge of Dao signifying the unity of opposites and the impartiality of Dao in
responding to opposing properties and dynamisms.s At this juncture, I wish to embark on
an illustration of the application of the unity of opposites. This illustration hopes to shed
some light on the thesis that wu-wei has to incorporate the nonspontaneous in its ethical
function. For the purpose of this illustration, while "spontaneity" refers to the impulse of
desires and reactions, "principle" encompasses rules of social conduct (convention) and
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ruies of logical deductions (reason). Spontaneity and principle are present when there is
a sudden change in the situation demanding our attention. The situation could also be of
a mental nature; for example, a sudden upsurge of emotion or insight during meditation.
Let us take a practical situation like the scenario in the "Parable of the good Samaritan"
(Luke 10: 25-31).
Supposing, while walking along a street, you suddenly encounter a man cruelly
beaten and left to die in a ditch. You experience an aggregate of spontaneous inclinations,
you halt, think things over, and then act. You might experience a tension between your
strongest inclination and your principle. And usually, your action would follow according
to whichever side has the stronger push. I say "usually" because it is not uncommon for
people to act contrary to their stronger push/pull, be it spontaneity or principle. Now,
supposing that both your spontaneous inclination and your principle are totally in
agreement with each other. You feel a strong aversion towards the injured person and,
according to your principle, "One should just think of oneself," which aligns with your
present aversion, you therefore walk away with a clear conscience. Is it possible to conclude
that spontaneity and principle were in perfect harmony and so, you acted according to the
Dao? On the level of subjective or relative moral standards, you might say that your
response was morally justifiable" However, in the context of the Early Daoist's advocacy
of enlightened moral response being the higher value, such justification will not be upheld
as the ultimate moral assessment. In morality, the breadth and depth of the enlightened
(clear) vision and action supersede the finite egoistic perspective and response.
I find Graham's (1992, 2l-2'/) treatment of enlightened awareness helpful in
elucidating our account of the spontaneity-principle synthesis in the Dao. To perceive a
moral situation with clarity of vision is to have clear awareness. In order to have such
clarity of awareness, that awareness must not be obscured by our selfish drives and values.
Hence, Graham suggests that enlightened awareness has to stretch itself and consider
future and other persons' viewpoints. In deliberating between relevant forces, I may find
myself compelled by a present spontaneous desire that when fulfilled might lead to an
undesirable future state. Consequently, an enlightened awareness has to factor in my
projected future viewpoint in order to averl the possible undesirable outcome. Additionally,
the awareness from other persons' viewpoints necessitates my entering into the skins of
other people and imaginatively feeling their viewpoints on a particular moral situation.
There are no special privileges accorded to the "I." In this sense, the enlightened awareness
is globai and open to being influenced by other people's needs and goals. Vicariously
experiencing another person's pain might make me feel the tension between wanting to
alleviate the other's pain and wanting to complacently avoid any dealings with that painful
event.

Let us return to the practical example above. A stubborn adherence to the "principle"
that one should just think of oneself would be inconsistent with our enlightened awareness.
Moral reason and convention from the enlightened awareness are inevitably anchored in
the consideration of future and other people's viewpoints. The stated egocentric "principle"
would not be a principle. Therefore, from the perspective of the enlightened awareness,
there would be no ideal harmony between spontaneity and principle. In the spontaneityprinciple dialectic, spontaneity has a functional prominence- to harmonize the two poles.
In the sequence of psychological events, our spontaneous inclinations come first. Even if
later principle is to overcome spontaneous reactions, it is our spontaneous inclination

SPONTANEITY AND NONSPONTANEITY IN IYU.WEI

which pushes us to a particular psychological state from which we commence our
deliberation. That is why a violent shock might not initiate any deliberation at all. Also,
the inclination to deliberate upon our principles can be made spontaneous. Ironically
then, in order for wu-wei to be nonpartisan or nonprivileging of one pole of the binary, it
has to be partisan, because the privileging of spontaneity enables wu-wei to harmonize
spontaneity and principle. The fundamental orientation towards the ideal moral theme
("Dao as harmony of opposites"), as the overarching matrix self consolidating the related
focal selves, is something that can be cultivated in the moral agent to consider spontaneously
the harmony of spontaneous inclinations with the principles of moral reason and traditional
convention.
Perhaps, there is a way to delineate the structure of wu-wei as an ethical concept in
Early Daoism. Wu-wei implies the self's connectedness to the Dao whereby dialectical
moments are harmoniously and spontaneously united. The question raised is how can we
harmoniously unite the moment of spontaneous immediate inclination with effortful
weighing of the imperatives of moral reason and custom? Bear in mind that wu-wei aTso
implies the ideal spontaneous and effortless fit between the agent's will and the allembracing values of Dao. Can the inner.struggles of the agent in moral deliberation and
decision-making be reconciled with the above attributes of wu-wei? My contention is that
wu-wei cannot dispense with the nonspontaneous. The harmony of dialectical opposites
is not accomplished by discarding one element of the opposing pair. Spontaneity, however,
is privileged and accorded a functional prominence, a catalyst in harmonizing the opposites.
In order for wu-wei to retain its essential attribute of spontaneity, I wish to postulate
two levels of the spontaneous. Somewhat similar to Zhuangzi's two-level moral appraisal
mentioned earlier, wtthinwu-wej as an ethical concept, there are two levels of spontaneity:
(1) as encompassing the many particular spontaneous inclinations of the moral agent in a
moral situation; and (2) as the ideal of an effortless harmonization of the first level of
spontaneity, (1), with that regarded as nonspontaneous such as effortful moral reasoning
utilizing logical principles and established norms and its translation into moral actions.
In the context of this postulation, a situation whereby the spontaneous inclination (l) of a
person overwhelms that person's ability to engage in careful deliberation, would not be in
the state of harmony and would, therefore, not be regarded as spontaneous (2) in the wuwei sense. Conversely, after enlightened awareness, a person might discern that he should
engage in strenuous and probably emotionally demanding activity and to take the
complacent route would incur a much greater stress on his conscience; hence, that person
is probably functioning from spontaneous (2) wu-wei despite his heavy work, for his work
is said to issue from enlightened awareness and a harmony of spontaneity (1) with principle.
Moreover, considering that wu-wei is more of an internal phenomenon, we cannot judge
a person's adherence to this ideal based solely on external activity, whether strenuous or
otherwise. For one, a seemingly effortful activity might be effortless, while for another, a
seemingly effortless response might be highly effortful, and the spontaneity-principle
dichotomy is disharmonious.
The individuality of wu-wei allows it a flexibility in the sense that one particular
individual might spontaneously (2) decide that having a structured regimen of rituals and
moral discipline might be the best way for her to achievewu-wei harmony; and that is
fine. Likewise, another individual might feel that external rituals and practices curtail
his attainment of wu-wei spontaneity and instead find the method of cultivating a relaxed
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and clear awareness in ready response to any moral challenge to be the best way of living
wu-wei; and that is fine too. In this regard, the individu ality of wu-wel helps us circumvenl
problems related to an either or case of internal-innate or external-acquired. Furthermore,
an ideal moral theme, I should think, can admit of degrees of idealness. For instance, a
state in which a person is spontaneously (2) propelled to engage effortful deliberations
and actions, but in an equanimous spirit, would be comparatively "more" ideal than another
who is spontaneously Q) led to engage in effortful deliberation and action, but with some
degree of inner agitation. Assuming that the perfectly ideal spontan e\ty (2) of the former
state obtains, recall then the question raised earlier: "If one operates ideally according to
wu-wei- that is, effortlessly, spontaneously, equanimously, and harmonious with moral
reason and norms- then can one still be said to act from free will?" In other words, if one
could not have done otherwise than acting in accordance with the ideal moral theme, did
one then act freely?

FREEWILL
First and foremost, a free action geed not be moral (for it can be amoral or morally
trivial like choosing between two possible hobbies). Assuming that moral responsibility
necessitates free will, then a person cannot be said to be liable for blame or praise for a
morally significant act that did not spring, no matter how remotely, from that person's
free will. From the perspective of the Early Daoist ideal moral theme, the fundamental
moral choice would be between operating according to the Dao, or conversely, not operating
according to the Dao. The free action for the infinite over the limited, or vice versa, has
to issue from a state in which the moral agent is not pushed by an ultimate determining
force in any specific direction.
At this juncture, allow me to raise a possible challenge to the hermeneutical approach
I am about to undertake. It might be argued that any application of the principtis ana
methods of ethics from a Western philosophical tradition to a concept in Early Daoism is
artificial and problematic. On the contrary, I do not think that an immense gulf exists
between supposedly parallel planes of thought originating from those two traditions. I
think we can justify the framing of a set of metaphysical principles from one tradition
against a concept taken from another tradition on condition that we stipulate some common
ground between them, and that we allow for some departure from any purportedly classical
and monolithic set of interpretations of those principles and concepts. Undoubtedly, wuwei is linked, directly or indirectly, to the moral discourse; a discourse that perhaps includes
the notions of moral agency and responsibility. Even if, say, the perfected oaoist sage is
assumed to have attained the state of complete unification with the Dao where his self
vanishes, and thereby vitiating the possibility of individual moral responsibility, there is
still the responsible choice and action of unifying with the Dao. Hence, we are entitled to
posit moral agency and responsibility in ethics as our common ground. Furthermore,
there are passages in the Early Daoist texts from which the notion of free will can be
deduced from the important ideal of co-creativity.
Wu-wei spontaneity of acting from the Dao does not necessarily imply a divesting of
free will from the self who, henceforth, is an automaton of the Dao. ziuangzi (chap. zS
asserts: "The Tao is made because we walk it" (palmer's trans.); ..A road is made by
people walking on it" (Watson's trans.). From this statement it is possible to infer that
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the Dao is not conceived as an ultimate principle preestablished and apart from all other

entities; rather, it is a universal reality that includes and yet transcends all particular
realities that constitute it. There is co-creativity between universal and particular realities.
Thus,wu-wei spontaneity is not antithetical to free will in the Early Daoist schema. Here,
the self is free to roam the finite-infinite or particular-universal realm in order to cocreate a world in which the known and the already established co-exist with the unknown,
the mysterious, and the yet-to-be.
I am aware that some commentators, such as Graham (cited in Slingerland 2003,
206ff), have argued that for Zhtangzi freedom is actually the natural submission to the
inevitable requirement of a particular situation. Instead of choosing between options, the
enlightened sage opts not to choose and, instead, spontaneously submits to the inevitable
flow of all things in which there is only one ideal course of action. Here, the ideal moral
agent is presented as one who negates his autonomy and surrenders to the operations of a
universal reality. Even if, assuming that there is only one ideal option in a situation, this
is not contrary to the existence of free will. As stated, the sage stil1 has to make a free act

of submitting himself to the universal flow of the Dao.e The imperative for the self to
submit wholeheartedly to the universal Dao suggests

a

metaphysical premise of a separation

between the self and a preexisting universal and ultimate reality. Would it not be more
appropriate to conceive of the self as part of the universal Dao that is in process and
constantly creative? Accordingly, instead of the self stepping onto an already-made road,
every step that the self freely takes is a parlicipation in the making of the road.
On account ofthe inclusiveness and organicity ofthis whole process, it is possible
to have several ideal courses of action confronting the moral agent. The somewhat
open-endedness of equally ideal courses of action follows from the autonomy of
participants in the whole configuration of an organically developing universe. There is
no certainty as to how one's actions will ptay out in a game where other players are also
autonomous. Recall Zhtangzi's admission that even his proposed mode of clarity of
moral vision and action is susceptible to relativism. His hesitance to claim absolute
objectivity in moral responses probably indicates his awareness of the open-endedness
and tentativeness of any ideal course of action. There might be a one-only ideal action
that conduces to ideal consequences in a mechanical system, but not so in an organic
system. In the face of several ideal courses of action in the organic system, free will
reigns. The self is perpetually confronted with the task of deciding and acting upon
choices that constitute the universal Dao.
Process and becoming aptly describe our universal Dao discussed above. In this
world-view predicated on constant change, we cannot expect that a perfectly ideal state of
spontaneous and effortless fit between the self and the rest of the universe will consistently
obtain. We can, however, expect constant chailenges to the attempts in compassing an
ideal fit of a harmony between one's spontaneous inclinations and the external demands
of a changing world. This follows from the changing world's concomitant feature of
frequent alterations in specific practical applications of moral reason and norms. The
nonspontaneous elements of wu-weiwould pervade such challenging circumstances where,
for instance, a moral agent's emotional capacity would be taxed to function in such a way
that is not overpowered by spontaneous resistances such as complacency and cowardice.
Very likely, it is in this instance that free will is called upon to exert itself most prominently
where the temptation to take the line of least resistance (the easiest path) is overcome in
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order to act in a manner befitting that of wu-wei. On occasions when the ideal moral act
is effortless and spontaneous, free will need not apply itself. On those occasions, the
attribution of a free act to the moral agent is in a retrospective sense. At that precise
moment of effortlessly acting in accordance with the ideal moral theme, the agent could
not help but do so. Technically, her deed did not spring from a free will. The free will
that originated that deed resides in the past when the agent could have equally done
either of two opposing actions and acted in such a way as to initiate the causal series that
led to the referred morally ideal acr (Campbell 2002, l5}-i.9).
Spontaneity as denoting the immediate response (psychical or behavioral) is
inevitably at odds with acts that issue directly from a conscious and free will. However,
there is a way in which spontaneity, a key ingredient of wu-wei, is congenial to
libertarianism. Being the commencing and immediate response, spontaneity, as maintained
earlier, has a functional prominence. This moment of the dialectical pairing functions to
synthesize the opposites. Assuming that it is possible to break up the flow of events that
conduce to our moral responses into discrete units, most of those units would consist of
spontaneous reactions. Wu-wei spontaneity is unique in that, as harmonizer of dialectical
opposites, it has to lead the agent into a state of enlightened awareness where deliberation,
decision, and action are not propelled by just one dominant force. Such a state of ciear
vision and action transcends the situation of being inevitably determined to respond in a
single manner (the agent could not have done otherwise). This space from which free
actions flow is led intoby wtr-wei spontaneity. Wu-wei spontaneity is not a one-off event
that automatically leads the agent down the road in which no actions contrary to the ideal
moral theme is possible.. The self-Dao co-creativity is embedded in the realm of constant
change and becoming. But enduring spontaneous reactions are instinctive, conditioned,
and predicated on a relatively unchanging state.ro A universe in constant flux necessitates
constant adjustments and, therefore, there will inevitably be moments of a nonfit between
existing spontaneous reactions and the demands of an ever-changing situation. The
nonspontaneous will always be a part of wu-wei in this situation. Of course, there can
still be the ideal where even in the midst of effortful adjustment between the self and the
external moral imperatives, the self remains in a state of equanimity. When confronting
difficulties in his craft, cook Ding becomes watchful, careful, and meticulous; and, perhaps,
in the midst of all these states, he can still be at peace with himself and the universe.

CONCLUSION AND SIGNIFICANCE
Wu-wei, with its conceptual structure that encompasses dialecticism, co-creativity,
and libertarianism, offers us a unique way of responding to the moral imperative, the allessential element of human existence. The authors of the Early Daoist texts are not just
metaphysicians contemplating the elusive enigmas of the cosmos, they are also ethicists
particularly interested in what exactly constitutes the ideal human life. Their writings,
never short of vexing, though appealing, paradoxes, include the unveiling of wu-wei,
which as argued in this paper, incorporates both spontaneity and nonspontaneity. Wu-wei
spontaneity, which is harmony of inclination and principle, allows for a moral existence
that transcends ideological and moral dogmatism. The didactic value that can be garnered
from the concept of wu-wei concerns an orientation to life that is holistic, universal, and
profoundly open to the mysterious ultimate reality, the Dao.
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NOTES
1. "Dialectic" here does not refer to a state or situation that violates the law of
noncontradiction. Rather, it implies the state of having two correlative opposing qualities
that mutually determine each other. A quick illustration: actions that serve self-interests
and those that serve the collective interests need not be mutually exclusive classes. Each
of those classes of actions can partially contain the other; and a class of "self-interests
actions" can inform and shape the content of the class of "collective-interests actions,"
and vice versa. In this paper, I propose that we read spontaneity and nonspontaneity as
pertaining to two different dynamisms within a particular moral agent, and not one element
absolutely negating the other.
2. Daodejing (Lau 1963, chap. 2):
The whole world recognizes the beautiful as the beautiful, yet this is only
the ugly; the whole world recognizes the good as the good, yet this is only the
bad. Thus Something and Nothing produce each other; the difficult and the
easy complement each other; the,long and the short offset each other; the
high and the low incline towards each other; note and sound harmonize with
each other; before and after follow each other....

3. Lin Yutang's translation (chap. 20): "Between 'good' and 'evil'how much
difference is there? That which men fear is indeed to be feared; but, alas, distant yet is the
dawn (of awakening)!" and (chap.38): "The man of superior justice acts, and (does so)
with an ulterior motive."
4. As example Daodejing (chap. 48) sees wu-wei as aligned with the practice of
Dao; Zhuangzl (Palmer et al. 1996, chap. 18) says: "I regard actionless action as worthy
of being called happiness, though the ordinary people regard it as a great burden. It is
said: 'Perfect happiness is not happiness, perfect glory is not glory'."
5. Edward Slingerland (2000, 295) defines wu-wei as representing that state of
perfection in which one functions spontaneously in the world and in harmony with the
universal Dao.
6. While I spoke at length on the Dao, virtually nothing is said on the concept
of de. I do not wish to enter into a major discussion on de for it is the concept of
Dao that is pertinent in this present paper. Briefly, while de has been translated as
"power" and "virtue," on account of some negative connotations accorded to "power"
and "virtue" inthe Daodejing (Wu 1990, chap. 36 and chap. 38 respectively), de,I
think, is best translated as the inner presence and dynamism of Dao in a particular
object or process. Wu-wei signifies the ideal means to connect with the Dao through
one's de.
7. Both male and female pronouns are alternated in this essay and they each carry
the gender inclusive sense.
8. Zhuangzi (chap. 2). Watson's (1968) translation uses "hinge," Palmer's (1996)
translation uses "pivot," while Herbert Giles's (1926) translation reads: "When subjective
and objective are both without their correlates, that is the very axis of Tao. And when that
axis passes through the centre at which all Infinities converge, positive and negative alike
blend into an infinite One."
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9. In juxtaposing zhtangzi with Kant, Mgllgaard (2003, 366-6g) says thar, since
the ethical requires free will, any complete immersion of the self in either the realm of
universal nature or particular humanity, precludes ethics. The self immersed in either
nature or humanity surrenders autonomy and becomes a machine. However, he later
concludes with the paradox that, fot Zhuangzi, freedom is the agent's subjective awareness
of being immersed in the necessa.ry current of nature. I find it difficult to accept M6llgaard's
interpretation of Zhuangzi's freedom, because for him, that sort of freedom isitill in"uitubly
confined within the necessa: operations of the universe.
10. Our spontaneous reactions are usually formed by consistent exposures to similar
stimuli.
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SELF.REFLE CTION IN CRITICAL SOCIAL
THEORY: KANT, HEGEL,AND MARX
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Critical social rheory's search for a normative ground of its
in the critique of contemporary societies is essentially
founded on a reflexive way of thinking. Arguably, this can be traced
back from modernity-specificalry to Kant, Heger, and Marx. This
paper will demonstrate how.the Kantian, Hegelian, and Marxian
engagement

practices of self-reflection inform the concept of sociar critique. By an

adequate understanding of self-reJlection, we secure the methoclological
foundation of critical social theory.

INTRODUCTION
"Know thyself!"
Philosophy is essentially inward looking. Otherwise, it betrays its reflexive
nature and, at the same time, its critical function. That is, it consists in the practice
of examining its very grounds upon which it lays its objects of inquiry. Selfreflection is the lifeblood of philosophy. That is the endurirg ,rr"rrug" of plato's
Apology (1969)' where we are reminded that "An unexamined life is not the life
proper to man." central to this concept is the view that philosophy involves the
sustained activity of interiority, which brings the self into ihe depths of reflexivity.
Reflexivity refers to the capacity of thinking to turn into and measure itself against
itself. In other words, reflexivity is the human person's orientation towards the

source of thinking: freedom.
Far from a narcissistic tendency, however, self-reflection significantly situates
the development of consciousness in the freedom of thinking. Self-reflection

constitutes the self's inherent rational powers that allow the self as a thinking
subject to look back into the sources of thought. More importantly, freedom o?
thinking is concerned with the investigation of the possibility of going over the
limits of human imagination as the end of freedom itself.
This paper aims to revisit self-reflection from the vantage point of Kant,
Hegel, and Marx, and to describe how self-reflection is at the core of critical
social theory. By way of tracing the growth of self-reflection from Kant, Hegel,
and Marx, we arrive at an adequate understanding of self-reflection as the
methodological foundation of critical social theory.
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SELF-REFLECTION AS TRANSCENDENTAL SUBJECTIVITY IN KANT
The critical turn in philosophy is undoubtedly traced to the philosophy of
Immanuel Kant. His is a project-systematically encapsulated in his series of
Critiques,viz., Critiqwe of pure reason (1956), Critique of practical reason (1993),
and Critique of judgment (1989)-that singularly seeks to challenge reason's claim
of legitimate scope over humanity's fundamental questions about God, free will,
and the immortality of the soul. Such an attempt thus ushers in a new age of doing
philosophy.
In retrospect, the development of the modern problematic inaugurated by
the Cartesian doubt "How is reliable knowledge possible?" is taken on by German
Idealism, particularly from Kant to Marx through Hegel, in search for a principle
of a comprehensive form of rationality that is capable of ascertaining itself and is
able to go beyond mere empirical understanding. For example, by sense impression
we see the sun rising every morning but it is really the earth turning that gives us
this impression. We need to criticize the standpoint of our empirical observation
in order to understand this truth.
The question "How is knowledge possible?" raises the point that it is itself
a refusal to identify knowledge with empirical scientific knowledge. In other
words, knowledge is stubbomly a product of the dynamic interaction between the
intellect and the senses. Kant's critical philosophy aptly addresses the issue, albeit
with one important twist. Kant's reflective method of transcendental inquiry
privileges the thinking subject with the sole authority to decide the possibility of
knowledge.
Kant's investigation of reason delineates the limits and possibilities of reason
itself and accordingly challenges the absolutist standpoint of claims to knowledge.
Specifically, the Kantian employment of critique as a form of self-reflection and
its corollary concept of the "transcendental" provide the first systematic treatment
of the idea of self-reflection that informs the critique of the theories of
consciousness as exemplified by critical social theory. Therefore, Kant is an
important source of critical social theory, for from Kant's critical project it derives
its inspiration to bring to the real world confronted with various real social issues
the critical method.
Kant defines his philosophy as critical. He basically proposes a new
framework for thinking that radically changes the whole epistemological tradition.
Kant's is a Copernican revolution in philosophy!
According to Kant, while it is generally assumed that all our cognition must
conform to objects, the truth of the matter is that all attempts to extend our
knowledge to represent objects have ended in failure. Therefore, we must try
another way. That is, we must make objects conform instead to our knowledge!
Kant proposes a shift in perspective in the justification of knowledge. The
basis from which knowledge is corroborated lies not in the object anymore; instead,
it shifts to the subject. Here, the knowing subject becomes the foundation of
which the object is constituted and known.
Kant understands critique as an inquiry into the limits and a priori conditions
of the very possibility of experience. By assuming a self-reflective or a
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transcendental posture, reason analyzes and synthesizes itselfin the process

ofits

world-constituting activity.l The function of reflection is to determine how the
mind conceives of itself as a subject related to itself and to experience. Critique
means, "Against the background of experience reason tests its validity." Thaiis,
experience serves as a condition of validating the soundness of reason itself.
For Kant, the purpose of a "critique" is to determine the whole range of
reason in its limits as well as in its content. Kant wants his "critique" as a science
to be complete and systematic in its smallest detail. This "critique of knowledge"
is intended to respond to the challenge of the growth of knowledge of the natural
sciences during Kant's time and to demonstrate the human person's range of
capacity to know.
Kant's main contention is that the human person as rational, that is, as a unity
of consciousness, is not so much someone who is bound up to recognize objects
independently existing of thought as someone who actually constitutes these objects
of experience. The Kantian self is notably a transcendental self which legislates
and sets the rules and boundaries for the emergence of objects. This method, in
general, takes a reflexive posture that goes beyond reason and transcends reason
itself to constitute the conditions of the possibility of intelligibility.
Fascinated by the crowning achievements of the intellectual synthesis made
by physics and geometry, Kant believes that the logical and categorical foundations
of the natural sciences represent the conditions for the possibility of objective
experience. Thus, the Kantian revolution in philosophy implies the contention
that there are forms or.conditions of experience that are not themselves derived
from experience but are constitutive of the very possibility of experience itself.
The crucial point of this assertion points to the role of self-reflection as the moment
where the a priori conditions of knowledge are inescapably recognized. This shows
how the reflexive posture of consciousness uncovers the immediacy of the
categories of knowing and thereby confirms it as its own foundation.
Kant demands that the knowing subject discovers the conditions of knowledge
by synthesizing the manifold of intuitions in accordance with the pure categories
of understanding. The critique of knowledge that investigates the preconditions
of knowledge is, for Kant, in itself the foundation of knowledge. The transcendental
reflexive method intended to establish the basis of knowledge becomes the
foundation of knowledge. This is the Kantian transcendental philosophy, which is
a prime example of reflection.

Furthermore, Kant's critical philosophy makes a distinction between two
domains of knowledge, thereby distinguishing two different functions of reason:
theoretical and practical. Kant is not talking about two different rationalities but
one, only with two different functions in two different domains. lnthe Critique of
pure reason, Kant assumes a concept of rational subject, where the subject is
considered as a unity of self-consciousness. While in the Critique of practical
reason, however, the rational subject is the freewill. The separation of the critique
of knowledge and critique of rational action fashions the concept of transcendental
consciousness which is cut off from its supposed origin in the self-formative
process of human life. Such enables consciousness to reflectively evaluate those

empirical processes.
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The concept of a rational subject as understood by Kant can be succinctly
described as an autonomous and independent agent who is to examine and judge
everything not from any authority but from the authority of reason alone. This
view of the rational subject precisely includes the idea of freedom to act in accord

with reason.
The strength of the Kantian self-reflection is its firm establishment of the
veracity ofthe object ofknowledge. The transcendental selfunderstands the obiects
of its knowledge as reflections of itself. In the transcendental dialectic of the Critique
of pure reason, for instance, Kant speaks of the world as a regulatory idea of pure
reason which represents everything that stands over and against the subject. But
since this is dependent of the constituting activity of the subject, it reduces the
whole world as a creation of the mind. This critical form of reflection, in Kant's

(1956,316) words, "does not concem itself with objects themselves with a view to
deriving concepts from them directly, but is that state of mind in which we first set
ourselves to discover the subjective conditions under which we are able to arrive at
concepts." Thus, Kant's employment of self-reflection curiously slides down to a
form of self-referential sting. The very subjective categories in which knowledge
is ascertained are solely constituted by the subject itself. This leads to the opening
of new debates regarding the comprehensive character of Kant's philosophy
confidently laid out in his three monumental Critiques.

SBLF-REFLECTION AS HISTORICAL CONSCIOUSNESS IN HEGEL
No thinker after Kant takes to heart a more impressive reconstruction of the
Kantian project than Georg Hegel. Hegel's phenomenology of the dialectical
unfolding of forms of consciousness and self-consciousness-an unfolding, which
Hegel interprets as the self-movement of the Absolute Spirit (Geist)-culminates
in the identity of the subject and object.
Hegel's critique of Kant's theory of reflection is central to the development
of critical social theory.2 Hegel starts his criticism of the Kantian theory of
knowledge by raising the question "How can it be that the inquiry about knowledge
becomes knowledge itself?" For him, what Kant is asking is that we should know
the cognitive faculty before we apply knowing to objects; but the cognitive
faculty itself is the first object. It is like wanting to swim before going into
the water. Accordingly, in Hegel's view, since this Kantian investigation of the
faculty of knowledge is itself knowledge, such an investigation cannot arrive at
its goal (which is knowledge) because its goal and the investigation are the same.
Given that in Kant the process internal to the thinking subject is the criterion of
knowledge, it is pointless to refer to it as the criterion.because it is already identical
with the knowledge it seeks.
In Hegel, phenomenological self-reflection accomplishes what epistemology
hopes to, by going through a series of mediations in the historical process. Hegel
demonstrates the process of self-reflection by going through a phenomenology of
the spirit.
Self-reflection, fot Hegel, is the spiritual journey towards knowledge by
means of the phenomenological experience of going through the different stages
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of the historical itinerary of consciousness. The self-formative process of human
consciousness is mediated through the various stages of embodiments: subjective
consciousness becoming conscious of itself through projecting itself outward in
creating a human world and history-its laws, morality, and ethics as manifested
in the family, society, and state. The state is the representation of objective
consciousness and eventually of absolute consciousness in the forms of art, religion,

and philosophy.

The logic of historical development is dialectical, which means one stage/
moment passes beyond the given circumstance to another comprehensive stage,
which overcomes the contradiction while preserving the integrity of the
transformed position. Hegel's (1977) great work phenomenology of spirit is
basically an exercise of self-reflection of the spirit itself mediated in human
consciousness.
The Phenomenology of spirit is Hegel's response to the Kantian critique of
knowledge that ascertains knowledge by cutting-off the knowing subject from the
historical process. Hegel thinks that knowledge is the "totality of consciousness,"
that is, the consciousness of the totality of reality. For example, a man comes to a
realization that he will understand himself by going through the processes by which
he manifests himself, e.g., relational engagements in his family, work, community,
and society, and the wholeness of these manifestations, activities, and engagements
constitute his own progressive self-consciousness. This is the logic of Hegel's
phenomenology. In other words, the totality of consciousness must pass through
the unfolding of human history in order to come to terms with itself.
Hegel's method of phenomenological self-reflection renews the enterprise

of knowledge. He radicalizes the approach of the critique of knowledge by

subjecting its presuppositions to self-criticism. In doing so, Hegel overcomes the
Kantian ground of transcendental consciousness that distinguished between
theoretical from practical reason. The phenomenological experience of
consciousness has to move into the thread of experience of everyday social life in
order for consciousness to understand itself. Meaning to say, in Hegel's
phenomenology, knowledge begins and is obtained through the process of
phenomenological experience. Here, the critical consciousness becomes aware
of the origin of its own standpoint by appropriating the self-formative process of
the human species. At the end of the Phenomenology of the spirit, however, Hegel
asserts that this critical consciousness is no other than the absolute knowledge.
Hegel's concept of an Absolute Spirit suggests that knowledge would be
conceivable only at the end as a result of the historical process that the absolute
spirit has passed through. The identification of the absolute spirit with absolute
knowledge, however, crushes altogether the prospect of a radicalized theory of
knowledge, that is, a theory of knowledge that is grounded in the interactive
domai.n of social life. The subjective and the objective realms of knowledge in its
historical development are mere moments in the itinerary of the absolute mind
toward absolute knowledge. This is like the absolute spirit reflecting on the different
forms that it has taken in the course of its own historical journey.

Hegel's theory on the whole quest for knowledge through the historical
process is reduced to the "private" activity of the absolute spirit's journey to
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absolute knowledge of itself. Accordingly, Hegel changes the disembodied
transcendental subject of Kant into absolute consciousness. He reduces
phenomenological experience and formative processes to mere manifestations of
the absolute mind's self-knowledge. From this standpoint, Hegel-like Kantalso slides down into afatal misunderstanding of his own conception that equates
the concrete and practical dimensions of human thought, or speech and action,
with reason itself as transcendental consciousness or absolute consciousness.3
The dynamic tension between transcendental subject in the Kantian sense
and historical consciousness in the Hegelian sense leaves Marx with the problem
of action, which is the missing link between theory and practice. This compels
Marx to relocate the tension between Kant's transcendental subject and Hegel's
historical consciousness in the quest for social transformation clamored by the
working class and famously labored with a stroke of a genius in Marxist thought
that enormously changed the face of the world.

SELF-REFLECTION AS SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION IN MARX
Karl Marx's use of reflection incorporates both Kantian and Hegelian senses
of reflexive philosophy. The Kantian idea of self-reflection and the demonstration
of the limits of science find resemblance in Marx's criticism of science and its
consideration of itself as a "new critical science." Likewise, Marx's materialist
conception of history and social evolution reworks Hegelian phenomenology.
Marx's employment of self-reflection as explored in both Kant and Hegel
and the concept of social rationality provides the needed foundation of critical
social theory. In Marx the dialectical unity between theory and practice becomes
clearly bvident in the process of self-reflection.
Central to Marx's practice of reflection is his application in the redefinition of
the understanding of rationality. Unlike in both Kant and Hegel where rationality
are disembodied and ahistorical, the concept of rationality has finally reached the
culminating point in Marx. Rationality is basically embedded in the natural processes
of the human species and it is a product of the dialectic of the forces of production.
Marx's self-understanding of rationality is a vital influence to the rethinking
of the normative ground of critical theory. Although he never explicitly develops
or systematizes il, Marx relies on a concept of social rationality to found his
critical theory of society. Indebted to three of the most advanced theoretical currents

of the 19th century, namely German Idealism, English Political Economy, and
French Socialism, Marx develops a theory of society explaining the totality of
human interaction with the world in terms of social relations and production.
Through this, he endeavors to analyze, expose, and abolish the social embodiments
of oppression and domination.
Marx's practice of self-reflection is primarily manifested in his critique of
ideology. Marx understands ideology as a system of beliefs and principles about
reality that legitimizes the alienating structures of society. Ideologies systematically
perpetuate false consciousness and hide selfish interests of those in power.
Critique, for Marx, is the exposition and the confrontation of the concealed

interest operational

in any system or theories (ideologies) about social life in
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view of effecting emancipatory social change. This critique of ideology refers
not just to the simple discovery of systematically concealed interests behind
theories, but also and mainly in the confrontation of the mystifying dimensions

of prevailing interpretations of society. The whole drive of a critique of
ideology is the intent of emancipation from all forms of ideological bondage.
This is how Marx understands critique as a form of self-reflection. Notably,
Marx (see Mclellan 1977) uses the word "critique" in the titles or subtitles
of some of his works, e.g., Critique of Hegel's philosophy of right and Critique
of political economy.
The Marxian sense of critique supplies the objective for society's
freedom from all forms of ideological blinders in social structures and systems
of communication. Marx's idea of reflection presupposes the entrenchment
of the person doing reflection in the social-historical-cultural context of
existence.
For Marx, a common and meaningful world of human experience is not
achieved by a transcendental subject but a result of social-historical and materialpractical activities. By moving beyond the idealist's notion of reason towards a
concept of social rationality, Marx shows that the constitution of knowledge, the
structures of needs, interests, actions, and creations depend upon and are limited
by the level of the human being's material activity which are in itself a result of
historical development.
Marx's explanation of this historical development is through the dialectic of
the relations of production (those relations that constitute the power to control the
forces of production, the institutional framework of society especially property
relations) and the forces of production (anything that is used to make a material
use-value, anything that satisfies a human need, the technical and productive
capacity of society).
Material dialectic develops as the relations of production are threatened by
developments in the forces of production, opening up the possibility for a more
rational social arrangement. In this situation of the dialectics of the relations and
forces of production, Marx speaks of reflection as a collective activity of the
working class, to whom Marx assigns the task of leading the historical development
towards societal emancipation. The proletariat must practice reflection in order
to liberate themselves from all forms of restraint in order to pursue their historical
task towards freedom. For Marx, reflection is a social function of the working
class.

Marx's critical theory of society and his concept of social rationality rest on
an all-abiding principle, namely, that the paradigmatic character of the material

production of any given society preconditions the understanding of all
manifestations of human social life. It follows that for Marx, religion, family,
state, law, morality, science, and art are only particular manifestations of the
prevailing mode of production. These various expressions of human life coincide
with the mode of production. Therefore, the nature of individuals depends on the
material conditions determining theirproduction. Marx (1923,65) gives the integral
formulation of the principle of materialism in the P refac e to the c ritique of p olitical
economy as follows:
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In the social production of their life, men enter into definite relations
that are indispensable and independent of their will, relations of
production which correspond to a definite stage of development of their
material productive forces...The mode of production of material life
conditions the social, political, and intellectual life process in general.

The primacy of material production for the understanding of social life in
Marx's thought is intended as a critique of the social ills of his time which includes
a critique of philosophy as a whole. Marx takes issue with the prevailing idealist
philosophy that views societal structures and processes as mere embodiments of
an absolute independent mind journeying to absolute freedom, and that experiences
of unfreedom and irrationality are products of false beliefs. For an idealist, one
only needs to reform consciousness to set the individual and society on the path to
autonomy.
For Marx, this is a mystification and a concealment of the objective material

condition of societal life. He criticizes the uncritical belief that the material
conditions of social life are representations of an all-abiding idea as absolutely
independent social force. For him, it is not consciousness that determines social
existence but social existence determines consciousness. Ideas or forms of
consciousness are not representations of facts nor are they autonomous active
agents. They are rather expressions of the real material life-processes of human
beings. In Marx's view, consciousness is always the consciousness of the
prevailing social practices, which are conditioned by the material basis of
existence.

Through his materialist paradigm, Marx rejects the entire idealist
construction. The radical foundation of this critique is that the material, concrete,
living persons are the only knowing subjects and historical actors. Human beings
cannot be understood in terms of the disembodied rational subject or the superindividual subject with its illusion of absolute autonomy. Humans are natural
beings and, thusfnite, meaning to say, "a suffering, conditioned and limited being
which has its nature outside itself' (Marx 1983, 615). This "outside" is the natural
world that is constantly transformed through human labor. It is a social and
historical product. Therefore, the essence of human beings is in reality, "the
ensemble of social relations" (Marx 1983, 616).

Marx critically destroys the idea of the super-individual subject by
transforming it into a notion of human social intersubjectivity. The substantial
spirit in Hegel has become the "sum of productive forces, capital funds and social
forms of intercourse, which every individual and generation finds existence as
something given" (Marx 1947 ,58). Thus, Marx radically changes the understanding
of the subject. The rational subject is not anymore to be metaphysically understood
(in the idealist fornulation), but understood in terms of the historical possibilities
to be defined concretely by the limits of nature and the present, socially conditioned
needs and interests of human individuals themselves.a
This notion of the historically and materially mediated subject is the key to
Marx's overcoming the idealist concept of rationality and thus installs the concept
of social rationality. Social rationality is neither reason standing abstractly above
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history 11or as something that is fixed in history to be comprehended by individuals
in a supreme act of dialectical reflection. It is historical reason embodied in the
workers' movement, in the practical activity of association of socially-determined
individuals who struggle to overcome the contradictions of their material existence
by which they give meaning to their existence.
As in Marx's critique of Hegel's Phenomenology of the spirit, reason is
generated in the communicative domain of social life. Marx's theory of society

bears the foundation upon which the critique of knowledge can be
reconstructed. This is the positive moment in Marx's self-reflection. In the
eleventh thesis on Feuerbach, Marx (1983,617) summarizes his critique of
philosophy and announces the practical intent of his social theory: "The
philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways: the point,
however, is to change it."
Shifting inspiration from the giants of modernity, viz., Kant, Hegel, and
Marx, in view of achieving a more relevant interpretation of self-reflection,
prompts us to look beyond the philosophical horizon. Self-reflection is thoroughly

political in orientation.

CONCLUSION
The underlying principle of critical social theory as espoused by prominent
members of the Frankfurt School has the aim to rehabilitate self-reflection as
a necessary component of their quest to recover the emancipatory potentials
in the various forms of rationality. At the outset, critical theorists of the
Frankfurt School find an ally in the practice of self-reflection in Marx's critique
of ideology. They find in Marx's theoretical and practical intent an impetus to
locating some foundational elements for a renewed critical social theory. Marx's
theory of society provides a promising ground of establishing a just society
from which the Frankfurt School takes off with their project (see Arato and

Gebhardt 1982).
Theodore Adorno (I973,4-5), for example, inhis Negative dialectics refers
to philosophy as an activity of critical self-reflection. Max Horkheimer (1972,
39) likewise argues that reflection must determine that thought is limited, but
that there are no areas or fields where thought is not to be applied. In ttle Dialectic
of enlightenment, Adorno and Horkheimer (1972, 189) speak of the indispensable
role of self-reflection because without it, problems arise. They describe the absence
of self-reflection as when one is no longer able to return to the object what he has
received from it. He becomes poorer rather than richer; since he no longer reflects
the object and ceases to reflect upon himself, he likewise loses the abiliry to
differentiate.
The critical theorists' employment of self-reflection is reminiscent of the
Kantian, Hegelian, and Marxian moments of the practice of self-reflection. Like
Kant, through philosophical reflection they ventured to determine the limited
claims of certain kinds of knowledge as, e.g., instrumental rationality, which was
predominant during their time. Like Hegel, they agree that rationality is historically
generated and manifested, thus their critical orientation has been broadened by
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making the historical expression of reason the focus of critical self-reflection.
Critique has become a critique of the historical expression of reason and a critique
of instrumental reason. It is a critique in search of an alternative to a predominantly
instrumentalized or tool-driven world.
The critical theory of the Frankfurt School intends to release the critical
potentials in philosophical thought by unmasking their present social distortions
as a form of reification. This self-reflective method, which they call immanent
critique, confronts and exposes the contradiction between bourgeois ideals,
e.g., justice, freedom, and equality, and the existing social reality. For this
purpose, critical theory would make use of the findings of the other scientific
disciplines to approach the social totality as well as the concept of critical
reason to locate and critique their one-sidedness and partiality. This positive
attitude of critical theory significantly depends on the positive and substantive
concapt of a historically developing social rationality, which is the stuff of
self-reflection.
NOTES
1. This is reconstituting the data of experience from a new standpoint, that
is, from the standpoint of the subject like, e.g., looking for the evidence of planetary
movements from the perspective of the sun as center.
2. Jiirgen Habermas (I911) represents a crucial personality in contemporary
critical social theory. For one, he follows the Kantian inspiration and analyzes

the merits of Hegel's arguments against Kant's own achievements. Briefly,
Habermas wants to appropriate Hegel's theory to his own theory of inter-subjective
and emancipatory interests. spelled out clearly in his work, Knowledge and human

interests.

3. It is interesting to note that in his commentary on Hegel, Lenin (1923)
says that the absolute spirit is simply the objective knowledge of the historical

process. Until the conclusion of the phenomenology process, all forms of
knowledge pretend to be absolute-i.e., to be the last word, but are in fact limited,
and so doomed to be surpassed. Absolute knowledge would be the awareness that
all forms of existence are transitory-except for the awareness of transitoriness
itself, which is the only absolute. If there is a subject of this process, an Absolute
Spirit, it should not be regarded as a separate entity that traverses history, but as
the deeper nature of our historical existence. Hegel calls this Spirit, "an I that is
We, and a We that is L" Thus we recognize that our individual consciousness is
related to all of history and to every other individual consciousness. Our
interconnectedness is the true subject of history. It is always false to separate out
a domain of egotism, an "I" that is merely an "I." So Marx defines Communism
as a society in which the free development of each is connected with the free
development of all.
4. However, later in the Marxist science of history such limits of nature and
social condition are transcended. Working class consciousness is supplemented
by scientific understanding of its task of laying down the foundation of the utopian

world.
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WITTGENSTEINIAN RESPONSE
TO THE SCOFE PROBLEM
John Ian Boongaling
University of the Philippines at Los Bafros

This paper seeks to develop a Wittgensteinian response to the Scope
Problem, which ensnares a theory of truth considered as inflationary.
The scope problem challenges any inflationary truth theory to provide
a single explanation which can account for the concept of truth given
the diversity of statements that most of us are willing to accept as true.
In line with Wittgenstein's later-views on language and philosophy and
their corresponding functions, this paper provides a general diagnosis
of the problem: similarities in syntax do not entail similarities in
meaning. By employing Wittgenstein's metaphors (i.e., "handles" and
"tools") and an analysis via concrete cases and analogies, this paper
responds to the challenge presented by the Scope Problem not by
providing a satisfactoty definition of truth but rather by providing its

"dissolution"

d la Wittgenstein

INTRODUCTION
Using our current taxonomy, a theory of truth is classified as either
inflationary or deflationary. The distinction rests, fundamentally, on the
disagreements amongst philosophers on the issue of whether or not truth has a
nature. Philosophers who think that truth has a nature consequently seek for a
substantial, uniform explanation for the various statements that we accept as true.
By so doing, philosophers believe that they can unravel what truth's nature consists
in. Deflationists, on the other hand, deny the very assumption that truth has a
nature; on many counts, truth, from the deflationary view, is a mere device for
generalization, a schema which yields equivalences. Many a philosopher of the
inflationary type recognizes the value of truth and believes that a deflationary
treatment of truth strips it away of that value. While this can be a motivation for
providing arguments against deflationary theories of truth, it cannot make the
inflationary stance more acceptable or even preferable. This is because of its
inability to provide a satisfactory solution to what Lynch (2004,385) refers to as
lhe Scope Problem (hereafter SP). In a general way, the problem is how to provide a
single explanation for the concept of truth, considering the diversity of statements that
most of us are willing to accept as true. Cory Wright (2005, 1) takes this to be a
serious problem for inflationary theories of truth and calls tt the Problem of the
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Common Denominator (hereafter PCD). It is important to note that the difference
between Lynch's SP and wright's PCD is merely terminological; inessence, they
are both referring to the same problem. In this paper, I will simply adopt Lynch's
terminology for the sake of convenience.
At the outset, it should be noted that for most philosophers, Sp presents a

genuine problematic for inflationary theories of truth (i.e., coherence,
correspondence, and pragmatic) based on the observation that even if a particular
theory of truth can explain well what makes a statement true ina particular domain,
the very same theory of truth (along with its proposed criteria) is prone to counterexamples in other domains. The aforementioned observation puts philosophers
who subscribe to a theory of truth which is consideredas inflationary, ina difficult

situation: their project of providing a substantial theory of truth is put on hold
unless they successfully solve the problem. In the absence of a successful solution
to SP, the tenability of inflationary theories of truth and what they seek to achieve

(that is, the unravelling of truth's natltre via a satisfactory definition) remain
questionable. This unfortunate situation provides the contemporary analytic
philosopher with more things to think about: (1) that, perhaps, deflationists are
correct in insisting that truth has no nature and (2) that, even if we grant that truth
has a nature, its nature is not uniform. In other words, truth is equivocal and the
truth predicate is superfluous.In any case, without a satisfactory solution to SP,
philosophers who subscribe to an inflationary theory of truth are required, at the
very least, to rethink their positions and underlying assumptions on the
philosophical problem. of truth.
In this paper, I will develop a wittgensteinian response to the problem posed
by SP on inflationary theories of truth by employing two of wittgenstein's
metaphors in the Philosophical investigations (hereafter pi): (1) the handle
metaphor and (2) t}:'e tool metaphor. By exploring these metaphors and their
significance in Wittgenstein's overall view on language and its functions, I will
provide arguments and an analysis via concrete cases and analogies to show ftow
and why syntax provides us with a misleading account of the truth predicate
which ultimately leads us to the inflationary theories' predicament. My discussion
is divided into three parts: (1) a detailed account of the Sp and what it purports to
entail, (2) an exposition of wittgenstein's views on language and philosophy with
an emphasis on the metaphors earlier mentioned, and (3) a diagnosis of the source
of the problem and how it can be dissolved d /a Wittgenstein.
SCOPE PROBLEM IN DETAIL
The seriousness of the threat posed by Sp to inflationary theories of truth
can only be realized by providing a detailed description of it. It is important to
describe the problem in detail because by so doing we can draw out its
consequences or implications to the prospect of providing a satisfactory account
(or definition) of the concept of truth. This part of the paper is devoted to the
fulfilment of the aforementioned task, but first I will provide a preliminary
justification as to why it is important to philosophize about the concept of truth.
The concept of truth remains as one of the most abstract concepts that need
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to be explicated. The felt need to articulate a satisfactory definition oftruth springs
from the realization that the concept oftruth is central to our accounts of knowledge,
theoretical inquiry, and linguistic practice where assertions play a very important
role. Thus, in the traditional conception of knowledge as justified true belief (JTB),
and even in Gettier's (1963, 121) formulation of his famous problem, an utmost

priority is given to a proposition being true.In theoretical inquiry, Lynch (2001,
2) contends that we presuppose an understanding of truth. Dummett (2OO4,3435) goes beyond knowledge and theoretical inquiry and explains the centrality of
the concept of truth in the very practice of using a language:
Central to any description of the practice of using a language is an
account of its use to make assertions and of the responses they evoke
in their hearers. The description must cover the uses of language, but
assertion is primary: questions call for assertions to be made, and it
must be possible to say whether a request has been granted or declined,
a demand complied with or flouted. It is from the practice of making
assertions that the notion of truth first arises: it is of the essence of that
practice that assertions can be judged correct or incor:rect.

In the foregoing discussion, I provided reasons as to why it is important to
philosophize about the concept of truth. By recognizing that the concept of truth
is central to our accounts ofknowledge, theoretical inquiry, and even to our actual
linguistic practice, it is.only reasonable to try to provide an account of that concept.
Let us proceed in articulating what SP is in detail. There are numerous
statements that a person may reasonably believe or accept to be true. Most of the
time, wO do not find it difficult to accept that the following statements are truei
(1) 2 plus the square root of 81 is 11.
(2) College education is expensive.
(3) We should respect the elderly.
(4) The Philippines is an archipelago.
(5) Snow is white.
(6) Grass is green.

If we are interested in testing the pronouncement that we usually have no
problems accepting statements (1)-(6) as true, a simple experiment can be devised.
All we have to do is to convert these statements into questions and ask the people
around us. We have good reasons to believe that the response of most people (if
not all) would be a "Yes." In the context of everyday life, for example, the ordinary
Filipino citizen would generally agree with (2) and, perhaps, add other things that
are expensive as well (e.g., the prices of gasoline, liquefied petroleum gas, rice).
The people's upbringing and culture can help explain why most Filipinos would
agree that (3) is also true.We can add otherexamples to the list. FromLynch's
(2004,385) own stock of examples, let us add the following:
(7) Six is an even number.
(8) Murder is wrong.
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Just

like (1), (7) belongs to the domain of mathematics and we usually

consider mathematics as a fine example of a discipline where we have confidence
in the truthfulness of its statements. Statement (8) belongs to the domain of ethics
and, just like (3), it is also amenable to the simple experiment earlier proposed.
other statements, however, are not easily answerable by a "yes" or a ..No,' (if we
convert them into questions similar to the simple experiment suggested earlier)
because they require some specific knowledge (Greek mythology, history, current
events, medicine). From wright's (2005, 1-2) own stock of examples, let us add
some more to our list:

(9)

Bellerophon was the rider of the winged pegasus.
(10) The number of rutsis slaughtered in the Rwandan genocide of
1994 is roughly 250 times greater than the number of Americans
killed in the September l1th attacks on the world rrade center,
which is still only half as many as the 1.5 million massacred in
either the Armenian genocide of I9I5-I923 or the Cambodian
genocide

of l975-1979.

It is important to note that even if statements (9) and (10) are not easily
answerable by "Yes" or "No" (after converting them to questions), they are still
truth-apt (ust like the previous statements), meaning, they are capable of being
either true or false.
I will specify the important points that should be highlighted in the previous
list. First, what is said to be capable of being true or false is the content of the
statement. Second, the content of the statements on the list are varied- Third,
given the variety of the content of the statements on the list, it is difficult to
identify a single theory of truth which can successfully handle all of them without
remainder. For example, while the truth of (1) and (7) can best be explained by
the Coherence Theory of Truth, as demonstrated by our mathematical practices,
it is difficult to maintain that the same theory can account for the truth of other
statements on the list such as (5) and (6). In the same way, althouch (5) and (6)
can best be explained by the Correspondence Theory of Truth, it is difficult to see
as to how the same theory can account for abstract or nonconcrere entities-for

example, those entities that logicians and mathematicians so fondly talk about
such as numbers, classes, and sets. Statements from other domains (e.g.,
economics, ethics, law) suffer the same fate. In Lynch's (zoo4,3g5) words: ..once
again, an explanation that works for some propositions fails for others.,'
After articulating what the SP is, it is possible for us to identify what such a
problem entails. Philosophers who subscribe to an inflationary theory consider
truth to be a substantive property of statements. In the foregoing description of
the SP, it can be said that the problem starts to make itself manifest when we try
to make a generalization onthe property of truth. The generalizatjonsimply cannot
be done because even if we are willing to classify the statements on the list as
true statements, their ways of being true are, in significant ways, different. The
dilemma posed by SP on the inflationary theories of truth, can thus be clearly
stated

in the following way. Inflationary theories of truth assume that truth has

a
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uniform structure. If truth has a uniform structure, then statements (1)-(10) are
true in the same way. But, as SP shows, it is not the case that statements (1)-(10)
are true in the same way. Therefore, inflationary theories of truth are wrong to
assume that truth has a uniform structure. Needless to say, the conclusion of this
argument is a big blow to various inflationary theories of truth. What SP entails is
thus: (1) it is plausible for us to hold different explanations for the truth of
statements (1)-(10) and (2) if we accept that statements (1)-(10) ure true and that
there is no single explanation that could cover all ofthem since they have different
methods of verification and criteria of proof, then what their truth consists in is
domain or context-sensitive. In other words, the truth predicate (if it is a property
at all) is ambiguous, and this is not a good outcome for any inflationary theory of
truth. Lynch (2004,394) reminds us that "even if we can tolerate some ambiguity
in the psychological arena, we have sffong theoretical reasons to avoid it in our
account of truth." Such a reminder is important; if ambiguity steps into the picture,
then the supposed robustness of the concept of truth (that inflationary theories of
truth ascribe to) seems to be an unwarranted assumption.

WITTGENSTEIN'S METAPHORS: HANDLES AND TOOLS

If Wittgenstein (2001, 23) is coffect in the assertion that philosophy is a
"critique of language" then the principal task of a philosophical work is one of
clarification This idea is part of Wittgenstein's view on the nature of philosophy
intheTractatus logico-philosophicus (hereafter Tlp).Inhis view, the philosopher's
work involves the clarification of thought via the analysis of the logic of our
language. Such clarification is important because as Wittgenstein (2OOl, 22)
observes; "Language disguises thought." Although Wittgenstein's arguments in
the Tlp has lost much of its force in the course of time, I think his overall idea on
the nature of philosophy as an activity which embarks on the task of clarifying
our thoughts via the analysis of language is still significant to philosophers of our
time. Even if it has been customary to discriminate between the early and later
Wittgenstein, I think his views on the nature of philosophy and the implied task of
the philosopher in general, remains consistent all throughout. In $127 of the
Philosophical investigations (or Pl), for instance, Wittgenstein (2OO9,55') reminds
us that the philosopher's task is simply one of "marshalling recollections for a
particular purpose." Inthe Tlp, it is plausible to maintain that Wittgenstein himself
falls prey to the trap of focusing heavily on the logic of language to the extent that
he constructed theories (i.e., the form of the proposition, picture theory of
language). In the Pi, it may be said that there was a more conscious effort on
Wittgenstein's part to avoid the aforementioned trap. In S 126 of the Pi, for instance,
Wittgenstein tells us that "Philosophy just puts everything before us, and neither
explains nor deduces anything." Such a seemingly negative remark on philosophy
may have raised the eyebrows of many. I think Wittgenstein (2OO9,55") only
reminds us that sometimes our craving for explanations make it difficult for us to
see "the actual use of language." In the Tlp,Witl"genstein's theory is limited in
such a way that it merely considers representation as tiire sole function of language.
Such being the case, he fixes his gaze merely on the correspondence relation
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between language, on the one hand, and reality, on the other. In the pi, however,
Wittgenstein shows that it is a mistake to think that language functions merely as
such. wittgenstein (2oo9,53') in S114-115 of the pi (referring to tt'e Tlp) even
admits, "A picture held us captive." In reading tt'e pi, therefore, it can be said
that Wittgenstein attempts to liberate himself from the very limited picture of
language in the Tlp by constantly giving examples, arguments and counterarguments, analogies, and metaphors to describe the various ways in which we
use words in the context of ordinary language.
when we reason out, especially in the context of ordinary language, there are
occasions when we make use of analogies andmetaphors. In explaining something,
we also find metaphors helpful in terms of making the other person understand
what we are trying to say. It is important to note that even in theoretical philosophy,
philosophers also resort to metaphors. For example, in the modern period irr the
history of philosophy, a number of philosophers characteize the universe as a
machine.r In line with his later view on philosophy and language, wittgenstein
(2009,56") employs analogies and metaphors not only to point out certain errors in
our usual way of thinking, but also an{ more importantly, to better illustrate "through
similarities and dissimilarities...features of our language." In this paper, I choose
two of Wittgenstein's metaphors to provide a diagnosis and a plausible response to
the threat posed by the SP. The first metaphor can be found in g 12 of the pi. For the
sake of convenience, let us refer to it as the handle metaphor (hereafter HM):

It is like looking into the cabin of a locomotive. There are handles
there, all looking more or less alike. (This stands to reason, since they
are all supposed to be handled.) But one is the handle of a crank, which
can be moved continuously (it regulates the opening of a valve); another
is the handle of a switch, which has only two operative positions: it is
either off or on; a third is the handle of a brake-lever, the harder one
pulls on it, the harder the braking; a fourth, the handle of a pump: it has
the effect only so long as it is moved to and fro.
At this point, I will only make mention of some important things to consider
in Wittgenstein's HM in relation to language. The more detailed discussion will
be reserved in the next section of the paper. First, as HM suggests, even if the
handles in a locomotive look more or less identical, their functions are, in

significant ways, different. Moreover, aside from having different functions, their
operations are also carried out in different ways. If we are to apply such a metaphor
to language, particularly in the context of syntax and semantics, it can be said
that, first, similarities in syntax (just tike the more or less identical appearances
of the handles in a locomotive) cloes not entail sameness in semantics. Second
(and if the first point is correct), even if the predicate expression ..is true" can be
predicated to diverse statements in different domains, it does not guarantee us
that "is true" functions in the same way across all domains and that its operations
are carried out in precisely the same way.
A more familiar metaphor is provided by wittgenstein in g 11 of the pi. Let
us simply refer to it as the tool metaphor (hereafter TM):
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Think of the tools in the toolbox: there is a hammer, pliers, a saw, a
screwdriver, a rule, a glue-pot, glue, nails and screws.-The functions
of words are as diverse as the functions of these objects. (And in both
cases there are similarities.) Of course, what confuses us is the uniform
appearance of words when we hear them in speech, or see them written
or in print. For their use is not that obvious. Especially when we are
doing philosophy!
Someone might argue that tools have an intended purpose. To such an
argument, Wittgenstein would have responded that even if that is the case, their
functions are not limited to those purposes. A screwdriver, for example, is a tool
for turning or fastening screws. However, even if that is its intended purpose,
there is nothing to stop us in using the scredriver as a paperweighl if we like. As
TM suggests, words are tools with diverse functions and any person who knows
a language can attest to the fact that words, utterances, and even statements can

mean different things

in different communication situations. The interesting

phenomenon though is that given the diversity of the meanings of words, utterances,
and statements, we are still able to understand each other and respond in such
ways that are (more or less) appropriate according to what is demanded by the
circumstances. This should not be taken to mean, however, that we do not commit
mistakes in the process. Indeed, we commit them and Wittgenstein provides us

numerous examples in the Pi.

WITTGENSTEIN'S METAPHORS MEET THE SCOPE PROBLEM
Philosophical problems, upon our recognition of them, leave us in a state of
perplexity (or, at the very least, a state of discomfort). Being in such states, we
feel that these problems need carefully thought out solutions and explanations.
The problem imposed by the SP on inflationary theories of truth (or any theory
which considers truth to be a substantial properfy) is, as one might say, a
philosophical problem par excellence. While other philosophers follow the path
laid down by their predecessors as exemplified by their asking of the same sort of
questions (only offering different answers to them), Wittgenstein pursues a radically
different direction. The route taken by Wittgenstein, to a large extent, can plausibly
be explained by his view on what philosophy is and what its fundamental task
consists in. Believing that philosophical problems are offshoots of our failure to
understand the grammar of our language, Wittgenstein in 990 of the Pi (2009,
47") considers his inquiry as a "grammatical one" which "sheds light on our
problem by clearing misunderstandings away." The strategy by which Wittgenstein
(2OO9,53") proposes to clear misunderstandings is by bringing "words back from
their metaphysical to their everyday use." It is important to note that it is via the
aforementioned strategy that philosophy, for Wittgenstein, fulfils a therapeutic
role.Phllosophical problems (or questions) are in Wittgenstein's (2009, 52") view,
similar to a disease or illness, which results from our "misinterpretation of our
forms of language." In the proceeding analysis, I will construct a response to the
SP in the light of Wittgenstein's theory of meaning as use in the Pi. The analysis
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is composed of two main parts: (r) a diagnosrs of the source of the problem and
(2) the presentation of arguments (which capitalizes on HM and rM) to provide
adissolution of the problem-a characteristic of Wittgenstein's views and approach
in the Pi and his other later writings.
I will start my analysis with the simple subject-pred.icate relation I will employ
two-levels of the aforementioned relation to bring to the fore the source of the
problem imposed by the SP on inflationary theories of truth. For the sake of clarity
and to avoid confusion given the current circumstances, I will :use quotation marks
when I am referring to linguistic expressions, the employment of which also indicates
that the quoted expression is being mentioned instead of being used.
In my estimation, the source of the problem posed by the Sp on inflationary
theories of truth comes from the assumption that similarities on the syntactical
level entail similarities on the semantical level. At this point, I will illustrate just
how most of us are usually led to think that such is the case. On the first level, that
is, on the level of a simple statement, the subject-predicate relation may easily be
identified. Consider the following examples (taken from the earlier generated list

of true statements):

(6) Grass is green.
(7) Six is an even number.
(8) Murder is wrong.
Statements (6), (7), and (8) are especially chosen ro highlight the significant
dffirences in terms of the criteria of proof required for these statements to be
regarded as true.In philosophy, we oftentimes distinguish between and among
kinds of statements. Thus, (6), (7), and (8) are usually referred to as empirical,
analytic, and evaluative statements, respectively. At this point, what needs to be
emphasized is that (6), (7), and (8) are, more or less, statements with the same
structure (i.e., syntactically speaking).
Let us consider this structure in detail. In (6), the subject and the predicate
are the terms "grass" and "green," respectively, joined together by the copula
"is." The subject is a noun and the predicate identifies a certain property that is

attributed to the subject, that is, the property of being "green." Take note that the
predicate expression "is green" can be satisfie* by other objects (e.g., leaves,
emeralds). In (7), the subject and the predicate are the tems "six" and .'even,,'
respectively, joined together by the copula "is." Again, the subject is a noun and
the predicate identifies a certain property that is attributed to the subject, that is,
the property of being "even." Just like "is green" in (6), the predicate expression
"is even" can be satisfied by other objects (e.g., the mumbers eight, four, two). In
(8), the subject and the predicate are the terms "murder" and "wrong," respectively,
joined together by the copula "is." The subject is a noun and the predicate identifies
a certain property that is attributed to the subject, that is, the property of being
"wrong." Take note that the predicate expression "is wrong" can be satisfied by
other objects (e.g., actions like cheating, stealing). In other words, for any predicate
expression, we canfill inthe gap by the appropriate subject which satisfies it:
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is green.
is even.
is wrong,
On the second level, where we attach the predicate "is true" to (6), (7), and
(8), we have:

(11) "Grass is green" is true.
(12) "Six is even" is true.
(13) "Murder is wrong" is true.

As may be noticed, (ll), (12), and (13) appear rn quotation marks.'fhe
point is now clear. On the first level, our subject is a noun to which we attach the
corresponding predicate. On the second level, our subject is a statemenr to which
we attach the predicate expression "is true." The predicate expression "is true"
can be satisfied by many other statements. Again, we can fill in the gap. This time
though, the appropriate subject is a '.'statement":

" is true.
Statements (1)-(10), in our earlier generated list, can be used to fill in the
gap. From the foregoing analysis, it is tempting to generalize that "is true" is a
robust or substantial property of statements (in the same way that "is green," "is
even," and "is round" are properties possessed by some objects), and a truth
theory's task is to discover what such a property is. Take note of the similarities
of the aforementioned examples in terms of their syntax. We have subjects,
predicates, and the copula "is" which not only links our subjects with their
corresponding predicates but also, and more importantly, makes them into
statements.In my estimation, the source of the problem is the assumption that the
truth predicate (i.e., "is true") behaves or operates in precisely the same way as
the other predicates (i.e., "is green," "is even," "is round," "is wrong," etc.). The
trick is, therefore, put in plain view: since we can attach the predicate expression
"is true" to statements, then "is true" refers to a substantial property that true
statements must possess by virtue of being true statements. The trick is done with
the help of the apparenr similarity in terms of the previous statements' syntactical
structure. But, from the apparent similarity in terms of their syntax, do we have
good reasons to believe that "is true" operates in precisely the same way? Is it
satisfied by diverse statements in precisely the same way?
Let us consider the distinction between syntax and semantics in detail. Syntax
serves as a prerequisite for semantics. Syntax is concerned with two things: (1)
symbols and (2) rules for manipulating (1). The "symbols," on the one hand,
may be said to be the specified vocabulary of the language. The "rules," on the
other hand, allow us to manipulate the symbols and determine what sequence or
combination of symbols count as grammatical or not. It is important to note that
syntax is merely concerned with the formal properties of the language. Such
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being the case, even if one is not aware of what the symbols or linguistic expressions
for or represent, one can still discriminate which string of words counts as
grammatical or not. To illustrate this point, one may remember Searle's (1994)
stand

chinese Room thought experiment. Any competent speaker of a language

recognizes that (1) our symbols stand for or represent something and, (2) they are
about something; technically, (1) and (2) are called reference and intentionality,
respectively. Although reference and intentionality are not the "be-all and endall" of language, they are neverlheless highly significant aspects of it. Part of the
reason for this is because they have important roles to play in terms of determining
the meanings not only of words but also of statements. Talk of meanings leads us
to semantics. Searle (1984,33) points out that to understand a language "involves
more than just having a bunch of formal symbols." He continues that "It involves
having an interpretation, or a meaning attached to those symbols." syntax and
semantics are, therefore, two areas of studying language which work hand in
hand.

In (6), the predicate expression "is green" is satisfied by the subject "grass"

in a precise way: the object denoted by the word "grass" has the property of

"being green." It is also via the same way that other objects (i.e., leaves, emeralds,
etc.) satisfy the same predicate expression. In (11), the predicate expression "is
true" is satisfied by the statement "Grass is green" via a form of correspondence.
The correspondence relation requires some background metaphysics: (l) there is
a way asto how things are (reality), (2) how things are (rearity) is not dependent
on our representations.of it, and finally (3) our statement states it (reality) as it is.
For empirical statements such as (6) which concerns objects that are extencled in
space and time, the criterion of proof is, therefore, more or less direct in the sense
that ourstatement must literally correspond with what is the case, amenable to
ordinary inspection in the same way as "The cat is on the mat" is. However, the
very same criterion of proof (or verification procedure if we like) is bound to fail
with statements which contain abstract entities such as "numbers" in (7). In
addition, the property (i.e., wrongness) which one ascribes to an act (i.e., murder)
in (8) is clearly different from properties such as "evenness" in (7) or "greenness"
in (6). While it is tempting to say that since "is green," ..is even,', ..is wrong,,' and
"is true" are all predicate expressions, they all function in precisely the same
way, it is not advisable to do so because the lack of a unified criterion of proof (or
verification procedure) tells us otherwise. Here, in the criterion of proof for
different statements, it is important to emphasize lhat content has a significant
role to play in determining the semantic value (i.e., true or false) of a statement to
which mere syntax by itself is blind. If content has a significant role to play in
determining the semantic value of statements, then our focus should be on the
problem of meaning.
At first glance, the foregoing discussion seems to be a point in favor of the
SP. However, this is not necessarily the case. The reason for this is that even if we
admit that content plays a significant role in determining the semantic value of a
statement, it is not solely responsible for it. This is because even if we accept that
statements are constituted of words the content of which are partly responsible
for the meaning of the whole, to talk about truth and falsity would make sense
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only if there is a meaning-fixing procedure for our statements. Such a meaningfixing procedure in relation to semantic value, however, is not merely within the
province of semantics. Another area of studying human language must step into
the discussion:. pragmallcs. Davies (2006, l9-2O) provides us with a helpful
distinction:

The study of literal linguistic meaning is semantics. The study of
the use of language to communicate messages- very often, messages
that go far beyond the literal meanings of the expressions used- is
pragmatics. As a rough guide to the semantics-pragmatics distinction,

we can say that semantics is concerned with the properties of
expressions that help to determine the conditions under which an
utterance would be literally true, rather than false. In contrast,
pragmatics focuses on the conditions under which an utterance would
be helpful, rather than misleading, or more generally appropriate, rather

than inappropriate.

Although there is a clear clemarcation between semantics and pragmatics in
the abovementioned passage, it is still possible for us to provide an example where
pragmatics can affect the semantic value of a statement; thus, lending support to
the claim that predicates are not satisfied in precisely the same way across domains
since contexr plays a significant role not only in meaning but also in truth conditions.
Such an example may.be found in Searle's (1980, 222-23) discussion of "cut" in
"Bill cut the grass" and "Sally cut the cake" in which he explains:

Though the occurrence of the word "cut" is literal...and though the
word is noi ambiguous, it determines different sets of truth conditions
for the different sentences. The sort of thing that constitutes cutting the
grass is quite different from, e.g. the sort of thing that constitutes cutting
a cake. One way to see this is to imagine what constitutes obeying the
order to cut something. If someone tells me to cut the grass and I rush
out and stab it with a knife, or if I am ordered to cut the cake and I run
it with a lawnmower, in each case I will have failed to obey the order.
That is not what the speaker meant by his literal and serious utterance
of the sentence.
Searle's idea is brilliantly simple. It is possible to have a word with a literal
meaning, not ambiguous, and yet the same word might have different sets of truth
conditions if we take into consideration the context of its usage and occurrence in
sentences. In line with our discussion on satisfaction, it can thus be maintained
that it is the context which helps fix the appropriate satisfaction conditions that
must be met by a statement for it to have a semantic value (i.e., true or false).
With the inclusion of pragmatics to the whole equation, it is clear that the foregoing
discussion is not actually a point in favor ofthe SP, but rather a point against it by
highlighting its weakness: the SP only takes off the ground by neglecting context
and its significant contribution to meaning.
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Mindful of the significance of pragmatics in determining meaning and even
truth conditions, let us analyze the predicate expression "is true" in relation to
HM. As HM suggests, the similarity of the appearance of the handles in a
locomotive does not reflect their actual operations and functions. Can we say the
same thing about the truth predicate? To answer this question d taWittgenstein,
what needs to be done is a description of the actual uses of "is true" in ordinary
language. So, instead of asking, "what is the property that all and only true
statements share, possess, or have in common for them to be classified as members
of the class of true statements?" I envision wittgenstein asking, "In what
circumstances do I utter 'is true' or its variants?" It is important to note that the
fctrmer question already presupposes that truth is a substantial property, whereas
the latter does not since it only seeks to provide a clarification of how we use the
expression "is true" in various circumstances. Moreover, the former question
inevitably commits one to a definition of the property of truth (as demonstrated
by inflationary theories of truth) whereas the latter does not. In other words,
asking the first question leads one to theory-building whercas the latter merely
aims at conceptual clarification It is important to note that Wittgenstein is skeptical
of questions which lead to theory-building. So if we ask for a definition (or
meaning) of a general term llke truth in the sense envisioned by inflationary
theories of truth, our attempt suffers the same fate as the handles in a locomotive:
the similar appearance of the handles tells us nothing about their actual operations
and functions. In other words, even if we can predicate "is true" of statements
(1)-(10) in our earlier. generated list, and even if they share the same structure
(syntactically speaking), we cannot correctly.infer that these points must indicate
that "is true" refers to a substantial property which functions and operates in
precisely the same way. wittgenstein in The blue and brown books (zoo2, r9-2o)
states the following:
The idea that to get clear about the meaning of a general term
one had to find the common element in all its applications has
shackled philosophical investigation; for it has not only led to no
result, but also made the philosopher dismiss as irrelevant the
concrete cases, which alone could have helped him to understand
the usage of the general term.

It is worth mentioning that the abovementioned passage is consistent with
Wittgenstein's response when asked by his imaginary interlocutor about the essence

of language-games/language in 965 of the Pi. By "essence," wittgenstein's
interlocutor means "something common to all these activities" we call languagegames. Wittgenstein (2OO9, 35") writes:
Instead of pointing out something common to all that we call

language, I'm saying that these phenomena have no one thing in
common in virtue of which we use the same word for all- but there
Erre many different kinds of affinity between them. And on account of
this affinity, or these affinities, we call them all "languages."
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Two things need to be emphasized at this point. First, if we are to apply
Wittgenstein's abovementioned views in both The blue and brown books and tlrre
Pl on the problem imposed by the SP, it can be said that the search for "the
common element" (or common property) in all the statements that we accept as
true is misguided. It is like assuming that the handles must operate in precisely
the same way upon noticing similarities in terms of their appearances. Wittgenstein
(2OO9,36") makes the same remark in 966-67 of the Pi where he discusses the
concept of games and introduces the concept of family resemblance. In discussing
the concept of games in the aforementioned seclions, Wittgenstein invites us to
"look and see whether there is anything common" in all of the activities which
we consider as such. His response is immediate and in the negative. All there is,
as Wittgenstein argues, is "a complicated network of similarities overlapping and
criss-crossing." This is what he refers to as a family resemblance. Second, for
Wittgenstein, it is the "concrete cases" which could help us understandlhe usage
of a general term. This is consistent with his invitation in the Pi for us to simply
"look and see." These statements confirm our earlier claim that Wittgenstein is
skeptical of the view that philosophy is concerned with theory-building and
explanation-seeking which are both reflected in the inflationary theories of truth
and the SP due to the assumption that the truth predicate operates and functions
in precisely the same way. Through HM, however, and as the foregoing discussion
shows, such an assumption is unwarranted. If Wittgenstein proposes to approach
problems by taking into consideration the concrete cases in which we use words,
then a Wittgensteinian response to the SP should be constructed on those lines.
Let us further develop our Wittgensteinian response to the SP by providing
concrete cases. At this point, let us focus on TM. When a person A says, "6 + 6 is
12," and person B says, "That is true," we, of course, usually take it to mean that
person B agrees with person A's statement. But, what is it precisely that person A
is doing when he says, "6 + 6 is 12"? We can, of course, respond that he is doing
addition. What about person B's "That is true"? As we have said earlier, we
usually take it to mean that person B agrees with person A's statement. But, is it
the only answer that we can give? In the first place, is person A making an assertion
such that we can interpret person B's response as an agreement to an assertion?
What if person A, as we have earlier said, is merely doing addition instead of
making an assertion? In what sense can we take it to mean that "That is true" is an
agreement? To make the point more explicit, if person A is doing addition instead
of making an assertion, and "That is true" is shorlhand for "6 + 6 is 12" is true,
then the whole idea of assertion-agreement crumbles. As TM suggests, words are
tools with diverse purposes. The same metaphor can be applied not to assertions
but to mathematical statements.3 As the foregoing discussion illustrates, predicating
"is true" of "6 + 6 is 12" may mean an expression of our statement-agreement
with "6 + 6 is 12" if "6 + 6 is 12" is taken to mean as a statement of a mathematical

fact. So what we have here is a statement-agreement on a mathematical expression
of fact. The situation becomes complicated when the expression "6 + 6 is 12" is
taken to mean not as a mathematical statement, but as a coffect expression of a rule in
our practice of mathematics (i.e., the rule of addition). In doing addition in this
sense, one might remember Wittgenstein's rule-following paradox in $143 and
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$ 1 85 of the Pi. If "6 + 6 is 12" is an expression of a rule and not an assertion, then
one can choose not to provide an explanation for its truth in the sense demanded

by the SP. ln other words, if we construe mathematical statements such as "6
+ 6 is 12" as factual results that ensue from rightly following-in this
instance-the rule of addition, then we thereby avoid the SP. This is because
when we say, "'6 + 6 is 12' is true," we are thereby expressing, among other
things, our agreement that the person correctly follows the rule of addition.
Following a rule, as Wittgenstein (2009, 88") conrends in 9206 of the pl, is
"analogous to obeying an order." This means that in following a rule, as in
obeying an order, "One is trained to do so, and one reacts to an order in a
particular way." Not only that we have an assertion-agreement and a statementa gre ement, we also have a right-follow ing - a- rule/orde r- ag re ement.
Let us consider TM and its ramifications on the SP. In my estimation, the
rrain purpose of TM is to highlight the idea that words function in diverse
ways. This idea has implications on what Wittgenstein believes to be our
mistaken views about language and how it functions. I will merely mention
two of them which I consider to .be of central importance to our current
investigation. First, as Wittgenstein (2009, 5") mentions in g1 of the Pi, the
view consists of the following: (1) words in language name objects, (2) every
word has a meaning, and (3) the meaning of a word is the object for which it
stands. As one may have noticed, the limited view of language is an offshoot
of a theory of meaning which identifies the meaning of a word with its object
(or referent). Second,. because of the aforementioned theory of meaning, it
leads us to think that the sole purpose of language, as Wittgenstein (2009,
109') mentions in $304 of the Pi, is "to convey thoughts- which may be about
houses, pains, good and evil, or whatever." If we take these two views together,
we can summarize the mistaken view in the following way: Language is merely
concerned with representation and the concept of truth is a matter off f between
a language and reality. Take note of Wittgenstein's previous examples (e.g.,
houses, pains, good and evil) for this is significant to the whole point. Syntax
misleads us to think that talking of "houses" is like talking of "pains" as if
both of these terms belong to the same category. When I say, for example, that
"Mr. X's house has three bedrooms" and "Mr. X's pain is unbearable," the
syntactical structure of what I have said creates a misleading picture: that in
both utterances, I am describing something (e.g., house or pain). If we take a
very limited view of language, then it gives us an illusion that what we are
doing when we make use of language (for example, when we talk) is that we
are always engaged in the act of describing objects and their properties. The
describing part may seem innocent at first glance but the misleading part is
that it is concerned with being correct or incorrect in the sense ofcorresponding
to reality or a language-independent item that we usually refer to as afact.
This makes the concept of truth as a major preoccupation of many philosophers
and their theories of meaning. This limited view of language is primarily
responsible for the prevalence of philosophical problems such as SP which also
accounts for the forcefulness that it initially seems to have. As TM suggests,
words are tools with diverse functions. The same thing may be said about language.
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Sure, we use language to name and to describe things, but we also use language
to make promises, to make jokes, and to amuse ourselves and others.

CONCLUSION
Let us now summadze the important points in our attempt to construct a
Wittgensteinian response to the scope problem (SP). The diagnosis is clear:
SP gets off the ground by (1) assuming that similarities in syntax entail
similarities in meaning, (2) neglecting or ignoring the fact that it is not only
the content of a statement which is significant for determining the semantic
truth value of a statement but also its context which can affect the satisfaction
conditions, and (3) adopting a very limited view of language. By employing
metaphors (i.e. handles and tools), we have shown that (1)-(3) are mistaken,
in the light of Wittgenstein's theory of meaning as use and his later views on
language and philosophy. In other words, Wittgenstein would have simply
dismissed the SP (or any theory which attempts to provide a satisfactory general
definition of truth). It seems to be a deep problem and a serious threat only
because we are asking the wrong questions (i.e., What is the common element
that all and only true statements share? What is the nature of truth?) and we
started with the wrong assumptions (i.e., truth is a substantial property which
needs a substantial explanation; truth has a uniform structure). In my view,
the problem posed by the SP on inflationary theories of truth is, therefore, a
problem which simply dissolves with the application of the kind of linguistic
analysis exemplified by Wittgenstein. For a very long time, many philosophers,
from the ancient Greeks up to the present, have had a single formulation of
their questions: What is X? By such a formulation, most philosophers seek for
the underlying reality, substance, or essence of X; in other words, what "X
really is." If we substitute "truth" forX, then we have: What "truth really is."
At this point, a philosopher strives at a satisfactory theory (or definition of
truth) which, by the way, complies with the demands of the SP. Wittgenstein's
views are radical in the sense that he believes the formulation of our questions
in the aforementioned sense needs to be abandoned. In the end, we might
profit by heeding his (2009, 50") advice (again by way of an analogy in $103
of the Pl): "The idea is like a pair of glasses on our nose through which we see
whatever we look at. It never occurs to us to take them off."

NOTES
1. This metaphor is highly characteristic of several developments not only
in modern philosophy but also in the flourishing science of physics where the

mechanistic view is more apparent. For an interesting discussion on the "universe
as a machine," see Anderson (2008).
2. My employment of the concept of "satisfaction" follows the route provided
by Alfred Tarski who is the first to use this concept in his definition of truth in
formalized languages. It is, however, important to point out that I considered

only a limited component of the T-schema in this paper.
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3. Gripaldo (2011,61-15) makes a distinction between a statement and an assertion
and their corresponding psychological stances. He defines mathematical statement as,,a

meaningful content of a mathematical expression that is true or false." Although

mathematical assertionmav likewise be defined as "a meaningful content of a mathematical
expression that is true or false," the meaningful content of a statement is called a statement
while that of an assertionis an assertion.To lump them together as a proposition (Gripaldo
suggests the generic term "constative") is to overlook their difference in meaning in
terms of illocutionary forces and psychological stances.
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INTEGRATIVE PUNISHMENT IN YORUBA
THOUGHT: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE
CONTEMPORARY JUSTICE SYSTEM
Bayo Aina
Olabisi Onabanjo University
Ago-Iwoye, Nigeria
The integrative approach to punishment appears more adequate than
the utilitarian and retributive theories. It does not only engender
restitution, retribution, and deterrence but it also reconciles the physical
and nonphysical realms of eiistence. The goal of punishment is to
maintain social balance or order Content analysis is employed. The
integrative notion of punishment is associated with the principle of
proportionality within avigorous collective conscience. This paper seeks
to contribute to the criminal justice systenx by going beyond the
dis cus s ion of the utilitarian- retributiv e punishment framew ork.

INTRODUCTION
One of the challenges to the study of punishment in contemporary society
has to do with the justification of the institution concerned with the deliberate and

intentional infliction of suffering on an offender. But most of the studies on this
justification have been based historically on two quite different and competing
theories: Utilitarian and Retributive. Besides, not enough attention has been paid
to the integrative constructs of the concept of punishment inYoruba jurisprudence.
The integrative justification of punishment revolves around two levels of existence,
the natural and spiritual realms, which are individually subsisting but necessarily
dependent on each other: Isalu-aye (natural world) andlsalu-orun (Spiritual world),

respectively (see Abimbola2O06,52). Punishment, in this tradition, functions not
so much as to reform or deter potential offenders, but rather to maintain social
cohesion by safeguarding a vigorous collective conscience. It thus provokes the
Yoruba maxim Alafia igi ni alafia eiye- "The safety of the tree is the safety of the
bird that perches on it" (Ajib oLa 1977 , 6 and 5 1)- whereby parties to a di spute
are sufficiently rewarded and punished in order to maintain the just social

equilibrium.
The Yoruba make up one of the major tribes in modern Nigeria. They spread
across the Ogun, Ondo, Ekiti, Oyo, Osun, and Lagos states and a substantial part
of Kwara, Kogi, and Edo states (Atanda 1980, 1). This territorial homeland reaches
out to the other West African countries of the Benin Republic, Togo, and Ghana.
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About twenty-three million people are estimated to live in the Southwestern part
of Nigeria and one-and-a half million Yoruba live in Benin, which borders Nigeria
to the west. Some of the inhabitants include the Ketu, Sabe, and port-Novo (also
known

as

Ajase). In Togo, the Yoruba occupy the south central regions of the country.

Togo's second largest city, Atakpame (ile-anaa), is a yoruba city. There are about
fifty Yoruba villages in Ghana. The belief in Ile-Ife as the cradle of life is one key
element of Yoruba culture in Africa and the Diaspora. Yoruba land remains divided
into politically autonomous kingdoms, each centered on a capital city or town and
headed by a hereditary king (oba) who is traditionally considered sacred.
Most Yoruba men are farmers, growing yam, corn, and millet as staples while
cocoa is their cash crop. Yoruba women control much of the complex market system.

Though some Yoruba are now either Christians or Muslims, the belief in their
traditional religion continues, and it remains alive, too, in New World countries to
which Yoruba were ffansported to work as slaves. The yoruba language has an
extensive literature of poetry, short stories, myths, and proverbs grounded on the
Ifa literary corpus which is referred to as "the compendium of yoruba philosophy."
However, Yoruba-speaking slaves were settled in the present Sierra*Leone
after the abolition of the trans-Atlantic slave trade. This slave trade facilitated the
spread of Yoruba beliefs, cultural practices, and people to Argentina, Brazil,
Colombia, Cuba, France, Haiti, Japan, Mexico, Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, the
United Kingdom, the United States of America, and Venezuela.
This paper will now attempt to rnake a discussion of the concepts, strengths,
and weaknesses of tw.o dominant traditional theories of punishment, viz., the
utilitarian and the retributive. Then it will discuss the Yoruba integrative justification
of punishment and draw its implications to contemporary jurisprudence.

TWO DOMINANT THEORIES OF PUNISHMENT
The general impression is that the concept of punishment involves the
deliberate infliction of some kind of pain on an offender by a person or body of
persons who claims the authority to do so. That is to say, punishment is an institution
for social protection and one that does not impose unjustified burdens on individuals
who commit crimes because they have consented to them (Alexander 19g6, 17g).
And these result from the belief that man lives in a community of persons where
each pursues his own interest, yet each is expected to respect the interests of
others in order to make possible the sharing of the benefits and burdens of life in
a civilized society. People must be encouraged not to shift their burdens of restrain
on others as they seek their own ends. when this is done, it becomes imperative
that acceptable remedies be applied to undo the harm as much as possible. In
other words, it is important to take steps that will reduce the possibility of harms
being done in the future. This calls for holding to account those, and only those,
who properly are accountable when something unpleasant occurs. John Rawls
(1955, 8) compliments thus rhat:

A person is said to suffer punishment whenever he is legally
deprived of some of the normal rights of a citizen on the ground that he
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has violated a rule of law, the violation having been established by
trial according to the due process of law, provided that the deprivation
is carried out by the recognized legal authorities of the state, that the
rule of law clearly specifies both the offense and the attached penalty,
that the courts construe statutes strictly, and that the statute was on the
book prior to the time of the offense.

We may infer from this agreement that a just punishment must not only
involve intentional deprivation of a person's normally recognized rights by the
authority responsible, using coercive means if necessary, but must also emphasize
the good it will achieve so great that it outweighs the evil of the injustice involved
(McCloskey 1967, 9I-92). However, these measures, according to Rawls,
presuppose that several conditions embedded in pure procedural justice have to
be satisfied. First, the offender must have been capable of preventing the act to
which the liability is attached. His liability to punishment is determined by his
own acts and omissions as specified by those laws. Second, the person must have
performed the act with preconceived relevant factual properties. That is to say, he
must have been conscious of the undertaking of a liability to suffer punishment as
a necessary consequence of such an act. It makes the punishment a deserved act
that is authorized under a fair penalty schedule. The punitive severity must accord
with the principle of proportionality: the graver the crime, the more severe the
deserved punishment. Finally, we must have known that the undertaking of a
liability to suffer punishment was a necessary consequence of such an act. As a
result, the knowledge of the lawful proscription is never retroactive in nature. It
is legally appreciable if the offender consents to assume the liability to suffer
punishment involved in the voluntary comrnission of an offence with the knowledge
that that liability is a necessary consequence of it. Nino (1983, 306), in "A
consensual theory of punishment," adds:
Unless we rely on the moral autonomy of the individual, making his
liability to punishment depend on his free and conscious undertaking
of it, all the burdens imposed on offenders, even in the name of treatment

would be unfair even if they are not accompanied by tangible
countervailing benefits.

Nevertheless, the value of punishment varies and is determined by the value
of what one has done. Thus, the deserved punishment is conceived to "right the

wrong of the criminal's disproportionate benefits-to-burdens ratio by imposing
greater-than-normal burdens upon her" (Garcia 1989,27O). This means that "when
I do something bad, I can lose or forfeit some of my normal moral rights against
some unwelcome forms of treatment. Similarly, when I do something good, I
may add to my rights certain special rights to form of treatment to which I am not
normally entitled" (Garcia 1989, 263-64).
However, it may be well to consider how some familiar theories would
address the problem of the right to punish. Most of the discussions on the traditional
conception of punishment agreed to the fact that it is justified, but they offer
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various accounts of how it is to be justified as well as what the infliction of pain

attempts to promote. That is, philosophical justification of the practice of

punishment rests on a duality of values. These conflicting values point to the
utilitarian and the retribution justifications of punishment.

Utilitarian version of punishment
The utilitarian rationale of punishment principally holds that only future
consequences are important to present decisions through the means of
incapacitation, deterring and reforming potential offender. It argues that
punishment can be justified on the condition that "it has beneficial consequences
which outweigh the evil of deliberately and intentionally inflicting suffering on
human beings" (Burgh 1982, r94). This beneficial consequence implies that if
punishment is the only realistic means of maintaining law and order in society,
then the offender should be made to suffer in order to entrench less suffering
(Burgh 1982, 194). In other words, the offender's right to punishment can be
cancelled in as much as it emphasizeg the rights of a greater number of people not
to suffer. However, its inadequacy stems from the manner in which it attempts to
solve the problem of consequences based on suffering at the expense of a
conception of justice. That is its failure to take account of the relevance of the
injustice of certain punishments when deterrnining whether they are permissible
or even obligatory. Hence the utility of punishment is the only morally relevant
consideration. For exar.nple, it could turn out that unjust punishment of innocents
would effectively serve the interest of crime prevention of the majority. For this
reason, the regret the utilitarian would experience is their inability to lay claim to

just ice.

Retributive version of punishment
The retributive version of punishment attempts to fill the void. The retributive
justification of punishment claims that the guilty deserves to be punished and no
moral consideration relevant to punishment outweigh the offender,s criminal
desert. Hence, the offender deserves punishment because there is an intrinsic
good in the guilty suffering. The retributive version believes that breaking the
law is approximate to taking advantage of where others choose not to and, as this
is wrong in itself quite aside from any external consequences, it deserves to be
punished. Angelo Corlett (2001, 79) succincrly puts it thus:

Punishment is justified on the ground that.the wrongdoing merits
punishment. It is morally fitting that a person who does wrong should

suffer in proportion to his wrongdoing. That a criminal should be

punished follows from the guilt, and the severity of the appropriate
punishment depends on the depravity of his act.

This argument furlher indicates the moral apportionment of justice which

resembles the principle of justice in the distribution of benefits and burdens. The
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idea here is that in committing an offence, we do not think that the offender
deserves unlimited punishment exceeding his crime, rather we think of him as
deserving a degree of punishment proportionate to the gravity of the offence he
has committed. Hence if we punish the offender to a degree that exceeds what he
deserves, then we treat him unjustly. In other words, any punishment in excess of
what the offender deserves should be considered as objectionable as imposing an
equal amount of punitive sanctions on an innocent individual. Justice, from the
retributive viewpoint, requires a principle of desert coupled with a principle of
proportionality between the gravity of the offence and the punishment deserved.
The idea is that in punishing the offender, the benefits must be taken away in turn
for a burden, "thereby restoring an equitable distribution of benefits and burden
which existed prior to the offense" (Burgh 1982,2O3). This is the reason why we
ought not to punish or deprive the innocent. In another sense, retributive justice
concerns itself with the application of redistribution of "goods" after some initial
distribution of them has been redistributed by the offender. When we punish the
criminal retributively, "right reasserts itself by negating this negation of itself'
(Day 1978, 505). Retributive justice, then, requires that wrongdoers get no more
but no less than what is proportionate or just to their crimes.
However, the cutting edge upon which the argument of retributive justice
depends is the implication of the principle of proportionality. Justice demands
that any principle of desert must be evaluated in terms of whether it is impossible
to discern a condition whereby, in committing an offence, the offender is meted
out with the degree of punishment commensurable to the gravity of the offence
he has committed. For it is not impossible that retributive justice may be lured by
one or another form of lex talionis (revenge), as there precludes the genuine
proportionality principle in this argument. For example, there are some problems
with the particularity of distribution of burdens and benefits of punishment. It
will be difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate and determine the punishment, in
respect to the principle of proporlionality, to be meted out on a rapist other than
serving of jail term, for example. In other words, it will be morally unjust for a
rapist to be raped in order to certify the principle ofproportionality. It portrays no
good argument for retributive punishment other than a vindictive mentality that is
offensive and degrading to human beings in that any excessive punitive measure
against the offender is objectionable as imposing an equivalent amount of
punishment on an innocent person, as being canvassed by and against the utilitarian
doctrine (Philips 1986, 379-80).
Besides the problem of desert offenders ought to satisfy or experience.
determinism is another problem for retributive justice. This argument revolves
around the longstanding controversy between the principles of determinism and
free will. In fact, since a person is not given exact genes and environment, both
of which are outside his control, it becomes even more difficult to judge someone
as guilty. Though this may be short-lived but a resounding argument from the
abolitionist like Odera Oruka may be appreciated here, perhaps on the point of
determinism.
Oruka (1976), in his work Punishment and terrorism in Africa, examines
the implications of the concept of preconditions of just punishment. He points out
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what is missing in the conception of punishment as emphasized by both the
utilitarian and the retributive theorists. He (1976,2) contends thus:

what is missing in the retributivist and also in the utilitarian
viewpoint of punishment is the insight that if we are to deal rationally
with criminals, we must first try to dig out the roots or the empirical
foundations of the criminal mind.
According to oruka (1916, 13), these "criminal forces or factors', represent
those crimes which are usually the outcomes of factors that are, with respect to
those who commit them, natural or unavoidable. In other words, those factors
revolve around the "economic imbalance or condition" which people find difficult
to control. Oruka (1976, 18) furrher says:

... criminal factors have to do with such thing as irresponsible parental
care, belonging to a despised or poverty-stricken class, discrimination
and suppression by the family or society, being a moral or social outcast,
mental derangement, a bad education....
Nevertheless, in order to abate these forces that engender crimes, he suggests
That is a situation wheieby
social values, social harmony or cooperation as primal to the extent that society is
free of tensions, and security is brought to the fore by reason and not by force
(oruka 1976,29). He concludes (1976,92) wirh rhe recommendarion of social
a balance between social security and social harmony.

treatment of criminals. This he (1976,90-91) illustrates with the belief that
expertise in the field be employed to take care of criminals and rid them of their
criminal behaviours rather than the use of punitive alternative, a form of terrorism,
in resolving crimes. From this viewpoint, Oruka claims to be an abolitionist, one
who holds that a man ought not to be punished but rather the offence should be
treated as a form of disease. But we need to note that despite the laudable structure
of the relative precondition of just punishment in place in human society, the will
to engage in moral crime still persists. Many, no doubt, would still be tempted to
commit a crime and deterrence would still be required. To this end, we maintain
that the utilitarian and retributive theories of punishment could not sustain genuine
and just punishment in as much as the innocent is disproportionately punished.
Hence, it provokes the need for an alternative theoretical orientation, which this
paper seeks to provide. This is grounded in the Yoruba integrative justification of

punishment.

YORUBA INTEGRATIVE PUNISHMENT AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS FOR CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
From the people worldview, the activities and action of the spiritual realm
usually harmonize with those of the natural realm in an interactive manner and
are used to causally explicate events in the cosmological belief system (Balogun
2OO5' I28)- Indeed, the Yoruba are conscious of the fact that whatever thev do
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or do not do will be accounted for mostly in the spiritual realm. This
consciousness affects their daily moral practice. They believe that the wrongs
ought to be sanctioned for their wickedness while the rights are to be rewarded
for their good deeds. So the natural and spiritual realms must work together in
order to realize an ideal punishment in the Yoruba thought system. By integration,

in this context, we mean the coordination of inherent consistency in the
dispensation of justice grounded in the retributive, utilitarian, and restitution
forms of punishment against the flaws noted in the traditional theories of
punishment earlier discussed. In other words, the Yoruba, in this understanding,
therefore believe in the existence and beingness of the unknown, which has a
direct influence on their own being. It is this existence of invisible beings that

play an overarching role in integrative justification of punishment which
engenders a standardized balance of social equilibrium in which genuine
reconciliation between parties to
are settled in society.

a dispute, human

well being, and social harmony

Tiaditional adjudicatory pattern.
Let us briefly look into the traditional adjudicatory pattern in the natural
Yoruba culture. The people have a way of settling their civil and criminal cases
by means of an institution as old as the history of the people themselves. The
Oba-in-council, popularly referred to as lgbimo, was responsible not only to handle
all cases which were pelieved to be accepted by the subjects but also to impose
punishment. These cases could be heard in public particularly at the market place
or tried behind closed door in the court. The Oba-in-council's sanction was usually
based sn a consensus of the adjudicatory chiefs. In any of the trials, both the
accused and accuser were physically present. The accuser would charge the
accused in person, and the accused would give his or her own defense. Members
of the Oba-in-council would subject both parlies to cross examination. Witnesses
would be called. However, after thorough scrutiny and deliberation on the case,
the council decided to adjudicate. But in the event where there were no witnesses
or the cases were not well established, the accused would be left to his or her own
conscience (Onadeko 2008, 15-28).
By and large, the objective of this practice among the Yoruba was to reach
a decision that would be accepted as fair by both parties, so that the dispute could
be resolved. These inform the fact that it is the responsibility of the community to
perform the role, among others, of an impartial arbiter at all times in Isalu-aye
(natural world). This is against the view that, if otherwise, may spell doom to
the whole community. There is a narration in support of this caution in OturaRete poem in the Yoruba thought system. It narrates how Akapo (an Ifa priest)
allegedly reported Orunmila (Ifa divinity) for not responding to the needs of his
wife and children to Olodumare (the Supreme Being). Olodumare was annoyed
without listening to Orunmila's version of the allegation. However, having listened
to Orunmila, Olodumare decreed that henceforth parties to a quarrel should be
present before any pronouncement by the arbiter (Elebuibon 2OO4,38-43). Implicit
here is that a leader should embrace the process of dialogue as a means of promoting
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mutual understanding. This would enable a leader to base a decision on sound
judgment. This idea is implicit in the saying: Agb' ejo enikan da, agba
osika ni
- "one who judges based on one side of the story is a wicked elder"- (olowookere
2oo4,23). Also, the purpose of dispute settlement in yoruba culture was not only
to discover who was really guilty or innocent, but also to reconcile the disputing
parties. To reconcile means to restore what is out of harmony, in this case, between
the natural and spiritual realms of existence. The restoration of concord may
entail no more than open acknowledgement of harm caused and experienced by
both parties, respectively, as a prerequisite for reconciliation. We shall retum to
this later in the discussion.
We should note that the spiritual realm is not merely meant to create fear on
the people. Elias (1956, 61) debunks such an allegation of fear of supernatural
forces in the following words:
This classic restatement of an outmoded theory of religious origin
of laws shows the writer to be oblivious of the elementwy fact of the
psychological motivation underlying moral conduct, fear of ridicule
or of legal penalty is not peculiar to the European, and that African law
does not so weakly abdicate its function in favour of an all pervading
supernatural authority.

From this viewpoint, the belief in spiritual realm provides the yoruba an
overarching system that helps them to organize reality and impose punishment

to their erring members. The spiritual realm takes up the adjudicatory

responsibility where the Oba-in-council finds the difficulty to continue the course
of trial cases. At this point, the accused is advised to swear an oath or be exposed
to an ordeal. The belief in the magical efficacy of an oath can be well guaranteed.
After the oath has been administered, the matter is left to the judgment of the
gods of the land whom the people believe would bring misfortune to those who
perjure themselves. Oath-taking is no mere solemn assertion of telling ..the

truth, the whole truth, nothing but the truth," which appears similar with the
way it is done in western courts; it is a self-imprecation, laden with a punishing
power. It is made by invoking the names of some dreaded gods or sacred objecti
which are assumed to mete out the kind of punishment stipulated in the oath
that would befall the one who swears falsely. But if misfortune befalls the oathtaker soon after the swearing, he would be pronounced guilty and would be

condemned.

ordeal, on the other hand, is practiced in yoruba culture in order to create
an appropriate dispensation of justice apart from oath-taking. Trial by ordeal
connotes "the most ancient species of trial in Saxon and old English law, being
peculiarly distinguished by the appellation of Judicium Delor,,judgement of God;
(Ebijuwa 2oo7,78). It is believed by the yoruba that judicial pronouncemenrs
here are not "necessarily unfair" as it involves "a mixture of oath-taking and
endurance test in cases where hard evidence or witnesses could not be sourced"
(Ebijuwa 2007, 78-79). According to Ajisafe (t946,41), ordeal is premised on
the following:
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When one of the parties fears that his opponent is taking
advantage of his unfortunate condition.
When judicial proceedings have not been successful in
clearing up the matter.
When robbery has been committed and the culprit cannot
be detected by ordinary means.
When one is suspected of practicing witchcraft.
When any one's death is suspected to be due to the foul
play of a person or persons unknown.
When the secrets of a society or kingdom or state is being
revealed to an unauthoized person in a hostile state and
the traitor is unknown....
However, the traditional Yoruba rely on the spiritual realm in circumstances
where a thief and a stolen property are difficult to trace. They commit the thief to
the gods for adequate punishment, and in some cases the thieves are revealed
themselves publicly apparently through the intercession of the gods or are made
to confess themselves publicly or to return the stolen property to a location where
it can be seen by its owner. This is in consequence of the impact of the spiritual
realm which makes the thief suffer physically or internally. He may be subjected

to prolonged torture, illness, paralysis, or partial blindness until a propitiatory
sacrifice is offered by the culprit(s). That is also why odu ogbe-irere poem in ifa
literary corpus warns against stealing thus:
Bi oba aye ko ri o
oba orun wo o.
O difu fun amu'kun seka
to so pe oba aye ko ri oun
oba orun wo o lati se idajo
Which translates into:

If

the earth king does not see you,
the heaven king is looking at you.
Thus declares the oracle to the one who steals under
the cover of darkness,
who says that the earthly king does not see him.
God sees the thief and will surely punish him. (Adewale 1986, 54-66)

In addition, the Yoruba do not hesitate to say eni to ba puro ajale- "He who
the multiplier effect of lying to include dishonesty,
insincerity, and betrayal of trust. The Yoruba forbid lying as it affects not only the
natural realm, but also discomforts the spiritual realm. A liar is a liability when
the need arises for an enquiry into any affair. It is difficult to retrieve information
from a liar whenever the occasion demands. He spreads rumour to benefit from
any societal tension. The people, however, believe that even when the liar engages
lies

will steal"- to compliment
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in his trademark, the spiritual beings see him and know the truth and will have
him punished at the appropriate time. That is why whenever the yoruba say oloun
a da (literally, God will judge), a liar's mind pricks him and a machinery is set in
motion within him which makes him confess that he told a lie. The liar may be
compelled to swear but he will refuse to do so since he knows that swearing
falsely will bring about serious retribution on him. Hence the yoruba saying:
Eke maa ku, o ku sinu eeru gbigbona,
odele ma ku, o ku sinu amu oorun.
Oninure maa ku, o ku sinu ododo ide;
o

f'ehin t'amu

ileke.

Awon I' o d' ifa f orunmila
nigba ti on s'awo lo s'ilu otito.
Awon babalawo re ni ki o ma lo
nitori awon t'o nlo s'ilu otito ki i de,
won ki i bo.
Orunmila ni oun yio lo s'ilu otito.
O lo o se otito, o si di olola
Orunmila si bo
'

Which translates into:
When the liar was about to die, he died in hot ashes,
when the covenant breaker was about tq die, he died
in hot burning sun;
when the kind-hearted was about to die. he died
in the midst of brass.
He leaned against a pot of beads.
Prognosticated for Orunmila
when lie was going to the town of truth.
His priests told him not to go,
because those who went to the town of truth
did not come back.
They did not return.
Orunmila said he would go to the town of truth.
He went, he was truthful; he became prosperous.
And he returned. (Adewale 1986,64).
Similarly, where an individual or the community creates disaffection between
the planes of existence, its punishment may be grievous. For example, there is a

story recounted by Awotunde that attempts to account for the displeasure of

Sonponno, the god of smallpox.

When Sonponno kills

a person, no one should

rejoice. For if there
be annoyed that despite the evil
he has done to these people, they are still happy. He will then affect
are any (funeral) celebrations he

will
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many other people. God has given Sonponno such a power that if he
kills in anyone's family they must not be angry that people are not
aware of the evil that he has done. This is why people usually call
Sonponno "Alapadupe" (The owner of kill and thank). Anyone that
Sonponno kills, we should not say that he died, but rather "O yolo,"
(He rejoiced and went), because if it is said that the person died (o kw),
Sonponno will be annoyed that people are calling him a murderer.
(Abimbola 2006, 86)
The narration shows that there cannot be any hiding place for criminal offenders

inYorubasociety. Itmotivatedthesayingthalfijaf'olounja,f'owol'eran- "Leave
the fight to god and look on"- with the proactive course for social justice. It also
enlightens society on the need to inculcate morally commendable conducts expected
in the context of a social morality (Gyekye 1987 , 67). In short, it shows punishment
in this context as not limited to the relationship between natural beings qua natural
beings but as also encompassing that of spiritual beings. Here, greater value is
attached to the feeling of communal.fair play and justice, with the motivational
belief that an individual must exercise restraint and take responsibility for his/her
actions. If otherwise, the efficacy of the moral sanction and punishment is reflected
in this Ycrruba saying that A mu'kun se'ka bi oba aiye ko ri o, ti orLtn'h'o o- "If an
individual who stealthily conmits crime is not detected by man, God is there to
dispense justice." Hence the community needs to offer sacrifice to these supernatural
forces in order to survive. They also need to appease the benevolent forces so as to
continue to enjoy their support and blessings. Moreover, they need the reparation
of the malevolent forces so that they might not oppose them whenever an important
endeavciur is embarked upon. The serious moral breach may destabilize the
f'undamental peace, balance, and spiritual realm. For example, the spiritual realm
hates any act of violence and injustice, any instance of breaking the social order,
and violating specific bans. A11 these are present in the natural realm such as shortages
of agdcultural products, famines, infertilities, droughts, or illnesses. These events
are premised on the belief that there is a continuum between the spiritual and natural
realms of existence. That life goes on beyond the grave for the Yoruba reflects a
continuous action and interaction with their ancestors.
In sum, the Yoruba believe that the spiritual realm is efficacious to influence
or dictate the events in the natural realm. In the course of dispensing justice in the
world, the Yoruba usually appeal to the harmonious integration of the two realms
of existence which help to sustain the unitary nature of their world. In other
words, whenever there is an imbalance between the two worlds of existence,
nature supposedly grounds to a halt and the life force reduced to a minimum, and
as a result the crops fail, birth stagnates, and death prevails until the cosmological
order is restored integrative by the people. There are two ways this anomaly is
resolved. First, the transgressing person may be coaxed back into humanity by
means of collective reconciliation, prayers to the ancestors, elaborate admonitions,
ritual cleansing, judicial action, or payment of fines. Second, the person may be
declared hopeless and treated accordingly. Thus far, our concern in this work is
on judicial actions from which integrative punishment emerges.
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Dispute settlement and sanctions

Decisions on dispute settlement and sanctions are not subject to the

arbitrariness of the Oba (king). There will be a thorough deliberation by the Igbimo
(council) before any punitive measures are decided. The point here is that every
member of the council should have a chance to contribute to the adjudicatory
process of society. This implies that no point of view should be suppressed in the
process of deliberation and no arbitrary exercise of power should be allowed. In
short, the Yoruba proverb which compliments this is a n pe gbon ni, a ki i pe go

-

literally, "we come together to be wise, not to be more stupid." The proverb

emphasizes the importance of cross fertilization of ideas in the decision-making
process. This is important at this point when leadership question is a serious issue
in the African continent. A leadership that cherishes consensus in decision making
is more useful than one which is opinionated and more interested in himself or
herself. The Yoruba political culture only recognizes leaders and not rulers. Even
the political head, that is the oba, could be put to trial whenever found wanting.
The second point is the conspiauous absence of emphasis on enforceability.
As discussed earlier, the Yoruba tread cautiously before breaking the law of the
land because of their ontological and moral conviction that a breach of the law
would upset the ontological order. And, it was believed that to upset the ontological

social order was to provoke calamitous reprisals not only upon the culprit but
upon the whole community of which one is a member. It shows that the yoruba
society will always experience a considerable setback whenever offences are
committed. Integrative punishment, and not force, serves as a serious and adequaie
deterrent to deviant behaviour in Yoruba society rather than what the Western
traditiorral theories of punishment advocate.
Finally, there is a necessary connection between law and morality. The
connection boils down to the ontological belief in the Yoruba traditional penal
system' Justice strongly holds where the instruction of the spiritual realm is abided
by' As a result, any adjudication that does not follow this line will meet calamitous
consequences in the community.
Given this conceptual framework, integrative punishment in Yoruba culture
transcends the traditional theories of punishment in Western penology. It surmounts
the issue of proportionality in which western penology is famous for. Here, to
recall, retributive justice requires wrongdoers to get no more and no less than
what is proportionate or just to their crimes as against the utilitarian punitive
version which stoically tolerates the possibility of an innocent being punished for
as long as it serves the happiness of the greatest number of the inhabitants, or for
as long as it is the only realistic means of maintaining law and order in society.
Insofar as the former is concemed, it is practically impossible in western penology
to discern the condition whereby in committing an offence, the gravity of that
offence can be ascertained with certainty as to mete out the degree of punishment
commensurate to the offence committed. Insofar as the latter is concerned, it
appea$ unacceptable to punish even for utilitarian reasons one who did not commit
a crime but was probably framed or was circumstantially present during the crime
scene.
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The integrative version of punishment transcends the difficulties of both the
retributive and utilitarian versions. The Yoruba do not hesitate to say ika ti o se ni
oba nge- "It is the finger of the offenders that the king cuts"- (Ajibola 1977,2l
and79) to buttress the fact that the innocent person should not be punished. The
Yoruba belief is that it is he who commits a crime that should be sanctioned. And,
whoever commits a crime cannot escape no matter how long he hides. Even after
he admits his wrongdoing, and is punished for that, he remains in people's
memories as a wrongdoer. It is in the light of not attributing blame to the innocent
that the Yoruba apply the integrative punishment to issues which are complicated
and complex. Hence the submission of acquittal in Western penology, where trial
cases are assumed to be inconclusive or lacking in merit is not the same in the
case of integrative punishment. In an important sense, while recognizing and
incorporating the salience of oath-taking and ordeal practices in criminal matters,
integrative punishment does not reflect the dictum of justice delayed is justice
denied. Adjudicatory services are painstakingly and adequately addressed with
dispatch without the irritating adjournments we experience in the contemporary

justice system.
Integrative punishment is taken to be proportionate to the crime committed.
Reparatorily, an injured person must be compensated by the other party for damages
caused by him or her. This restoration of concord entails no more than open
acknowledgement of harm caused and experienced by both parties respectively
as prerequisite to reconciliation. Olaoba (2OO2,47) adds that
Reconciliation is seemingly the basic objective and sine qua non of
Yoruba indigenous judicial procedure. The restoration of peace and
harmony, through effective adjudication, was joyously celebrated
through provision of food and drinks by the litigants. .. The celebration
symbolized the end of the dispute. The hearing and summoning fee
paid by the litigants, which facilited the seating of the court, financed
part of the expenses for the celebration while the rest was for sacrifices
to the ancestors.
The above position is premised on the fact that justice demands fairness and
commitment from all parties to a dispute. Implictly, where there is injustice in this
respect the society will be vulnerable to disintegration out of disharmony between
the worlds of existence. So the Yoruba believe that the evil committed, either against
natural beings or against supernatural entities, can cause grave consequences not
only to the individual concerned but also to the entire community if appropriate
restorations are not effected. The culprit is required tochange his ways by renouncing
the old ways and to offer sacrifices to the spiritual beings provoked. The ethical
purpose is to cleanse society of injustice and unwholesome attitudes.

CONCLUSION
In the analysis given above, based on the integrative nature of punishment,
we have shown that the Yoruba criminal justice system abhors wrongdoings and
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frown at impropriety. It does not hesitate to blame and punish offenders adjudged
to contravene the society's value system. The Yoruba believe in a continuity of
life and a community of interest between the two realms of existence: the natural
and the spiritual. Conflicts against them are a part of life which must not be
allowed to be resolved by individual parties but through the intervention of the
whole community in order not to disrupt the social order. A strong sense of sanction
is meted out to the individual who acts or contravenes the common good of the
community and its values despite the protection of individual interests.
The idea of integrative punishment in the Yoruba thought system is after all
people's response to meet the challenges of the time. In this regard, we have
shown that a more critical study of the past is brought to the fore, in the present,
in order to make room for valuable integrative punitive measures for the best
future of contemporary society.
since integrated punishment emphasizes the belief that he who commits a
crime should be punished proportionately, so the punishment of the innocent in
any given dispute or circumstance is frowned at. That is the reason why the ordeal
practice is embarked upon to exhaustively determine the root cause of a case,
especially when the criminal issue hinges on complex and complicated grounds.
It is believed that when the innocent is punished unjustly for a crime that was
committed by another, the consequences for society can be deadly and grave. In
fact, punitive measures are not treated at prima-facie level, but rather they go
beyond the immediate offenders on to the family and community where the
off-ender is necessarily a member. Implicit here is the idea of reconciliation whereby
the offender is restitutively reconciled not only to himself, but also to the victim
concerned in the case, and the community-at-large. This aspect of punishment is
significaht to Yoruba culture.
In general, we have discussed that the concept of integrated punishment is
of importance in the Yor-uba conception of punishment not simply because of its
connection with social control, as in the way of philosophy of reconciliation,
appeasement, and reconstruction of social order and cohesion, but more
importantly, because of the crucial role it plays in determining the direction of the
contemporary criminal justice system. It is important, however, to stress the fact
that the effectiveness of any theory of punishment depends so much upon its
acceptance by a given culture.
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<DIAOZ,OAIA AS WORD.CONCEPT
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Surgut State University, Russia
The contemporary meaning of the concept etluoooQra. rs not quite cleati
especially becau,se of the vagueness of the meaning of the ancient Greekword
ooQrcx'. Departingfrom the etymological research of wadimir N. Tbporov, we
stress the .rymonymy of the words ooQro (wisdom) and€26n1 (art) in some contexts.
These words act as synonyms in the mythorogicar conception of the cosmos.

According to this conception, both oo$ta and telvr] mean wisdom as a
characteristic of the mind in relcition to the origin of the cosmos. The word
6icjB6 is related to cosmic self- generation while the word rttrv.r1, to cosmic
creation.

our research shows that the meaning of " sophia-wisdom" either includes
or is includedinthe meaning of "techne-art." we come to the conclusionthat
the word QtluoooQta reveals the problematical character of wisdom, which
is cognitive inprinciple. Does ooQtarlepend onatxv\, orvice-versa? And.
does the cosmos originate from self-generation orfrom creation? These
questions are a preview of what later became an issue in philosophy.

INTRODUCTION
Present-day discussions of what philosophy is are incomplete without taking into
account the meaning of the ancient Greek w ord @t)"ooo@ra This word serves as a means
of self-affirrnation of a new type of cognition as opposed to mythology and sage-wisdom,
which at once were rooted in cultural tradition. Hence, it appears that our understanding of
themeaning of this wordhas acrucialimportanceforthecomprehensionofwhatphilosophy
is as it was developed by ancient Greek thinkers.

Currently, the social prestige of philosophy is determined by its relationship with
science. But it can be as solid as science itself in its methodology only on condition that it
is as solid as a philosophy proper. That is probably the reason why in modern times (20th21st centuries) there is a tendency to raise the thorny question as to what philosophy is per
se.

The question of what philosophy is sends us back exactly to Plato, in whose works
philosophy came to self-consciousness and self-deterrnination for the first time. In general,
the search for the essence of philosophy transports us to ancient philosophy as the
archetype, the ever-living, and effective model of philosophizing. In the reconstruction of
an archef,pical mode of philosophizing, we should identif, an essential part of it to elucidate
the meaning of the ancient Greek word @il,nooQta
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It was Martin Heidegger ( 1956) who indicates in modem times that the answer to this
question shouldbegin withthe elucidation of the word's meaning. He is one of the pioneers
in this endeavor. As he fairly notes in Whnt is philosophy?, the word "philosophy" is taken
for granted because-as a calque of an ancient Greek word-it appears wom out. To make
it sound Greek, it is necessary to carefirlly handle the Greek original. Probably, Heidegger

(1956,6)meansbythisthatthemeaningoftheword @t)"oooQtacanberevealedonlyin
the context of the ancient Greek culture. Heidegger admits that his proposal '1s very roughly

known, though we dispose of a lot of historical information about Greek philosophy and
expand on the proposal" (my translation).
It seems the situation in modem philosophy has not changed before Heidegger made
his analysis of the meaning of the word Qt)"oooQtaHe found out that the word expresses
something indiscemible in the Greek relationship between "being" and "existence." This
relationship is the main subject of his own philosophizing. So what did he find out in
approaching this subject from the viewpoint of the meaning of the ancient Greek word?
Well, he found out that the Greeks were not interested in the distinction between "being"
and "existence," a subject which interested him. Heidegger, however, did not manage to
determine any definite meaning of the word Qt)nooQta, as he merely says that "Philosophy
is the study of the essence of things." The reason is probably because Heidegger limited
his research to the philosophic texts of the ancient Greeks. Of course, the word Qt)nooQta
in antiquity is a neologism: it serves to distinguish philosophy from previous styles of
thinking-literary sophistication and mythologizing. It serves to self-affirm a new type of
thinking about the world, which is critical and philosophic. The effect is the novelty of the

meaning which was reachedby tying two words together: QtLta mdooQw, each of which
is deeply rooted in aprephilosophic cultural tradition. So the word @il"oooQtabeinga
neologism, includes at the same time the specific arliculated meanings of the original two
words--the meanings that refer to a primordial sociocultural and mythological ambience.
Ancient Greek philosophers, direct heirs of the prephilosophic cultural tradition, took for
granted as evident the prephilosophic layers of meaning of the word @tLoooQtaand did
not, therefore, require a special discourse. But, in the course of time, this self-evidence was
lost and now special research is needed to unearth the underlying significations ofthe
"wom out" meaning of the wordphilosophy--+helove of (or aspiration for) wisdom.

PHILOSOPHER AND SAGE
The point, which one cannot avoid in researching the meaning of the word
Qil"oooQta, is thefamous forrnulaof distinguishingthephilosopher'sposition fromthat
of

a sage.

The sage is the bearer of

a

previous philosophic type of thinking, that is, from the

mythological contextual situation. Th:e philosopheris no more than a lover (or friend) of
wisdom, but not a sage, since only a god is wise and the wisdom of the sage is derivative
fromthe gods. The philosophercan only aspireto be wise.All the way fromPythagoras to

Plato-that

is all the time of the mature development of philosophy proper, this conception
of philosophy serves as its determination. So where does human aspiration for wisdom fall
short of divine wisdom? In the widely known expression, ascribed to Pythagoras (Diogenes
Laertius 1972, YII7, chap. 1), it is explained that the possession of wisdom presupposes the
bringing in of the supreme soul-aptitude-that is, the mind-to the highest degree or, as
one may say, to the absolute power. In this conception, besides the explicit gnosiological
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plane, there is an implicit ontological plane. The destination of the supreme soul-aptitude is
to understand the absolute object. So what could the absolute object be if not the gods

themselvesandthelJniverse?ThisiswhatTimaeus(Plato, Tim.2Oa)asserts.Timaeusiays
that such things as gods, the whole Universe (nmtrrl nuDto},and its cosmic origin,
Socrates andhimself (i.e., philosophers) cannot absolutely fathom andaccuratelyunderstand
because they are just humans (Plato, Tim. 29 b-d).
In connection with the determination ofthe original meaning ofphilosophy, does not
this determination deny the fact that some people, including philosophers, can be called
"sages" not only by the public, but by philosophers, too? when a philosopher calls
somebody a "sage," it is either a concession to its common word usage, or a tribute of
rcspect to the revered category of "sages" (such as the "seven sages," well-known thinkers
and politicians of Greece, whose wisdom was acknowledged byApollo from the lips of
Pythiaatthetemple of Delphi). However, whenitwas necessary to emphasize aposition of
principle, then a philosopher distinguishes a "philosopher" from a '.sage" on the ground
thatgenerally any humanclaimonwisdomcannotbe solid.Agoodexampleis the speechof
Socrates in the court, which was fatal to him, as Plato relaye dit nthe Apology. In due time,
one of the well-knownAthenians askedP-ythiaatthetemplein Delphi if there was anybody
wiser than Socrates. Pythia stated that it was Socrates who was the wisest (apparently
among hi s contemporaries). The philosopher, upon knowing this, was stricken by Apollo's
annunciation, for he did not perceive himself wise at all: "for I know that I have no wisdom,
small or greaf ' (Plato,ApoL 2lb). Socrates tried to understand the god's message correctly
(trying to ascertain in what way he could be said to be wise by discussing matters with
widely known sages). The result of the research is proclaimed in the following statement:
This investigationhas ledto my havingmany enemies of the worstandmost
dangerous kind, and has given occasion also to many calumnies, and I am
called wise, for my hearers always imagine that I myself possess the wisdom
which I find wanting in others: but the huth is, o men ofAthens, that God only
is wise; and in this oracle he means to say that the wisdom of men is little or
nothing; he is not speaking of Socrates, he is only using my name as an
illustration, as ifhe said, He, o men, is the wisest, who, like Socrates, knows that
his wisdom is in truth worth nothing. (plato, Apol. Z2c-23a)

PHILOSOPHICAL VS. MYTH THEOLOGIES
Another point that needs explanation is whether the formula under consideration
philosophy's self-detennination frommythology, even if the formula
itself cannot stand without a tangential reference to a divine figure as envisioning wisdom
in relation to the absolute knowledge of the Universe. Here we should keep in mind that
philosophical theology has a generally different character from traditional myth-theology.
serwes the purpose of

Gods, regardless of the subjective attitude of philosophers to them, are deprived of the role
of organizers and rulers of the world in philosophical doctrines. It is understandable because
according to these doctrines the supreme cosmic origin, apgrl,isnot one or another divine
person, but one or another impersonal entity. For example, if we take the philosophers, who
are "suspected" more than the others to be committed to mythological irrationalism to the
prejudice of philosophic rationalism, we findin$rthagoras' worksthatapNnisnumber,in
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Plato's, idea.By the serne token, mythological theology, as differentiated fiom philosophical
theology, is exposed to deconsffuction, and the images of gods conform to the conceptual
order ofphilosophic thinking. In this sense, the accusation brought on Socrates that he
introduced "new gods" is ffue for all philosophers. Incidentally, Socrates did not deny that
he introduced "new gods." He only denied the incrirninated disrespect of the gods ("divine
signs")- "new or old, no matter for that' (Plato, Apol.27 c).

Philosophic deconstruction of mythological theology is vividly expressed in
philosophic ironicmythologizing.Itisaresearchmethod,whichisverymuchlovedby
Plato. Themethodconsists increatingby an authorhis own versionof one oranothermlth,
partly from traditional mythology material, for the purpose of conveying a certain idea
includedinphilosophic theory withfigurative artistic means. Whatis atissue is the idea, to
which an authorintends to give special expressive characterwith thehelp of ironic myth, or
the idea, which tums out to be hard to ground with conceptual means proper at least here
and now, in such-and-such text. Plato once calls the product of ironic mythologizing a
v e i s imilar my th (Plato, Tim. 29 d).
It is now clear that the figure of god in philosopic self-deterrnination formula (viz.,that
only god, not a philosopher is wise) has aconventional gnosiological sense. God's figure in
this formula is approximately the sarne as the figure of a hypothetical observer of world
events in contemporary theorretical thinking. An example is Einstein's god, of whom Einstein
(I\4athew 1 977) says : ''God does not play dice [with the universe] ,' ' meaning that God, if we
concede His existence, would confirm that the quantum-mechanical principle of uncertainqr
does not correspond to the deterministic character of events in the Universe, as established
by Him. In other words, the philosophers' expression that "only god is wise" might be read
in the general case as: "ffthere were an absolute being, only He would be wise, i.e., only He
would possess absolute knowledge about the Universe."

Gettingbacktotheproblemofthemeaningoftheword

Qt).oooQta,itisnecessaryto

note that it is formulated not from name-words, denoting mythological divine persons, but
from word-concepts. Why was a word consisting of word-concepts, notably Qt),taand
ooQla, invented to denote a new type of cognition, instead of taking some grammatical
forms, like combining the words .Epa{--embodiment of passionate love-arld AO4vaone of the embodiments of wisdom7 Obviously, because the new type of thinking constitutes

itseHasmainlyconceptual,notmythological;itismainlyafigurativepenonificationofthinking.
However, thefactthat ancientGreekphilosophers preferred word-concepts not only
forcognitionpurposes but also for denoting theirtype of thinking does notmean thatthey
could ignore the meanings of mythological personified images. In particular, I refer to those
images which present both the context and the meaning of the words Q0"ta and 6oQLa
thatlaterformedtheword Qt)t>ooQta"withintheframeworko/mythologicalconsciousness.
It was impossible to change the previous tradition by breaking with it; it could only be done
by transforming it. In our case it means that coupling the word-concepts Qt Ltaand ooQta
in one word-concept @LLoaoQldwas a way of demythologizing the context and its
dependence on the contextual meanings of the source words.

SOME ETYMOLOGIES
Let us visit some etymological derivations. Let us begin with the etymology of the

wordQtLta EmileBenveniste (1969) points outthatbothforthe wordpftilf,a-"fAendsbtp,
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love"-and for a number of paronyms, phil6tes-having the same meanin g as phitfa;
phflos ("ffiend"); philein ("tolove," "to be friends with," "to kiss," etc.)-the source word
is an adjective philos ("loved, dear"), originating in pre-Homeric times. But in Homer's
compositions,thewordphflos (or"fiend ') also carries the meaning of the possessive case,
i.e.,itconveysbelongingorpossession.Forexample,inthecombinations Qo,a,louvara

or QA'o( Qto( , the denotation is not the relations of friends, but the relations of possession:
"his knees," 'his son." The existence of such contrasting meanings is explainedby the fact
that initially thewordphilos was functioning in the frameworkof a small consanguineous
group, afamilycollective, wherebothmeanings werenaturally combinedin onemeaning of
aword.
The word philos means personal friendly feeling-feeling of friendship or lovewhich a person as a member of a certain social collective feels towards some kins in the circle
of direct communication. Loving in a sensually affective sense (characteristic for a sexual
attraction) appears inthe general mearring of this wordonly at aparticularpoin! connected
with addressing phllos to a spouse, and only at this particular point of the general meaning
of friendship. Directinvolvernentof philos relativeto social relations predetermines the
necessity of apresupposed social authorization (bymeans of law ortradition) of the feeling
of friendship and love. It likewise presupposes the assumption of certain mutual obligations
by friends and lovers as defined by law and tradition. Particular1y, philemn(a"ltss") is not an
expression of passion, but a ritual act, sealing mutual obligations of friendship.
In Homeric times the rel ations of philo.r went over the limits of a group based on
kinship and affiniff. Though Benveniste does not say it direcfly, it follows from his analysis
that probably an incitement for the process of going beyond family-relational group was
authorized (due to its social importance) to spreadthe phl/os relations to the institution of

x,lnos,ortheforeign"guest."Fromthisprocessevolvesthe

clusterofphflosparonymsand

the universalization of their meanings as they are applied to distant and more diverse objects

(not just people) of social interests and obligations. Benveniste illustrates this process
thoroughly by way of examples from Homer' s lliad.
From these examples, there is one more aspect of the meanings of words derivative
from philos that Benveniste himself has not noted. As far as the universalization of the
usage of these words takes place, in addition to the fact that sometime earlier "friendship"
had begun to dominate over "love" in phflos, the nuance of the element of lust in "love"
becomes stillmore sublimated. Themotives of thefeelings expressedbythis word arebeing
idealized. For example, "love" becomes "love of country," as it can be seen from the expression
in Homer's (XV, 65 ; see Evelyn-White 2008) Ody s sey, QtLqv e( naqlfid Wav [.in rhe
loved (dear) native land"l. It means that the word philia @hil6tes), which is the mosr
emotional andexpressive among the words derivedfromphflos, presupposes atffaction, the
impulse of which comes fiom an object's importance to an individual. In other words,philia
is an unselfish (not physiological) attraction to an object, where the object serves for an
individualinwhatPlato calJs agaqon (commongood), anindissolubleuntq, of truth, good,
andbeauty.
It is necessary to note that the logic of universalization of the meaningof philia
Qthil6te s) is in giving an extremely wide latitude of scale to the strength and the sphere of
action of "love." At least, there is one significant example of attaching a cosmic scale to
love-philbtes,'itcanbefoundin Empedocles. This exampleis fromthe 5thcenhrry B.C., i.e.,
the time the meaning of philosophy was still evolving. (But it is clear that the tendency to
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use the word philia @hil6tes) in the Empedoclean way had to appear much earlier.)
Empedocles (see Diogenes Laertius 1972) conveys the essence of his cosmogonic theory
in the poem Oru nature Qrg.B, 26, 5-7 ; t-12):

Now under the bfluence of Love, [the elements] unite into a single cosmos,
now they fly asunder under ferocious Strife until they reunite again integrally as
the Universe, then fall apart. . ..But as far as this continuous alternation ends
not, so far they always exist, for they go by immovable circle. [My translation.]
The cosmogonic function of phil6tes-philiainEmpedocles draws it closer to .Eros,
who is an important participant in the cosmogonic process in the mythological tradition. But
this approach is just functional, not gnosiological, because Empedocles' Love-a key
category of his cosmogony-is, according to the philosophic character of theorization, a

word-concept, not a name-word.
Though Empedocles tears phil6tes-philia away fromman as a subject of this love, it
destroys the initial inner sense of this word on the side of wholeness, necessary fullness,
and depth. In this respect, it turns out tha(Empedocles' word-usage did not correspond to
the general understanding of the meaning of thewordphil6tes-phil{a by the Greeks. For if
philfawerenothumanloveinthe generalunderstanding of thepeople, thenthere wouldbe
no general understanding of philosophy as exactly a human affair, a human loving or
aspiration for wisdom.
As

a

whole, however, Empedocles' broadening of the meaning of phil6tes-phil{atothe

ofuniversal cosmic I.ove, brings the prephilosophic tendency ofthe universalization of
this meaning to its natural logical completion. It adequately seryes the cause of the selfdetermination of the meaning of philosophy as well. For only such a scale of love-inclination is
scale

commensuratetosophia-wisdorn Sophiaitself,aswewillsee,hasauniversally-cosmicdimension.
The exact etymology of the word ooQta,in spite of the fact that a number of research
publications are devoted to this subject, is difficult to reconstruct. This is because once
getting caught in the thick of philosophic and then theological thought, this word in the
course of its cultural-historic process appears to be overloaded with various semantic
sffata, which obscures theinitial meaning even more.

TOPOROV'S RESEARCH
A valuable contribution to the research of etymology of the word ooQro was made by
Wadimir N. Toporov (1995). We will rely on his final work on that subject.
In ancient Greek mythopoetic works the word sophiais oftenused with a meaning
that coincides with the meaning of the w ord aryt7--arr. The Gr6eks conceive of techne-art
as an aptitudeby which athing (workof art) canbe made skillfully.As an aptitude, techneart is expressed with perfect skills and sophisticated abilities. It is in this sense that the
ancient Greek word tdchne underlies in such derivative words as technics, technology, md
so forth in the European languages, but it does not underlie the word art.'[he ancient
Greeks used the word t4chnefor each "art"'whetherforpoetry, for architecture, orthe like.
In the meaning synonymousto tdchne as an aptitude, sophiais also used as an aptitude of
the mind to do perfect things. Though the meanings of the words sophia and tdchne are
synonyrnous as aptitudes or applicable skills, they are however different as well.
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Toporov points out that despite the seemingly obvious synonymy of sophia and

tdchne inrnythopoetic works, there is a subtle significant difference in their meanings. The
wotdt<ichne serves as a designation of efficiency, skillfulness, and craftsmanship of a
person as creating cerfainremarkable, beautiful, and atthe sametime useful things. 'T6chne"
is acquired and passed on by mems of training and teaching. But in ancient texts, a master
or creator-demiurge ("demiurge" in ancient Greek culture is any craftsman-a carpenter,
shoemaker, potter, etc., and also a good poet, musician, etc.) is called wise.Hiscreativity
("t6chne")is calledwisdominthe senseof sophiabutoriy whenhis artistakenbyhirnfrom
the gods. For example, in one of the texts it is said: "From the gods comes every virtue of the
mortals: wisdom, and strength, and eloquence. . ." (pythia,r,4r-42;cited by Toporo v 1995)
[my translation]. In other words, the virtue of wisdom is a technique skillfully used by a
person to make wise decisions and wise actions.

This means that sophia-wisdom is a t6chne-art of divine origin and this is so in
mythopoetic works. The philosopher Heraclitu s @rg.l22; see Hoy't, n.d.), in whose works
we find some statements about sophia, says that "wisdom is to speak the truth and
consciously to act according to nature." In general, both in mythopoetic tradition and in
Heraclitus' statement, sophia-wisdom is {epicted as a mind's aptitude, concemed with "the
supreme and most universal power, that rules everything in the world," as Toporov puts it.
Toporov traces the origin of the Greek word oofiLa fromthelndo-European word
* suobhid, which means
isolation and inclusion in wider generality as reflected in such
Slavic derivative words like osob, osoba, and the like. To reiterate, sophia-wisdom is the
mind's aptitude imbued with "the supreme and most universal power." It serves, together
with the mind's ability, to.see the overall unity orthe unity of "all in all" in this ' power." This
all-unity possesses a fullness that appears before the mind as self-sufficient and,
consequently, self-generating. The ability of a sophia-mind to see this self-generating
universal or cosmic unity is equivalent to self-understanding, self-consciousness, and selflmowledge.

GREEK MYTHOLOGY
Afterdiscriminatingmoreorlessthemeaningsofthewords sophiaandtdchne,weare
to answerwhy these words in mythopoetic texts do very oflen accompany each other; why
are they often used as synonyms? without giving an adequate answer to this question, we
cannot surrnountthe mysteriousness of the meaning of the word sophfa.

Itis clearfrom whathas been already said aboutthe divine origin of s ophia-wisdorn,
according to mythological conceptions of the ancient Greeks, that the human mind possesses
wisdomif itis relatedto adivine cosmic activity, whichmeans itis relatedto an activity of a
god.
Anotherimportantconsiderationis the genderof thegods sinceitis aprimaryconcept
in the classifications of positions and roles of the gods and goddesses in the pantheon. We
should, therefore, pay more attention to the gender of divine personages when we raise the
question about the meanings of sophia and t4chne and the reasons of their synonymy in
ml.fhological thinking.
Sex differences of divine mythological characters are comparable to two different
of
mythological conceptions of cosmic oigin, i.e., about how the universe becarne a
fupes
cosmos or an orderly universe. One type views the origin of the universe by means of
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generation,ortobemoreprecise,hyself-generationfrom theinitialuniversalchaos.The
othertypeviewsthe cretttion of the cosmos fromtheinitial chaos. This willbe clearly seen
when we compare the images of lemale and male gods, who play significant parts in the
pantheon.
In Greek mythology, by the time it was recorded in writing, a special role in the female
line of the pantheon is playedby Gaia @arth) (typological equivalents to Gaia are the images
of the Mother of Gods, Mother-Nature, and the like), while in the male line, by Zeus. Gaia
obviously personifies the self--generating universal-cosmic origin. She, if we follow the
mythological tradition as recordedby Hesiod(Theogn.115-29; seeEvel)m-White 2008), was
born (self-generated) from Chaos. Then "She also bears the fruitless deep with her raging
swell, Pontus, without the sweet union of love," Hills, and Nymphs. She "first bears [for
herself I the starry Heaven [Uranus] to cover her on every side." Contracted with Uranus,
forrnedthe pantheon and everything else inthe world.
The mythological idea of cosmic self-generation appears to be equivalent to the
feminine ability to give birlh: the ability of self-generation is the deified ability to give bith.
If sophia, as it is shown in the above-stated etymological reconstruction, is the ability of the
divine mind to see theuniversal-cosmicpnity as self-generating,then sophiais thenatural
property of the mind, fromthe mythological viewpoint, possessedby the mother-goddess.
In Greek mythology, this properly, first of all, is possessed by Gaia, the Mother of the
cosmos, and then, derivatively, by the goddesses.
The idea of the origin of the cosmos by means of creation is expressed, in Greek
mythology, more in the image of Zeus than in any of the images of the other male gods. Zeus
is the demiurge of the cqsmos. Zeus is not genealogically secondary to Gaia, i.e., he is not
necessarily her ' 'grandson.'' For example, in orphic poems and hynns, as opposed to Homer's
and Hesiod's works, Zeus is often genealogically primary. In the orphic text of the Derueni
paryrus, although there is the myth about Zeus' origin from Gaia-the same as in Homer's
and Hesiod's works-but then it is said (further oninthe Deweni papyrus as cited in G6bor
Betegh's 2004 translation), that Zeus "swallowed" the previous gods (Col. XIII, 5) and it
appears that"Zeus was bornfirst" (Col. XVItr, 12-13). The origin of thecosmos occurs in a
different way from those described by Homer and Hesiod. Now Zeus himself stands before
the origin of the world: "Zeus the head, Zeus the middle, and from Zeus all things have their
being" (Col. X\rII,l2)."Znustheking. Zeus whorules all..." (Col. XD( 10): "(Ithas gotthe
name) Harmonia, because many of thebeings gotfined to one another" (Col. )Oil, 11-13).
A1l this work of creation concluded with the creation of the Sun, which Zeus did due to his
all-powerfirl mind (Col. XXV). In mythopoetic texts, one can find examples of the fact that
the mythologem of Zeus' berng a ' 'grandson ' of Gaia is absent and Zeus at once acts as ' the
first and the last." As it is said in one of the orphic hymns to Zeus: "Our pray'rs and
expiations, king divine, for all things round thy head exalted shine. The earth is thine, and
mountains swelling high, the sea profound, and all within the sky" (Orph. hymns XIY see
Taylor 1999).Tnuspossesses, first of all, a "technical," creatively skillfirl mind-techne.
It is not far-fetched to conclude that those female goddesses, who are not devoid of
the feature of wisdom, realize one or some other aspects of Gaia-the function of cosmic
(se1f-)generation-and, respectively, they chiefly possess wisdom in the sense of soph{a.
On the other hand, the male gods-masters and craftsmen-realize various aspects of Zeus'
function, i.e., the function of world-construction and, respectively, they chiefly possess
wisdom in the sense of td chne.
she
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This described state of things is obscured by the fact that-as mythology researchers
MirceaEliade (1991), carlKer6nyi (19a9), carlGJung (1949),Josephcampbell(200g), and
others pointed out-mythological creature s are androglmies, i.e., they have both male and
female traits. It is these cosmogonical gods who mostly have an androglmous nature (Jung
and Ker6nyi 1949). It is also important to keep in mind that those gods, who chiefly act as
male, and the goddesses, who chiefly act as female, prove to be androgynies @liade 1991).
The fact that Gaia is a femal e androgyne is clear because of her bearing lJranus "for
herself." It means that she also contains the male characteristics in her female nature. That
is why Gaiaisnotonly themotherintheversionofcosmic originby self-generation, butthe
father as well, and, consequently, the creator of the cosmos. That is exactly what is said in
one of the orphic hymns (translated by Thomas Taylor 1999; see also Otto Kern 1963):
"Father of all. ..and mother kind"; she bears the cosmos, but she can as well create it,
"Much-mechanic morhet'' (Oryh. hymnsIX, 1 ; 1 8- 1 9).
The fact that Zeus is amale androgyre is especially clear from the orphic texts, too:
"Zeusis male,rmlrrotalTr;.tsis female" (orpheus, N.d.). Thus, inoneofthemyths, hebears
Aphrodite (o ryh. F rg. 1 83) ; in another myth, Aphrodite and Eros (o ryh. Frg. 1 g4). There is
one other myth, in which Zeus generates himself and then the other gods (orph. hymns
VIII). Besides, there is also theideathatZnus alone bears the cosmos in totality (translated

byTaylor1999;seeKem1963): "All-parengprincipleandendofall,whosepow'ralmighty,
shakes this

earthlybdl" (Oryh. hymnsXN).

Everything that was said about the genealogical primacy of now female, now male line of
the pantheon, and also about the androgyny of cosmogonic gods are obvious in the orphic

tradition, although not so gvident in the whole Greek mythology. The proof of these are the
images of the Greek gods and goddesses wittr hyperrophied second sex. In the female line it is

theimageofAthenewhileinthemale,Dionysus.Atheneisavirginwoman,i.e.,thewomanwho
does not realize the female divine function of cosmic generation. She is, on the contrary, so
manfirl, thar she competes with Zeus and is a goddess of war. She patronizes oaftsmendemiurges,
i.e., shetakespartinthecosmic constmction. Dionysus is themostfeminine Greekmalegodby
his constitution. Dionysus is the "dying and resurrecting god," he personifies spring nature
revival, i-e., heparticipates inthe generationofthe cosmos,likefemininegods.
Androgynous and second sex hypertrophy of cosmogonic gods indicate the mutual

complementarity and mutual penetration of the two versions of cosmic origin: the
spontaneous generation model andthe creation rnodel. Naturally, this character of the
relations exists between the two kinds of wisdom, too: sophia-wisdom and t6chne-wisdom.
The matteris that sophiainwardlypresupposes t6chne as its mediation and apphcation, and
t6chne, in tum, contains sophia as its inner core.
so what is primary-sophia or t6chne?And ontologically, how did the cosmos come
into existence-by spontaneigr or by creation? In Greek mythological conscience this problem
did not exisl different versions justcoexisted, without evenrecognizing them as altemative
explanations of the universe and everything in it. It was philosophy that began to recognize
this problem as a matter of principle.

CONCLUSION
Giving the outline of the meaning of the word eil"oooQtaonthe basis of the
reconshrrcted meanings of its constituents, Qlllaandoofita,wecalnowdraw ourconclusion.
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Themeaning of theword@Attoo@raimplies anintimatevalue-motivatedinclination
or aspiration of a person to achieve or possess a quality of mind with the ability of deep
understanding and deep knowledge about the universe and everything that there is. This
quality entails an aptitude which should either include the art or technique of cognitive
activity or be included in this art as one of its characteristics in order to fathom the problem
of cosmic origin. This qualityis wisdomandthemotivating valueis love (oras some would

fiiendship).
Thatis why thephilosophers insistthey arenotwisemen, butonly "wisdom-lovers,"
and that the problem they have recognized is an ultimate issue-the origin of what there is.
No matter what possible answer is given, this issue will always be problematic, and the
say,

search for the answer may yet remain and will continue to remain as an essential question
forever. In other words, that is the reason why the philosophers need to combine the word
QthA meaningtheessentialvalue, withtheword ooQw, meaningtheaspiredqualityof
mind, into on e w ord-QtAoooQla.
Of course, itmakes adifference whetherthe image ofphilosophy is justimplied atface
value by the meaning of the word @il,ooo@taorits image is analytically conceptualized,
thought over intentionally, by tracing the meanings and usages of its etymological roots
and derivations, and finally serving as parl of the historical foundation of what the term
philosophy is. The first image, a theoretical treatment of what philosophy is, comes from
Pythagoras andlaterelaboratedonby Plato. Theotherimage--+heelucidation of this wordconcept-is presented in this paper.

N

OTE

xThe supposed grammatical form----combining name-w ords Epa( andAO7va
(so that the result would be something Iike "erotoathenia")-is an allusion to an ironic
mythologem inPlato' sThefeasr. Eros isAthene's mentor; he imparted to her ttre passion for
arts-particularly, the weaving art. AquotationfromThe fed.rt says:

The arts of medicine and archery and divination were discovered by
Apollo, under the guidance of love and desire; so that he too is a disciple
of Love IEpaC l. Also the melody of the Muses, the metallurgy of
Hephaestus, the weaving of Athene, the empire of Zeus over gods and
men, are all due to Love, who was the inventor of them. (Plato, Symp. 197 ab; see Jowett 187 1)
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A CRITIQUE OF LOPF,Z'S ANG TUNAY
NA BUHAY NI P. DR. JOSE BURGOSI
Rolando M. Gripaldo
Philippine National Philosophical Research Society
Quezon City
The author interprets Lopez's work as a c(tse of mythologizing a
historical ./igure for the Filipino masses. It is therefore a protelarian
mytlt in contrast to bourgeois n+yths which Roland Barthes talks about.
Myth indeed is a language-a metalanguage--and Lopez made use of
it tct express the theme of emulation and the responsibility of the
proletaricn man through traits that endure in the Filipino psyche: his

loob (inner self), budhi (conscience), hiya (shame), and sense of
responsibility. The author agrees with Barthes that history and myth
do not mix. Where a piece of work does not portray historical facts
failhfully, it should not be taken as a hi.storical document but-in the
context of Lopez's awil-a piece of literary work that must be enioyed.
Myth deprives the object of which it speaks of all history. In it,
history evaporates. [History] is a kind of ideal servant: it prepares all
things, brings them, lays them out, the master [myth] arrives, [history]
silently disappears: all that is left for one to do is to enjoy this beautiful
object [the myth] without wondering where it comes from.
Barthes

-Roland 1973
Mythologies,
INTRODUCTION
The attempt to mythologize a historical figure is perhaps rare, but Lopez
just this. Not that Ang tunay na buhay ni P. Dr Jose Burgos (Lopez
1912, I-62) has no historical significance or that everything in it has no factual
information, but that the attempt to mythologize itself-the mere fact that Lopez
wants Burgos emulated2-deprives the work of any intrinsic historical value in
that an uncompromising historian will definitely find in it historical distortions,
which are consistent with the emulation thesis. Although these distortions render
the veracity of the whole work suspect, the work has still its extrinsic historical
has done
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significance in that it is written within a historical period and thereby reflects the
consciousness of the audience or readers of that period.3 Ang tunay na buhay ni p.
Dr Jose Burgos (The true lfe story of Fr. Dr. Jose Burgos) is an awita consisting
of 296 quatrains with each quatrain having a singular rime, i.e., aaaa, bbbb, cccc,

etc., and with each verse having 12 syllables. The awit has a "pasimula',
("Introduction") of 12 quatrains where Lopez expresses his three-fold objective:
(1) let the readers know the life of Father Burgos; (2) tell them that the life of

Father Burgos, together with those of Father zarnoraand Father Gomez, is worthy
of emulation; and (3) impress upon them that the martyrs of 1872 ought not to be

forgotten.
The whole work of Lopez is a fiction based on a historical figure, Fr. Jose
Burgos. We see something like this in movies and read something like this in
novels. The Titanic (1998) as a love-story movie is a fiction; it is based on one
major fact: the sinking of the "unsinkable ship" Titanic. Similarly, this entire awit
on Burgos is fictional based on the life of Father Burgos. Whenever in movies we
read the phrase "based on" as in "based on a true story," we are sure the movie is
fiction-but largely based on an existing life story.
Despite the fictional import of the movie, we emulate some of the significant
traits of the characters like the adventurousness of Jack, the leading man, of the
Titanic. During the 1920s-and the Burgos awit was written in l9l2-.the caption
"based on a true story"--ur not then in use. So we should not be surprised about
the title of Lopez's awit. Although the content of the awit is based on the life story
of Father Burgos, the title itself-Ang tunay na buhay ni p. Dr Jose Burgos-ig
fictional. There are two quatrains in the "pasimula" (stanzas 10-11) of the work
where Lopez cautions his readers not to treat the work as a historical piece. It is
actually a literary piece. As Roland Barthes, in effect, would say: "Forget history,
let us enjoy the myth."

CONTENT OF THE AWIT IN ENGLISH PROSB
According to the awit, Burgos was born at villa Fernandina in lg42 in vigan,
Ilocos, where the community respected the Burgos family for its good disposition
and deeds. As a child Burgos was inherently kind and exceptionally bright such
that he was given an education at a tender age. His parents later sent him to
Manila, where he stayed temporarily with his uncle, Lt. Juan de Aelle, to study at
the college of San Juan de Letran. Not long after, Burgos, who was then nine
years old, resided at San Juan de Letran as an orphan student.
when he obtained the Bachelor of Arts degree, he decided to pursue the
career of priesthood and set aside the law career which his parents wanted him to
take. He obtained the degree of Bachelor of rheology under the tutelage of Fray
Ceferino Gonzalez, who later became a cardinal.
Happy at the thought that their son obtained two degrees, Burgos's parents
were later disappointed when they learned that their son intended to become a
priest. They left their livelihood in Vigan and settled in Manila. Their supplication
that the young Burgos proceed to law and their tears failed to persuade him. Upon
observing that his son studied very seriously and passed all examinations, the
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father gradually felt some happiness-his love for his son deepened. Finally, the
young Burgos received the sacred orders from the College of San Juan de Letran.
In less than four months after receiving the sacred orders trouble erupted in
Letran. The friars had committed some abuses on the collegians, all Filipinos, in
pursuance of their duties, and the collegians demanded for a change of the status
quo. In the ensuing riot many friars were wounded which prompted the Father
Superior to ask for help from the town.
When peace was restored, Letran decided to dismiss the collegians and
Burgos, who was accused as a leader, decided to leave. However, the dismissal
did not materialize because the collegians, many of whom had not finished their
studies yet, apologized and were willing to bear the friars' abusive treatment of
them. Burgos remained to finish his studies and later became the Dean (the
presiding ecclesiastical dignitary in cathedral and collegiate churches). When,
however, he could not bear the treatment of the friars, Burgos transferred to the
College of San Jose (headed by Fr. Mariano Garcia) where he was ordained a
Deacon (a clergyman ranking just below a priest).
Deacons intending to become parish priests must take the "examination by
opposition," which at this time was conducted because of a vacant position for a
second priest at the Manila Cathedral of St. Peter. No one can occupy a vacant
position in a parish except when one is a presbyter. Since Burgos topped the
examinations, he became the second priest of the Manila Cathedral. After several
months Burgos obtained a licentiate in philosophy.
Not long after he was chosen Fiscal of the Ecclesiastical Court and Professor
and Master of Ceremonies of the University of Santo Tomas. Fr. Burgos became
famous and had no equal in wisdom, good character, and good disposition.
In September 1868 in Spain, Manuel and Antonio Regidor began to fight for
reforms for the Philippines: (1) that only clerics must be curates in all parts of the
archipelago, (2) that there must be Filipino representation in the Spanish Cortes,
and (3) that reforms be made in all schools and colleges whose individual headship
must be given to Tagalog priests. The friars in Madrid were disturbed by this and
were forced to choose their procurators.
Fray Jose Checa and Fray Joaquin Coria defended the ffiars. Madrid
newspapers, however, published articles which favored the cause of the Tagalogs.
The secret suppofi of some prominent Spaniards to the Regidors did not silence
the friars, who all the more went wild with anger, especially when Manuel
Regidor wrote critical articles in the newspaper Discucion almost everyday. It
was at this time that Fr. Burgos started writing articles for the Discucion in
reply to the arguments raised by Fray Coria. When the friars knew that Fr.
Burgos participated against them, they decided to keep silent but vowed to take
fevenge.
Although the friars in Madrid stopped pursuing the issue, news about it had
reached the Philippines. The friars in the Philippines did nothing but appropriate
for themselves the land and farms of the natives and increased the taxes levied on
the workers of their haciendas. These led to the rebellion of Eduardo Camerino
and Luis Parang in Tanguay (i.e., Cavite). Camerino captured Imus and executed
two lay brothers. When the uprising spread, Governor General Carlos de la Torre
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thought of calling a meeting of all Tagalogs. He said that all who were educated
and had little wealth be given positions in government. So many Filipinos were
chosen as provincial board members. The governor general also tried to follow
some reforms sought for by the Regidors.
A commission to investigate the abusive and corrupt activities of the friars
in the Philippines, through the instigation of the Regidors, was formed and headed
by the Minister of Ultramar, the members of which were generals and colonels.
After finding out the truth, the commission decided to grant the reforms asked
for. The decision was transmitted to the Philippines for implementation, but when
the Philippine government formed a council for reforms, the membership included
the wicked friars. So nothing really happened. Consequently, the trouble in Manila,
Bulacan, Tanguay, and other places worsened. In order to put a stop to this uprising,
Manila authorities enlisted the help of educated Tagalogs whose requests were all
granted. Father Gomez, the parish priest of Bacoor, was chosen to negotiate peace
with Camerino. The result was the signing of a treaty in Navotas between General
de la Torre, on the one hand, and camerino and Parang, on the other. The friars
were very happy since the treaty meant their haciendas would be reverted to
them. Father Gomez also worked for the release of 300 Filipino prisoners. Even
Luis Parang, who lived in the town of Maalat, yTas ssi6l-lhrough the initiative of
Father Qsps2-ge have received a pension and a good treatment from the
Spaniards. Reforms regarding the schools and the parish were considered. A civil
career became possible and govemment positions, which were supposedly reserved
to Spaniards only, may now be occupied by intelligent Filipinos. There were
Filipino judges and interpreters (Relatores), and the rampant confiscation of land
was stopped.
After several days, howevel, the friars secretly bribed General de la Torre
who, dazzled by silver coins, imprisoned camerino and parang, and later executed
them. The violation of the treaty deepened the hatred of the Tagalogs on the

friars.
It was during this time that Burgos was ordained as a priest and later became
a priest of the Cathedral. He obtained a Doctorate in Theology and a Doctorate in
canon Law. He was chosen an Examinador SinodaL All those who wanted to get
doctorates in theology, philosophy, and canon law had to pass thru him. In the
strict perfbrmance of his duty, Father Burgos appeared evil to the friars who
vowed to get revenge in the form of stopping the strictness of Burgos in the
examinations. But when such strictness went worse, the friars were angry and
became cruel to Filipino assistant priests. when Burgos knew about it, he gathered
all complaints from the Tagalog priests and relayed them to the archbishop who
examined the laws of Moret and gave the judgment that these be followed strictly.
when the friars learned about this, they looked for Father Burgos and argued
their case, even if it was wrong. However, their arguments landed them in
humiliation and shame. A case in the Ecclesiastical Court occurred and some of
the friars were jailed while their properties were confiscated. Because of this
turn of events the friars decided to supplicate-to ask for help from Father Burgos
so that they would be released. Even the Presbyters and other Filipinos also
requested him to help. Father Burgos spent money in working for the release of
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the Recollect Galan, the Franciscan Ariaga, and the Dominican Cornejo. They
became parish priests again and their properties were returned. At about the same
time a complaint was raised against an Augustinian, Fray Antonio Pernavieja, of
San Rafael, Bulacan, who was said to have acted treacherously. Father Burgos
called for him and advised him not to act treacherously again.
In Madrid the newspaper Eco Filipino, which supporled the cause of the
Tagalogs, came into being. Fr. Burgos supported the paper in terms of money and
talent, so that it may have a number of subscribers. He founded an association in
Manila of all Filipinos who sent their children or relatives to study in Spain. So
the Regidors were forced to sign a document stipulating that all intelligent Filipinos
in Madrid must obtain academic degrees and medals. Likewise, the wealthy
Tagalogs, through the work of Burgos, got respectable positions in government.
With respect to the parishes, Fr. Burgos investigated and fought for the dismissal
of wicked friars who would be replaced by secular priests. He said that if his
wishes were not followed, the time would come when he and his colleagues
would allow themselves to be governed by the English. Then he signed a manifesto
informing the Minister of Ultramar in Spain about his wishes but before he sent
this to the Minister, through General Rafael Izquierdo, the successor of General
de la Tome, Fr. Burgos solicited the signatures of others to avoid committing a
mistake. There were twenty signatories of which eleven were presbyters. The
document was sent to Spain which disturbed the friars in the Philippines and
angered them vehemently. Having vowed vengeance, the friars decided to meet
in order to determine the best course of action. In one of these gatherings, Fray
Mariano Gomez, the prior of a convent in Tanguay, and Fray Antonio Rufian of
San Juan de Dios promised to takei revenge. The friars were happy.
Fray Gomez succeeded in convincing Miguel Zaldua (a former artilleryman
who was now engaged in making firewood and delivering them to the Cavite
fort) and his wife to agitate the workers in the arsenal of Kaflakaw to demand for
a raise in their salary. They should not worry if something went wrong since Fray
Gomez would rescue them. So Miguel Zaldua began to instigate. He told the
workers that if higher authorities refused to raise their pay, they must revolt. The
soldiers of Manila and Tanguay, all accomplices, would help.
Fray Rufian, on the other hand, talked to Lieutenant Montesino and
Lieutenant Morquecho, both Spanish soldiers imprisoned in the castle of Tanguay,
and urged them to support the rebellion of the laborers. The two lieutenants agreed
so they could be released from the castle prison.
The day came, 20th of January, Saturday, when the workers of the arsenal
were to be paid. Since the salaries were not increased the workers refused to
receive them. Colonel Buttler, the Governor of Tanguay, did not attend to the
demand of the workers. What he did instead the following morning was to ask for
reinforcement from General Izquierdo since he realized that the workers were
bent on causing trouble. He requested that he be replaced by Colonel Roxas in
order to be in command should the impending trouble break out. Moreover, the
fact that Rear Admiral Mac-Rohon sailed all the warships, except one, to the
south, brought home the point that whoever would remain loyal to him (Buttler)
would be inadequate to face the uprising. General Izquierdo granted Governor
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Buttler's request, but before the latter left Tanguay he asked the General that
Lieutenant Montesino and Lieutenant Morquecho be transferred to a Manila

prison. This did not materialize, however, since the laborers already showed signs
of starting the rebellion. So Governor Buttler left Tanguay.
when Fray Rufian became aware of the worker's clamor, he incited the
workers all the more to revolt against the Spaniards. He told them not to worry
since soldiers from Manila would help. Fray Rufian continued:
Tonight the Manila infantry and artillerymen will rise and when you
hear the shots, join them. I'm a Spaniard myself but because I
sympathize with you, my blood boils against the Spaniards. So follow
my judgment if you Tagalogs want to be free and don't be discouraged.
Burgos and I are intimate friends and he wanted that you be on your
own, independent. So when you have an occasion to rejoice, cry ..Long
Live Burgos! Long Live the Philippinesl Dearh to Spain!,'
Having poor heads these workers were easily convinced by such fraud.
coincidentally, the fiesta of San Anton in Sampaloc, Manila, was being
celebrated and that evening skyrockets, bombs, and all sorts of fireworks were
heard. The merrymaking ended the following morning. The laborers in Tanguay
mistook the fireworks for the uprising in Manila and began their rebellion. The

marines, the infantry, and the aftillerymen of ranguay joined the laborers. Sargeant
Lamadrid, an llongo, killed the head of a Spanish troop and had himself promoted
to a lieutenant. Lieutenant Montesino and Lieutenant Morquecho joined the
soldiers and divided the forces into two. The fighting went throughout the night
and many Spaniards and ragalogs died. Governor Roxas escaped and stayed with
Colonel Sawa. Together with their soldiers, they formed a line at the main street
of Fort Vaga. Governor Roxas sent a message to General Izquierdo relating the

incident and requesting for help. Angered by this uprising, General Izquierdo
ordered all soldiers of Manila to reinforce. General Espinar led the troopscomposed of Cubans, Spaniards, and ragalogs-aboard the ships. Upon reaching
cavite, General Espinar ordered the soldiers to besiege the fort: ..tAln yor, ,"i
including women and children must be killed." The Cubans followed the order to
the letter and on their part the Tagalog defenders showed their bravery.
In the ensuing battle blood flowed like a stream. But because of lack of
sleep, arms, and ammunition, the Tagalog defenders were defeated. sargeant
Lamadrid and Lieutenant Montesino were killed. Lieutenant Morquecho shot
himself upon realizing there was no way of escape. He died three days later.
Those trapped in the fort were all shot, those who tried to escape through the sea
were captured by gunboats, while those who stayed and hid in their houses were
summarily shot and others were taken to Manila where they were executed on the
21st of January. All prisoners who escaped during the mutiny and subsequently
recaptured were banished to Paragua (i.e., palawan).
The marines in the arsenal fought fiercely and cursed the friars. Those
captured, including women and children, were taken aboard the gunboats and
imprisoned. The Spaniards discovered Fray Rufian who was in hiding and
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immediately released him with the argument that he was not involved in the
uprising. He did not stay long in Manila. Thinking that an affidavit might be
taken from him he left for Spain. The friars now secretly worked for the execution
of Father Burgos.
General Izquierdo reported the Cavite mutiny to the Minister of the Army
and Navy [of Spain] who ordered that a fiscal be chosen and the mutiny be
investigated. Those found guilty would be punished while those involved without
exactly knowing what was going on would be given anmesty. Miguel Zaldua, together
with his wife, was apprehended. No testimonies were taken when they were jailed
at the Bilibid Prison. In the testimonies that later appeared the Zalduas admitted
responsibility for inciting the rebellion. The Filipinos, according to them, planned
to establish an empire with Don Joaquin Pedro de Tavera as emperor. The ministers
were Burgos, Basa, Regidor, Paraiso et a1., who were very much surprised when
arrested. Confused and disgusted by the content of the testimonies, the friars tried
to change it. They decided in their meeting to contribute an amount to be used to
bribe General Izquierdo. They impressed upon him that Father Burgos was the
mastermind of the mutiny. Upon receiving the bribe General Izquierdo had the
substance of the testimonies changed and made it appear that behind the uprising in
Tanguay was the Filipino desire to establish a republic with Fr. Burgos as president
and Tavera, Paraiso, Regidor, Basa, Maurente, Mauricio, and others as ministers.
Aside from them several clerics and prominent men were implicated. Except for
Zaldua and the three priests, the rest were banished to other par-ts of the world.
One month after, the hearing of the four prisoners in the Council of War
started at 4:00 o'clock in the afternoon of 26rh February. The president of the
council was Col. Francisco Mosocse, a cruel military man. The fiscal was
Commahder Manuel Boscasa. Father Burgos was tried first, followed by Father
Zamora and Father Gomez. The defense counsel did nothing much precisely
because they were accomplices of the friars. When the sentence of death was
given, Father Burgos rejected and argued he was not admitting the allegation of
being the leader of the uprising. The council, having been bribed, Burgos's
objection was not heard. The prisoners were then brought to the Chapel to make
their confessions.
The following morning the plaza was guarded by an infantry regiment and a
cavalry squadron. The people present were sad. The four prisoners were all
Filipinos: Fr. Jose Burgos was an Ilocano from Vigan; Fr. Jacinto Zamora, a pure
Tagalog, from Pandacan; Fr. Mariano Gomez, a Chinese mestizo with a slight
mixture of Japanese blood, from Santa Cruz, Manila, and Miguel Zaldua, a
Bicolano from Camarines.
Father Zamora was a former rector and a priest of the Manila Cathedral.
Father Gomez was the curate of Bacoor, an Examinador Sinodal (an adviser to
the archbishop on matters relating to parish appointments), a negotiator responsible
for the surrender of Luis Parang [and Camerino], and a fighter for ecclesiastical
reforms, which unfortunately was the reason for his imprisonment. Miguel Zaldua,
who was a member of an artillery battalion, was assigned as an assistant of Lt.

Faustino Villabrilleng in Tanguay. He got married to a woman known to the
Recollect Fray Gomez and had resigned from his work. Presently engaged in the
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firewood business, zaldtta got enmeshed in the uprising when Fray Gomez
persuaded him to instigate the arsenal workers to demand for higher wages.
That evening a modest woman named Clarita wanted to rescue the three
priests from the chapel. She gathered sixty armed men with bolos, revolvers,
pistols, and rifles. She was bent on raiding all the barracks when some clerics,
who knew of her plan, prevailed upon her to abandon it.
on 28 February 1872 at 6:00 o'clock in the morning, rhe Spanish soldiers
guarded Bagumbayan. In the rampart of Fort Santiago Spanish arlillerymen were
on the alerl-prepared to meet the trouble that was rumored to break. The execution
platform was fenced with soldiers of General Espinar. The drums and bugles
played a march. Those in the chapel, accompanied by soldiers in gala uniforms,
stafted to walk towards the platform, followed by the Cofradia nang Misericordia,
together with the Communidad ng Religion Santa.
zaldua walked first and with him were a Franciscan and a Recollect. A
group of friars from different orders followed them. Father Zamora came next
with two Jesuits talking with him. Then came Father Gomez who was accompanied
by an Augustinian and a Recollect. Father Burgos came last and two Jesuits were
with him. Four soldiers, one official and one corporal, who had each a crucifix,
guarded each of the prisoners. At the foot of the scaffold their sentence was read
for the last time. zaldua was garroted first, followed by Father Zamora. Father
Gomez refused to be garroted until he died. Father Burgos was composed and
told the friars they were all miserable. when he sat down on the chair of the
platform he looked up.and cried: "Lord, Holy Mother, accept my soul: I cannot
fathom it!" After saying this the skies darkened as if in mourning. The Tagalogs
present shed tears while others moumed. After the execution of Burgos the friars
went home very happy.
Loaded in the funeral coach of San Juan de Dios Hospital, the corpses of the
martyrs were buried at Paco cemetery by the Hermandad Misericordia.
LOPE,Z AND PRESENT-DAY HISTORIANS:
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF DATA

critical readers, Lopez says in the "pasimula," who may find errors of
information in the work, are requested to weigh very carefully their criticisms
about these apparent deflections, for they might be mistaken after all (stanzas
10 and 11). Lopez apparently is not saying here that his data are historical
facts or that they are not contrary to facts, but simply that a criticism of this
kind, viz., the awit is anti-historical, is beside the point or is out of the
question. For Lopez is involved in the very process of mythologizing-of
building a mythical character out of the life of Burgos. This is not to say that
Lopez has not consulted historical works, because certainly many of the
historical personages he mentions are fairly accurate. He may have read at
least Manuel Artigas y cuerva (1911, 92-93), who narrates the rebellion of
Camerino and Luis Para;s Eulogio Julian Tandiama (MCF 7104, 1-16), who
says that the first name of zaldua is Francisco;6 and Jose Rizal (1965, viii),
who thinks Gomez was 85 years old, Burgos 30 years old, and zamora 35
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years old.7 It cannot be argued legitimately that Lopez is writing in an awit
form a historical, and not a mythical, biography of Burgos, because even if
he presents what appears to be factual data during his time, he has not been
consistently faithful to the facts: he weaves situations borne out of his
imagination in certain cases. Where pieces of factual information do not fit
his emulation objective, they are purposely suppressed. In the light of presentday researches on the 1872 Cavite Mutiny, much of the data that depicted the real
situation have been unearthed (Schumacher 1972,603-32).
Hereunder are some important differences between Lopez and present-day
historians:

Differences
1. Ages

of priests (1872)

2. Burgos's age upon
entering Letran
3. Obtained A.B. Philosophy
4. Cause of Cavite
uprising

Lopez

Pres

Burgos: 30 years old
Zamora:35 years old
Gomez: 85 years old
9 years old

35 years (2-9-1837)8
36.5 years (8-14-1835)'
73.5 years (8-2-t199|o

San Juan de Letran

26 February 1872

Univ. of Santo Tomasr2
Abolition of exemption
from taxes and forced
labor enjoyed by
workers in the Arsenal
and Fort San Felipel3
15 February 187214

28 February 1872

17 February I8'721s

Government failure
to raise workers'
pay

5. Date of hearing of
4 prisoners
6. Date of execution of
4 prisoners
7. Zaldua's first name
8. Number of prisoners
court-martialed
9. cause of riot led by
Burgos at
Letran

of 3 priests
prior to execution

10. Deportment

11. Burgos obtained

deaconship
12. Competitive examination for parishes

Miguel
4: Burgos, Gomez,
Zamora, and Zaldua

ent-Day Historians

10.5 years (8- 1 I - 1847)

'1

Franciscor6

Zamora: no description; Gomez: obstinately refusing
to be executed;
Burgos: composed
College of San Jose

7: including Inocencio
de los Reyes, Paraiso,rT
and one other
School authorities
imposing their own
choice after students
had elected
another as Mayorls
Zamora: lost his mind
Gomez: resigned and
serene; Burgos: wept
like a child and an
angry young manre
Univ. of Santo Tomas2o

Topnotcher

3rd placer2l

Friars' abusive treatment on collegians

-
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13. Governor de la Torre

Corrupt and fought
the mutineers

Upright and gave the
the natives the various
freedoms; exemptions
from taxes and forced
laborz2

Lopez gets his information on the ages of the three priests from Rizal.
Schumacher (1972,609) reports that Rizal errs in the ages of the priests, "though
differing somewhat from Regidor." There seems to be no available published
information at the time of Lopez on when Burgos studied in Letran and had he
checked this he would have been amazed that Burgos, on the basis of the birthdate
he (Lopez) admits to be genuine, was only 5 years old.
No published information was also available on when Burgos obtained
his bachelor's degree in philosophy. In item 4 above, Lopez appears to have
deliberately simplified the cause of the cavite uprising, the data of which
were available in Plauchu (1960, 10). Item 9 is another simplification of the
incident. Lopez has been consistent in this attempt at simplification, for what
he has in mind are to me the masses who love simple biographical narratives.
Moreover, simplifications strengthen Lopez's emulation objective. In item 9
it was not merely a dissatisfaction of the Superior's imposition of his choice
of Mayor upon the students of Letran, but in general on the abuses committed
by the friars on the students themselves in terms of indiscriminate orders
and the like (see Schumacher 1972,609). In item 4, insread of talking about
tribute which around 1910 was not a hot issue, Lopez talked about the raising
of wages, which was probably in vogue then, for the masses were working
under American tutelage and pay increases were one of their legitimate
clamors. The masses could now identify their situation with that of 1872 and
the emulation goal is thus strengthened.
The dates of the hearing and execution of Zaldua and the priests were probably
lifted from Regidor's account.23 Item 10 further buttresses the emulation theme.
Nick Joaquin (1962,2) maintains thatZamora was the most accidental religious
martyr of 1872. He was a gambler and was arrested on the strength of a letter by
a friend referring to money in terms of "bullets" and "gunpowder." The warrant
of arrest may have been intended for Fr. Jose zamora, the activist priest of
Marikina, but when the letter of "bullets" and "gunpowder" was unearthed, the
name in the warrant was changed to Jacinto Zamora (Quirino 19i3, 31-32).
Certainly, Lopez could not have mentioned this in ttre awit because nothing in it
has value for emulation. Lopez therefore leaves Zamora without a description.
Gomez was indeed active politically in his youth, but he was composed and was
resigned to the status quo in his old age (Gwekoh 19i4, rzi-28).It was Burgos
who was the angry young man during rhe execution (Gwekoh 1914, 129-30).
Lopez tries to switch the characters of Gomez and Burgos in lST2probably because
Burgos was the main character in the awit. And Burgos must be portrayed as
calm and composed in order to be commendable. If it is argued that Burgos was
angry only at the start since in the end he was serene and composed, then Lopez
deliberately-not without reason-deletes a noncommendable aspect of Burgos's
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character. In line with the emulaton thesis, Burgos is pictured as exceptionally
brilliant and must, therefore, be the topnotcher of a competitive examination

(itern 12).
There are some events in the awit whiclr' are dubious in character. For
example, all the friars as well as the governor-general in the work were depicted
as wicked: De la Torre (item 13) and Izquierdo were corrupt officials who accepted
bribes. The conclusion is obvious: no Spaniard is ever worthy of commendation.
It is not entirely clear why Burgos studied in Letran as an "orphan student."
Villaroel (197I,2) explains that perhaps Burgos's parents died "earlier in his
childhood." But in ttre awit Burgos's parents left Vigan and settled in Manila.
Although this account appears unlikely since Burgos's father was a lieutenant in
the Militia Battalion of a District of Ilocos and, therefore, he just could not have
left his work, Lopezttllized it to unfold an important theme of the period, viz.,
children defying the wishes of their parents. We have Apolinario Mabini, for instance,
who defied his mother's desire that he study for the priesthood (Majul l97O,l5).
Another interesting incident is that Fr. Mariano Gomez of Bacoor had a
namesake, Fray Mariano Gomez, thg prior of the Recollect convent of Tanguay,
who persuaded Zaldua to incite the Arsenal workers to rebellion. Schumacher
(1972,614-15,63 1), who has read Lopez,fails to comment on this, although he
doubts the account on Fray Claudio del Arceo, who-disguised as Fr' Burgoswas said to have gone to Cavite to spread the idea of an uprising.za Lopez is silent
about the role of Fray Arceo. In the context of the awit it is shown that the
involvement of Father.Gomez in politics is continuous from his youth to old age.
While the absence of the disguise incident in the life of Burgos does not
diminish Burgos's potent character, this incident helps in building the character
of Father Gomez as an activist in the light of the emulation goal.
Lopez speaks of a Clarita who wants to rescue the three priests by force.
She is portrayed as "modest" (stanza 264) and yet a revolutionist (stanzas 26566). Regidor (1972,86) says that a widow of a Chinese Spaniard, Don Antonio
Tan, wanted to bribe-through Don Maxime pafelne-Acting Judge Advocate
Manuel Asensi with an amount of $25,000 in order for him to disagree with the
death sentence of the three priests. Asensi was said to have replied: 'ilt is too late.
I have signed the decision in Malacaflang and General Izquierdo had dictated
approval of the verdict of and the order for its immediate execution...'"25 The act
of bribery is passive and not exactly commendable in the sense that the friars had
been doing this, but the act of recruiting sixty men in order to attack the barracks
is dynamic and positively patriotic. Though this did not materialize since some
clerics intervened, Lopez brings forth again the theme of emulation (stanza269):
Ang bagay na ito dapat ngang pagmasrlan
at tularan sana ng babayeng tanan
manga filipinang aquing cababayan
marunong umibig sa tinubuang bayan.
(This thing should be intently observed
and hopefully emulated by all women,
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parlicularly the Filipinas, my compatriots,
who know how to love their native land.)

CONCLUSION
Artists who do not think about their audience are those who make art for
art's sake. Hardly do Filipino vernacular writers belong to this category. In saying
in the "Pasimula" that the three priests died for their love of country and for this

reason they must be remembered and emulated, Lopez is thinking of the
consciousness of his readers, the Filipino masses. A decade or so after the surrender
of Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo (1901) and Gen. Miguel Malvar (1902), Lopez
published tl:,e awit. But at the same time the religious fervor of the masses, nurtured
by the pasyon (see Ileto 1979, 15-35), must have still retained its potency. So
Lopez injects some incidents patterned after t|rre pasyon of Christ.
In this conclusion, I will discuss the revolutionary and religious influences
apparent in the work and the evaporation of history.
Revolutionar."*

I

nfl uences

1. Fray Salvi of Rizal's (1961, 326) Noti me tangere paid through an agent
some discontented indio ro attack the barracks of a town. The rallying cry was
"Long Live Don Crisostomo!" (Rizal 1961, 326;).Is it merely a coincidence that
trray Rufian tried to irpplicate Father Burgos in the version of the awit by telling
the Arsenal workers, "...when you have an occasion to rejoice, cry 'Long Live
Burgos! Long Live the Philippines! Death ro Spainl"'? (stanza 16g)
2. A general attack of Manila via Sta. Mesa was negotiated by Simoun in
Jose Rizal's (1965, 260) EI filibu,sterismo with the bandits and rebels, and the
signal for the attack was an explosion at Anloague. In the awit t|1e Cavite workers
would start their uprising upon hearing explosions of bombs by rebels in Manila
(stanza 164). rn both 1 and 2, the revolutionary influence of Rizal is visible.
3. A shade of Diego Silang is evident in the work when Burgos sent a

manifesto to the Minister of Ultramar informing him that he (Burgos) and his
colleagues were willing to be governed by the British if their wishes were not
met. It was Diego Silang who heartily collaborated with the British (Agoncillo
and Guerrero 1980, r22).Plauchut (1960, 5) indicates rhat the manifesro of Burgos
mentions only the Americans and Germans.
4. The revolutionary fervor of Gabriela Silang is also reflected in Clarita.
This episode may have also been influenced by Rizal's "Message to the young
women of Malolos," since Rizal (1972, 16-17) tells them in effect to open up
their minds to possibilities open to them ("reflect, study our situation, and ponder"j.
5. The profuse use of the term Katagalugan, in the context, appears to refer
only to the Tagalog region and not to the entire philippine archipelago (see
Agoncillo 1963,7). we must note that Lopez also uses the tern "Filipinos', to
mean all natives of the archiepelago.
6. There seems to be a parallelism in the struggle for freedom of camerino
and of Aguinaldo. camerino and Parang held territories in Tanguay (Cavite) in a
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fashion similar to the Magdiwang and Magdalo factions holding border territories
in Cavite. The rebellion was not limited to Tanguay but was widespread: "Manila,
Bulacan...Silanga't iba pang mga lalauigan" (stanza 78), which is parallel to the
uprising in the eight provinces of Luzon.
A treaty at Navotas was negotiated between Governor de la Torre and
rebel leaders through the intercession of Father Gomez of Bacoor, a mestizo,
in the same way as the treaty at Biaknabato was signed between Aguinaldo
and Governor Primo de Rivera through the mediation of another mestizo,
Pedro Paterno. In both the Camarino and Aguinaldo uprisings, the rebels
came from several provinces. And so was the Cavite Mutiny. Lopez appears
to emphasize ro the masses the parallel continuity of the Filipino struggle
for freedom from Camerino to the Cavite Mutiny and the 1896 Revolution.

Religious Influences
1. The life of Burgos was not exactly patterned after the life of Christ,
but interestingly the execution par.t is very similar to the execution of Christ.
Christ was calm in the same way that Burgos was composed. Christ called
His Father in heaven prior to His death, "Father, into thy hands I commit my
spirit!" (Luke 23:46) and Burgos cried to God and the Virgin Mary, "Lord,
Holy Mother, accept my soul I cannot fathom irt" (sranza 288). An earthquake
jolted the earth (Matt. 27:51.-52) while the skies darkened (stanza 289)-a
parallel indication of the sudden environmental change.
2. References to gulo appear 14 times in the awit: stanzas 43, 46, 6568,78,80,84, 85, 138,222, and273.The gulo in stanzas 43 and 46 refers to
the riot in Letran; in stanzas 65-68, 78, 80, 84, and 85, to the uprising of
Camerino and Parang; in stanza 138, to the disturbance of the friars' minds;
in stanza 222, to the Cavite uprising imputedly masterminded by Burgos;
and in stanza273,to a rumored disturbance to rescue the three priests from
the scaffold. The gulos, of course, are followed by peace. This shows that in
any one's life, even in the life of Jesus Christ, ups and downs occur. The
significance of this in the consciousness of the masses is that gulo is part of
one's daily life. The greatest gulo in Christ's life occurred when He died on
the cross for the sake of humankind. And if Christ was subversive (Ileto
1979,21), so was Burgos.
3. The pasyon says that the true worth of a person lies in his loob (inner
self) (Ileto 1919, 20). Stanza 8 talks of the budhi desire (what the conscience
wants) to be able to study at the College of San Juan de Letran:

Sisiyam na taon cabilangang edad
nang siya'y parito at masoc na cagyat
sa cole giong yaong hinahangad-hangad
nang caniyang budhi at loob na ingat.

(He was only nine years old
when he came here and entered at once
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to the college which he had fondly desired
by his conscience and inner self.)

It is also said that maganda ang loob ni Burgos (stanza 37). when tt'e loob
is humiliated, hiya is felt. Stanza 112 talks of the friars being humiliated and
shamed ("hiya na ualang kabagay"). rf the loob and budhi are pure, then one, like
Father Gomez, has a "uagas na dangal" (stanza 88).
4. Judas accepted the bribe of silver coins from the chief priests (Matt.
26:15) to betray Jesus. This theme of betrayal through bribery occurred twice in
the awit. Governor de la Tore (stanza 98: "lumabo ang tingin sa saganang pilac")
ang Governor Izquierdo (stanza223: "cusang pagtitig sa salaping tiquis") accepted
the bribes of the friars.
5. It is worthy to observe that a religious group, instead of relatives, were
responsible for the burial of the martyrs. Though Lopez probably takes this from
Regidor (Gwekoh 1974, l3r-32), the significance of this episode to the masses
cannot simply be overlooked. Joseph of Arimathea (Mark 15,4z), together with
Nicodemus (John 19, 39-40) took away and laid the body of chrisr in a rockhewn tomb. They were religious men and so were the members of the Hermandad

Misericordia.

Evaporation of History
According to Barthes (1973,151), the "miraculous evaporation of history is
another form of the concept common to most bourgeois myths: the irresponsibility
of man."26 This is probably true in Europe, but in the philippines the pursuit of
what is relevant and highly influential in the consciouness of the masses must
utilize traits that endure in man: his loob, budhi, hiya, and sense of responsibility.
In the process of mythologizing, Lopez capitalizes on these enduring traits
of the Filipino as the common connecting thread that ensures the triumph of the

inner self against the apparent triumph of wickedness in the world. The
responsibility of man (of the Filipino) must endure in the myth where in historical
reality (as portrayed in the myth) all else seems irresponsible. It may indeed be
true in Europe that the evaporation of history in bourgeois myths is an expression
of the irresponsibility of man, but in the Philippines, at least inLopez's proletarion
myth, the evaporation of history is an affirmation of man's essential responsibility,
his inner goodness, and his clear conscience.
The martyrdom of Burgos-the triumph of the inner self over the triumph
of the scaffold-is the whole point why, toLopez, Burgos is worthy of emulation.
NOTES
1. Paper delivered during the De La Salle University Week lecture series at
1:00-2:30 P.M. on 11 March 1999 at the Tereso Lara Seminar Room in fulfillment
of the Ariston Estrada Sr. Professorial Chair II in Liberal Arts.
2. Although Lopez uses emulation as the primordial theme in myth-building,
this is not to say that all works where emulation is the dominant theme are myths.
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There is a difference between presenting a factual historical narrative where
emulation is the unintended effect and presenting a narrative where emulation is
an objective. In the latter, one is free to include nonfactual data to serve the
objective.
3.The acceptance or rejection of a work of art (assumed to be good) reflects
the consciousness of the audience. A work the contents of which are within the
level of consciousness of the audience is accepted; otherwise it is rejected.
4. An awit is sung although the tune sounds monotonous. This was then still
in vogue in the 1920s. We rarely hear an awit nowadays except during the Holy
Week where tllre Pasyon ni Hesukristo or the Pasyon Pilapil is sometimes sung as
an awit. According to Etolle (1998), Filipinos nowadays began to sing the pasyon
to the tune of rock or pop hits such as "Voltes V" and "My heart will go on."
Etolle (1998) observes:
One can now hear the "pasyon" being rendered to tunes by the Spice
Girls, the Moffats, and even the love theme from "Titanic." Last Palm
Sunday in Sampaloc, Manila, residents were surprised to hear the
pasyon being sung a la Filipiniana songs such as "Sa Kabukiran," "Ang
Pista sa Nayon," and others.

5. Not Luis Parang as in the Lopez version.
6. See the footnote ofLopez, 36. I have checked Tandiama but I found only

one of his works at the University of the Philippines Main Library, "Ang
cahabaghabag na buhay na napagsapit nang ating manga capatid" (MCF 7104:
n.p., n.d., 1-16). I have not found the name Francisco Zaldua in this awit.'Ihe
reference must have been in another Tandiama work.
7. According to Schumacher (1972, 63I), Lopez "depends on Regidor
principally, though also on the Pons and Piernavieja accounts, probably
through Artigas."
8. See Schumacher (1972,47).
9. See Manuel (1955, 1: 489).
10. See Manuel (1955, 1: 195).
11. See Villaroel (1971,4).
12. See Villaroel (1971,23).
13. See Plauchut (1960,9-10) and Gwekoh (1974,90).
14. See Gwekoh (I974,122).
15. See Gwekoh (1974, I23).
16. See Gwekoh (I974, 91) and Schumacher (1972,28).
17. See Gwekoh (1974,1O7).
18. Villaroel (1971,35) doubts this. See Dagsi (1972, 183).
19. See Gwekoh (1974, 126-30). Plauchut (1960, 14) says Burgos "cried
like a child." This must have been the basis of Nick Joaquin (Quijano de Manila)
(1968, 8) who writes that Burgos "wept 'like a child"' although Schumacher
(1912, 613) doubts this.
20. Burgos became a deacon in 1861 (Villaroel l97I,4l).
2I. ^the topnotcher was Fr. Jose Maria Zamora, followed by Fr. Jacinto
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zamora and Fr. Jose Burgos in that order. Fr. Jose Zamora was assigned to the
parish of Mariquina. See Carlos euirino (1973,29).
22. See Agoncillo and Guerrero (1980, 135-33).
23.Incidentally Lopez considers all the collegians in Letran as Filipinos
when this was not the case. Also, aside from the collegians (colegiites),
there were in Letran the capistas, huerfanos, agraciados, and. externos. Burgos
belonged to the huerfano group before he became a colegial (villaroel 19?1,

6,24).

24 Schumacher (1972, 624), mentions in the account of Artigas a certain
"Father Juan Gomez, prior of the Recoleto convento of cavite...being the principal

instigator among the workers and soldiers of the Arsenal, persuading them to
revolt," but Artigas believes this man impersonates Fr. Burgos.
25. I would like to mention at rhis juncture that Gwekoh (1974) and euirino
(1970,20) say that Fr. Gomez signed his name with ..Gomes."
26. Barthes (1973, 1-159) discusses many contemporary events or activities
in France where the activities are mythical that signify something else. Wrestling,
for example, is supposed to be realistically violent but contemporarily it simply
represents brutality and violence, and has the image of a comedy just to entertain
or satisfy the expectations of the audience. Marguerite Gautier in The lady of the
camellias, on the other hand, loves in order to be recognized by Armand the
beloved. The recognition she imagined to have from Armand is a myth brought
about by her continuing passion of loving Armand. And there are many more
examples in the book. Barthes considers such bourgeois myths as manifestations

of the irresponsibility of man.
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DOES LOGIC REST ON A
METAPHYSICAL FOUNDATION?I
Jeremiah Joven Joaquin
De La Salle University, Manila
Against the pervading opinion, the author took the positive side of
the question, "Does logic rest on a metaphysical foundation?" Logic

is generally understood as a science that investigates ways of
distinguishing good from bad arguments. This conception leads many
to think that logic does not rest on any metaphysical foundation-that

it is not an ontologically-committing enterprise.

To claim that

"'Someone is male'logically follows from 'Joey is male"' does not
commit one to the existence of maleness or the existence of Joey, even
if it is logically true that if Joey is male, then .someone is male. This
paper, howeve4 arguesfor the controry thesis. In one possible rendering
of what logic means and in one possible understanding of what it is for
someone to be ontologically committed to something else, it can be
shown that logic is an ontologically-committing activity. From this, it
is argued that logic has a metaphysical foundation.

PRELIMINARIES
We make a claim in this paper about the science of logic2 as a whole.3 We
claim that logic has certain ontological commitments-in the revised Quinean
sense. One may construe this claim as a positive answer to the issue at hand, viz.,
"Does logic rest on a metaphysical foundation?" However, we need to emphasize
that the positive answer requires qualification. The original issue, as it was
formulated, is rather ambiguous. And because of this, different interpretations
can be made of it. Our claim is an answer to only one of these interpretations.
This paper is divided into four sections. The first introduces the problem
and the different ways of understanding it. The second is a discussion of Willard
van orman Quine's thesis of ontological commitment and Alonzo church's
proposed revision of it. The third is a discussion of our answer to one possible
interpretation of the question by considering the idea of ontological commitment.
The final section is a summary of the whole paper.

1. INTRODUCING THE PROBLEM
Does logic rest on a metaphysical foundation? It is important, at the outset,
to point out that this question is notoriously ambiguous. we can have a number of
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different possible interpretations of what it means. For us to have a plausible
answer to this question, it is important to clarify what is meant by each of the
concepts involved. These concepts are "logic," "metaphysics," and the relationship
"resting on." By seeing what each of these concepts means, we can have a set of
different interpretations of this problem; thus, limiting the possible answers to the
main problem.
1.1 Some conceptions about the science of logico
The science of logic has

a

long and interesting history. It stems from antiquity

with the Greek philosophers and the logic schools in ancient India and China
down to the development of various "logics" in the late 20th century, such as
fuzzy logic and free logics.5 From its inception, logic was seen as an important
discipline, due perhaps to its applicability to every human intellectual endeavor.
Although logic is still a flourishing discipline, it is curious to point out that there
is no one real conception of what it really is, or what it is really about. It is
probably because of this that many have asked philosophical questions about its
nature.

Throughout its history, there have been different and often conflicting
conceptions of what logic is. Logic has been traditionally defined as the science
of correct reasoning. This definition came from Aristotle, the first systematic
logician. For Aristotle, logic is about "reasoning," specifically the concrete
manifestation of it, viz., arguments (inferences). His system of logic tries to
examine the nature of arguments and the process by which we can distinguish
valid or correct forms of reasoning from invalid or incorrect ones. In a nutshell,
we may say that this conception sees logic as "the science of valid inferences and
logical consequences." This conception of logic became the standard since
medieval times.
In the hands of enlightenment philosophers, most notably Immanuel Kant,
this conception changed. For them, logic is not concerned with the mere validity
of inferences; it is rather concerned with the form of different kinds of judgments.
By "form" of a particular judgment, they meant the thought processes involved in
making that judgment. There are two ways of understanding this. One, logic is
the science of categories which makes any judgment possible or, two, it is the
science of the language of thought. The former is Kant's project. The latter is the
interpretation made by those who supposed that there is a language of thought,
which is akin to the natural system of representation we have, like the English
language. Those who agree with the latter argue that since any judgment in the
English language can be evaluated and studied, it follows that, because this
language is akin to the language of thought, we can thereby evaluate and study
the language of thought. Among those who accept this view are contemporary
philosophers who believe in a language of thought, such as Jerry Fodor (197 5).
With the rise of mathematical logic6 in the later part of the 19th century and
the early part of the 20th century, another conception of logic was born. This was
due mainly to the innovations made by Gottlob Frege, Bertrand Russell, andAlfred
North Whitehead in formal logical theory. Frege's (1972) Conceptual notation
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(ot Begrffiscrhift in German) paved the way to the creation of different formal
systemsof logic.T Aformalizationof logic amountstotheemploymentof artificial
devices (mostly borrowed from mathematics) that would serve as theoretical
shortcuts in analyzins and evaluating statements and inferences.s Principia
mathematica, the monumental work of Russell and Whitehead, became the epitome
of this attempt at formalizing logic. Russell (1961,145), in particular, describes
this as follows: "Symbolic logic (mathematical logic) is essentially concerned
with inferences in general and is distinguished from various special branches of
mathematics mainly by its generality."
Mathematical logic, then, is simply an artificial device used to articulate the
natllre of inferences. There is, however, a peculiar way in which mathematical
logic arliculates this. Practitioners of mathematical logic unveal several problems
in traditional Aristotelian logic and provide several ways to respond to them.
They have shown, among others, that there is a confusion between the logical
and grammatical forms, that there is a need to distinguish between logically simple
(atomic) and complex (molecular) statements, and that there is a difference
between propositions and propositional functions. With theoretical and practical
benefits of mathematical logic, many logicians and philosophers came to believe
that the study of logic is the study of the nature of these formal systems. That is to
say, logic is concerned with the syntactic and semantic features of a given formal
logical theory. (The latter developed into the branch of logic known as the model
theory while the former into the proof theory.)
Aside from the idea that logic is just the study of these formal sysrems,
another conception of it emerges because of further developments in mathematical
logic. Some conceive of logic as the science of certain peculiar truths. Willard
van Orrrian Quine (1959, xi) writes that "Logic, like any science, has as its business
the pursuit of truth." But, this is not to say that logic is just concerned with any
kind of truth. This is a peculiar kind of truth known as logical truths. euine
(1959, xv) says:
Logical truths are statements on a par with the rest, but very centrally
situated; they are statements of such forms as 'x = x', p or not p'.'If
p then p' , 'If p and q then q' , 'If everything is thus and so then sornething
is thus and so', and others more complex and less quickly recognizable.
Their characteristic is that they not only are true but stay true even
when we make substitutions upon their component words and phrases
as we please, provided merely that the so-called "logical" words .=,,
'or', 'not', 'if-then', 'everything', 'something', etc. stay undisturbed. . .
All that counts, when a statement is logically-true, is its structure in
terms of logical words. Thus it is logical truths that are commonly said
to be true by virtue merely of the meanings of the logical words.
These so-called logical words are the logical connectives or constants of a
formal theory: the use then of words such as "not," "and," "or," "if-then,,' ..if and
only if," "all," "some," and "none" in our construction of statements indicates
some kind of logical employment of them.
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What is important to note in the employment of these words is not just
how they are used in any given statement; rather, it is the manner by which they
yield truths. Consider the statement, "If all pigs are animals, then there are
animals." What we are looking at is a statement that is always true, regardless
of whether there are pigs or animals. When we analyze this particular statement
we arrive at a particular form, devoid of the component parts. Thus, the statement
would be seen as "If all P's are Q's, then there are Q's." Again, if we look at
inference-type statements, such as "If the existence of unicorns implies the
existence of centaurs, and since there are unicorns, then there are centaurs," we
can see that even if we cannot ascertain the existence of unicorns or centaurs,
we can still say that the statement is true. The task of logic then is not just to
yield any truth; its task is to show how statements having those logical connectives
are made true.
We have arrived at three main conceptions of logic: (1) the science of logical
consequence and inference, (2) the science of judgments or statements about
beliefs, and (3) the science of formal systems. All three are, of course,
interconnected. When we talk aboul formal systems we also talk about logical
consequences and logical judgments. I cannot say, however, whether all three are

reducible to one another. What I can say is that with the employment of
mathematical logic, we can pretty much subsume all three as part of the science
of logic. Furthermore, when we talk about logic, we are only talking about certain
peculiar truths yielded by it. So, does this conception of logic rest on some
metaphysical foundation? I think that we are not ready to answer this question

just yet.
1.2 Sonie conceptions of metaphysics/ontologye

Through the ages, there have been many conceptions of what
metaphysics is. On the one hand, Aristotle conceived of it as the "science of
being as such." Immanuel Kant (1997), on the other hand, viewed it as the
"quest for synthetic a priori truths." The logical positivists dismissed the
whole enterprise as a fashionable nonsense while the early Heidegger (1962)
conceived of it as the interrogation of the interrogator. But while there are
these different conceptions of metaphysics, there is one thing common to
them, viz., the investigation of existence. Peter van Inwagen (2OO7, sec. 1)
notes that in the 1Sth century, Christian Wolff suggested to employ the word
ontologia to refer to "general metaphysics," the study of existence in general.
Wolff hoped that, by employing such a nomenclature, an important distinction
between general and special metaphysical studies, like theodicy and rational

psychology, could be made. Even though, on hindsight, this distinction is
really not that important, it drew a renewed enthusiasm to produce a critical
assessment of what existence really means. It is interesting to think that
after a long hiatus of doing metaphysical inquiry, due perhaps to the insistence
of some philosophers and logicians to do work on the logical positivistic
program, in the mid-20th century, metaphysics/ontology again became an
important research field in philosophy.t0
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Broadly speaking, ontorogy is the study of what exists; or, to be exact, the
study of the status and nature of entities. This can be elucidated well when we
consider one particular problem as an example. consider the medieval problem
about the existence of universals. Some medieval logicians believed there are
such things as properties which are exhibited by the
of universals in a
(different) world' Others claim that there are indeed "iirt"rr""
properties but they are not
exhibited by universals; rather, they are concepts in the mind that refer to particular
entities. Still others claim that properties are present only in particulars and there
are no universals since universals are mereflatus vocls. Those who are committed
to the belief that universals exist outside the mind are called realists. Those who
claim that they exist in the mind are conceptualists. Those who believe that they
do not exist are known as nominalisrs. What is at stake in this problem is tfre
nature of a particular entity known as "universals." For those who say that
universals exist, either as something external or internal to the mind, are committed
to the existence of a thing known as a "universal." Their task is to show how such
a thing is related with our idea of a property and individuals having
such a property.
On the other hand, for those who claim that universals do not exist, their task is to
show how we can have an idea of a property without positing the existence of a
universal.
In considering the problem of universals as an example of an ontological
problem, we have arrived at two particular tasks that a theory of ontology oirght
to fulfill. First, an ontological theory needs to ascertain a theoiy ofexistence (i.e.,
a theory that will tell us what exists or not). Second, an ontological theory
should,
in the light of the first task, make the relationship between entities which do exist
explicit. The whole enterprise points to the twofold task of giving a criterion of
existence' and of providing an explanation of the nature of things that exist based
on such a criterion. There is a problem, however, with the first task. when we ask
ourselves, "what exists?" we are sure to get only three possible answers to it:
"everything," "nothing," or "something." But if we were to push the matter further
and ask' "why do we say this?", we could then be in highwaters, since we now
need to produce a criterion of existence to back up our
But a criterion of
existence is not a description of things that exist. Such"tui-.
a criterion, rather, is a
normative, or even a pragmatic, claim about what ought to be considered to exist.
One of the hardest tasks of an ontological theory is that of procuring a viable
criterion of existence since it is not an entirely descriptive affair. We cannot just
enumerate every existing thing, and say that these things are the only things that
exist because if we were to make such a claim, we arqalready making a certain
normative judgment concerning what we ought to consider as an existing thingwe are already presupposing a certain theory of ontology in our enumeration of
so-called "existing things." This is what meta-ontology is all about.
Meta-ontology is a special branch of ontology that deals with the very way
we talk about existence. Strictly speaking though, meta-ontology is concerned
about the ontological scheme (or structure) which we use to talk about existing
things' An ontological scheme is, to use euine's term, a presupposed web oi
belief that we ordinarily employ in our discourses. The object of a meta-ontological
study is this ontological scheme. The starting-point of this study is the uprooting
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of this ontological scheme. There €re some ways of bringing this about. However,
to discuss all of them would already be outside the scope of this paper. The main
point that I wish to drive at is simply that ontology is not just a matter of studying
what there is; it is also a matter of bringing about how we ordinarily talk about
existence. Another way of looking at this point is to consider ontology as a matter
of, in Quine's language, ontological commitments. In a later discussion, I shall
give an account of Quine's thesis of ontological commitment. For now, I shall
only give a summary of the points I made in this section.
Ontology, as I have discussed above, can be taken as either (1) the study of
the nature of what there is, or (2) the study of the ways we talk about existence.
The former is a curious consequence of the latter. That is, when we look at the
ways we talk about existence, we would arrive at the idea of the nature of what
there is. It is important not to consider the latter entirely apart from the former
because, as we shall see later, our ontological scheme is already seen in many of
our discourses (logic included). That is, by looking at how we discourse about
anything we can see our ontological. commitments.
1.3 Possible interpretations of the original question

Given our discussions in 1.1 and 7.2, we can now arrive at possible
interpretations of the original question which, as I have said above, is
ambiguous.
The original question is: Does logic rest on a metaphysical foundation? But
as we have seen in 1.1 and I.2,there are different conceptions of what logic and
ontology (metaphysics) are. In the discussion of 1.1 we arrive at three conceptions

of logic:
a. The science of logical consequence and inference;
b. The science of judgments or statements about beliefs; and
c. The science of formal systems.

In I.2, we arrive at two conceptions of ontology:
A. The study of the nature of what there is, and
B. The study of the ways we talk about existence.
In light of the different conceptions above we can thus interpret the original
question in the following ways:

I.

Is a logical inference founded upon the nature of what there is? (a and
A)
II.Are judgments founded upon the nature of what there is? (b and A)
III. Is a formal system founded upon the nature of what there is? (c and A)
IV. Is a logical inference committed to some ontological talk? (a and B)
V. Are judgments committed to some ontological talk? (b and B)
VI. Is a formal system committed to some ontological talk? (c and B)
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One may notice that the relation "resting on" has been interpreted as either
the relation "founded upon" or "committed to," depending on the view of ontology

being considered.

In the case of the A-view of ontology, the idea of logic (a, b, c) is said to be
founded or based upon some theory of ontology. What this idea entails is that
logic should be looked at as a necessary consequence of an ontological theory. In
this case, logic is not neutral about the nature of what there is, since it is based on
it. we can have in mind here the accusation made by some logicians concerning
the existential impor-t committed by an Aristotelian interpretation of the quantifier.
Some say that since Aristotle is a substance metaphysician, he cannot help but
look at the statement "All men are mortal" as claiming that there are men and that
they are all mortal. However, 20th century logicians claim that this is not the case
since "All men are mortal" is nothing more than the claim that "Everything that is
a man is mortal" or "For every entity, if that entity is a man, then it is mortal', (see
Gripaldo 2011,12-73). In this interpretation, no existential import can be found,
since the claim does not presuppose the claim that there are men who are mortal.
Thereby, if we were to interpret the question as I, II, or III we are asking whether
logic is borne out from ontology. However, if this were our interpretatiol, then
we are also saying that logic (a, b, c) has an ontological baggage, or that logic is
not neutral about what there is.
Furthermore, if we were to consider the question this way, then the only
plausible answer is a negative one. It has often been pointed out that logic (a, b, c)
is neutral when it comes to what there is. There is some truth to this. Consider the
statement, "Either a unicorn is white or not." Formally, this can be rendered as ..u
v -u." when we ask about the truth of this statement, we are not asking about the
existenc'e of a thing called "unicom." Surely, if it were the case that the truth of
the statement depends on the existence of unicorns, we then say that this statement
is false since there are no unicorns. But, the statement is necessarily true (a
tautology). The statement's truth, therefore, is not dependent on the existence of
unicorns. It is dependent on some other thing, viz. the truth values of the logical
connectives, "v" and "-."
Thus, if we were to interpret the original question as I, II, or III, we would
have to give a negative answer to it since the truth of statements does not depend
on the existence of entities talked about in those statements. I cannot claim that
the statement "If centaurshate tikbalangs,r then the moon is made out of cheese,'
is false simply because of the nonexistence of centaurs, tikbalangs, and a moon
made out of cheese. A11 that I can say, from a logical point of view, is that the
statement is false if the antecedent part is true while the consequent part is false.
This idea preserves the intuition that logic is neutral about what there is.
It is apparent, therefore, that the first three interpretations of the question
will yield a negative answer. But this is not the case in the latter three
interpretations. As I have noted in section 1.1, the idea that logic is the study of
formal systems encompasses the two other conceptions of logic. with that in
mind, I can say that questions IV and v are already included in question vI. In
the B-view of ontology, we see ontology as the study of the ways we talk about
existence. So question VI is in fact asking whether a formal system is committed
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to a certain ontological talk, that is, whether logic, as a whole, has ontological
commitments. Unlike the first three interpretations, question VI is not asking
whether logic is founded upon a certain theory of existence. That is to say, question
VI is not asking whether logic is entailed by an ontological theory. What VI is
asking is something peculiar, since it is asking whether our discourse about logic
is committed to an ontological scheme.
As we have noticed above, the first three interpretations yield a negative
answer. We say that logic is not founded upon any ontology, since logic can
determine truths even without presupposing existence. But question VI asks us to
see whether our whole logic talk has ontological commitments. At the outset, I
claim that it does. But in order to understand this claim, we need to discuss what
ontological commitment means-at least, as Quine and Church have discussed it.
Only by then can we show that logic has some ontological commitments.
2. ONTOLOGICAL COMMITMENT12
Ontological commitment (OC).is a philosophical thesis that tries to answer
the meta-ontological question, "How do we talk about existence?" This can be

put simply as follows:
One has OC to the belief that some entity exists if and only if (iff) this
entity figures prominently in his discourse.

Quine was the first philosopher to point out the importance of reflecting on
our discourses in order to find out our OC. Before we talk about what things
exist. we should first figure out what entities we are committed to in our own
discourse (theory). That is, OC is not really a theory about what there is. It is a
pragmatic thesis to test a discourse's (theory's) ontological commitment.
In this section, we shall try to make explicit what ontological commitment
is for Quine. We shall also show that there are some important points that Quine's
OC thesis lacks. This we shall try to remedy by subscribing to Church's revision
of the OC thesis. Our hope is that this section could be seen as a backup to our
claim that logic has some OC.

2.1 Quine's OC thesis
Quine's OC thesis is part of his two-part view of ontology. Another integral
part of his ontological view is the standard of admissibility. Roughly, while OC is
the pragmatic thesis testing what entities a particular discourse we are committed
to, the standard of admissibility says that in order for us to admit this entity as an
existing thing it should have an identity.t3 That is, OC tells us what a given theory
considers as an existing thing, while the standard of admissibility provides the
requisite that if this entity has no identity,l4 then it is not an entity worth admitting.

It is interesting to note that this ontological view leads Quine to the thesis of
ontological relativity. I am not going to discuss this matter any further, since it
can be developed as another paper.

My concern here is only the OC thesis and
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how it can serve as an important premise in my claim that logic has ontological

commitments.

Let us restate the broad definition of the OC thesis: "One is ontologically
committed to the belief that some entity exists iff this entity figures prominently
in his discourse." By eliminating the personal pronouns in this definitionthus also eliminating "belief," we can arrive at a formal definition of oc as

follows:

5D1.

.S

(OC) a

iff (:d)

[(S is includedin d)

& (a is stated in S)],rs

where s refers to any statement, a is a supposed entity, and d is a particular
discourse. What this shows is that a given statement is ontologically committed
to an entity just in case this statement states (or makes a factual claim about) that
entity in a particular discourse.
It is quite hard to see what D1 entails unless we see a concrete example of
its use. Let us see Quine's own example in order for us to see what this definition
entails. Quine asks us to consider the way we talk about numbers. There has
been a huge debate regarding the nature of numbers in the early part of the 20th
century. The logicists, like Frege and Russell, argue that numbers (mathematics
as a whole) are reducible to logic and set theory. Formalists, like David Hilbert
(1983) and Johann von Neumann (1983) argue that they are nothing more than
marks on a page. The intuitionists, like L. E. J. Brouwer (1993) and Arend
Heyting (1983), on the other hand, claim that numbers are mere products of our
mental category of time. What is curious in this debate is that each participant
was directed to make an ontological claim about the nature of numbers even
before considering the notion that their discourse was already committed to the
existence of numbers.'6 Quine's point about this whole affair is simple: whenever
we talk about numbers, like when we talk about the idea of a prime number
greater than ten trillion, we are already committing ourselves to the existence
of numbers.
This is a quite straightforward indictment of the whole philosophy of
mathematics. But Quine's point is that we often wrestle with ontological questions
as though we are "objective observers." But when we reflect upon our discourse,
we will be amazed with what we will see. We often forget to be consistent with
ourselves in making certain claims. often, we make claims about some things
that we consider not to exist. Now this is an internal entanglement that could
otherwise have been avoided if we were just conscious of our ontological
commitments. when we wrestle with ontological claims, such as ,.nonbeing must
in some sense be, otherwise what is it that there is not?", we are entangling
ourselves in Plato's beard.
when we reflect upon our discourse (the way we talk about things), we
shall see that we are making commitments to things that, in our discourse, exist.
But that is not to say that things exist because of this discourse (since this is yet
another indication that we are still entangled in Plato's beard). What this amounts
to is that our discourse reveals our ontological commitments. euine (1961, 103)
puts this as follows:
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What is under consideration is not the ontological state of affairs,
but the ontological commitments of a discourse. What there is does not
in general depend on one's use oflanguage, but what one says there is
does.

This I think is an important distinction. Quine's OC thesis is not a theory of
existence. It is a way of explaining the way we talk about things.
There are some important technical details about the OC thesis that we need
to make explicit here. First, Quine (196I,103) famously formulates OC as follows:

...[e]ntities of a given sort are assumed by a theory if and only if some
of them must be counted among the values of the variables in order
that the statements affirmed in the theory (discourse) be true.
OC, in this formulation, does not only involve commitment but also the idea

of quantification. Another famous Quinean quote: "to be is to be a value of a
bound variable," figures prominently in this definition.lT Given this, OC can be
reformulated as follows:
D2. S (OC) a

iff GA

[(S is included in

variable)l'8

fl & (a occurs in S as a bound

Because quantification, universal or existential, plays an important role in
OC, we need to reinterpret D1 as: "a particular statement (a quantified statement
to be specific) is ontologically committed to an entity just in case, in a particular
discourse in which this statement is stated, such a statement has, as part of its
scope, that entity."le
To see what D2 entails, we need to restate again the example made above. If
we are dealing with numbers (at least positive integers), we are ontologically
committed to their existence simply because we can have an assertion about it,
such as (3x) (x is a prime & x > 1010). There is no problem of the ontology of
numbers for the simple reason that they are already prominent in our rhathematical
discourses. If one were to give an account of the nature of numbers without
considering the OC thesis as formulated in D2, then that person will again be
entangled in Plato's beard.

2.2 Church's revision of the OC thesis
There are two considerations raised by Alonzo Church with regard to Quine's
OC thesis: (1) a concerrr about the definition, "to be is to be a value of a bound
variable" and (2) a concern about the interpretation ofthe range of the quantifier.
To remedy these points, Church (1958, 1013) suggests that "ontological
commitment should be associated with the existential quantifier rather than with
bound variables generally." But in order to understand what this suggestion amounts
to, it is important to discuss each of Church's points with regard to Quine's OC
thesis.
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The first consideration that Church wants us to look into is the idea that any
quantifier that bounds a variable can be used as a criterion of oC.20 The problem
here is that even the universal quantifier, (tsx), can be used to indicate oc. Thus,
the formula (r'x) (Fx
Gx) indicates that
oc to x since both of its
-> are bound. But aswefarhave
occurrences in the formula
as the universal quantifier is
concerned, no oc to any particular entity is being made since the range of the
variable covers anything. The statement, "All swans are white,', carries no oc
since what this indicates is simply that for any entity, if it is a swan, then it is
white; formally, (vx) (Fx
Gx). The same can be said of the formula: -(-x) Fx
->
or its equivalent (bx) -Fx. church (1958, 1012) claims rhat rhe best way ofjudging
a proposed criterion of OC is how it best suits our ordinary idea of existence. The
case of Quine's OC thesis, more specifically his idea that to be is to be a value of
a bound variable, seems to run contrary to our ordinary idea of existence since we
ordinarily use the term not in the sense of a bound variable. Thus, it would seem
that there is a need to revise the oc thesis. church (195g, 1013) makes the point
that "ontological commitment will attach to an existential statement, but not to
the negation of an existential statement or to a universal statement." With this
suggestion in mind, we can reformulate the OC thesis as follows:

D3. .s (oc) a

iff (ag [(s is included in d) & (s is an existential

statement

that ranges over a)l

we now read oc as: "a particular statement is ontologically committed to an
entity just in case, in a particular discourse, such a statement is an existential
statement that ranges over that entity."
What D3 entails is that OC is specifically attached to existential statements
and nothing else. Thus, the appearance of an existential statement in a particular
discourse is a sure indication of OC. This definition preserves the idea that
quantification is important in defining OC. It also reproduces the ordinary notion
of existence by sripulating that "(3x)" formally defines existence.2r
The second point that Church wants us to consider is the notion of the range
of a quantifier. As we have seen above, only existential statements indicate OC.
So Church's second point is specifically concerned with the range of an existential
quantifier. Consider the statement, "There is a prime number greater than ten
trillion"; formally (3x) (x is prime & x > 1or0). This statement, by virtue of D3,
commits us to the existence of positive integers. This is so since the range of the
statement covers all positive integers. The range of an existential quantifier-or,
for that matter, any quantifier whatsoever-specifies the set of possible values
that the variable may take. Thus, in the case of the statement ..There is a prime
number greater than ten trillion," the range of the quantifier specifies all possible
prime numbers (which in this case are all included in the set of all positive integers).
This point brings to mind the idea that there is aproper set of values that a particular
existential statement can range over. Thus, "Some bachelors are rich', cannot be
said to range overjust anything. It has to be interpreted as ranging over a proper
set, viz., the set of all human beings.22
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The idea therefore is simpiy this: a particular existential statement ranges
over a proper set of values. Now, you may ask why Church questions this very
sensible idea. Church sees that the idea of a proper set is too weak to guarantee
OC to a pafticular entity. If D3 were to be interpreted with Quine's idea of an
existential quantifier ranging over a proper set, then our OC's would only cover a
wide but weak set. It is wide inasmuch as there will be several members of a
proper set. It is weak in as much as the proper set cannot allow us to specify what
entity we have an OC.
Consider again, (3x) (x is prime & x > 1010). The proper set in which the
existential quantifier ranges over is the set of all positive integers, in this sense
the statement will guarantee OC of positive integers. On the other hand, we cannot
specify, using Quine's idea of a proper set, what particular subset of the set of
positive integers we are committed to, since all we are committed to is that set.
That is, we cannot say that we have OC to positive prime integers greater than
one trillion.

Church (1958, fn. 3) suggests that we should have a stronger version of OC
that covers specific entities. His idea is that we should attach OC to set-concepts
rather than a set. What this amounts to is the suggestion that we have OC not to
extensional objects but to intensional objects. The idea is roughly this:
Consider two existential statements: (lx) Fx and (3x) Gx, both ranging over
the same proper set. Thatis, (3x) Fx. {x: x1, x2, x.....} and (3x) Gx. {x: x,, x,
x....].We have OC in the extensional sense iff we claim that (3x) Fx and (3x)
Gx are identical since.they range over the same proper set. On the other hand, we
have OC in the intensional sense iff we claim that (3x) Fx and (3x) Gx are not
identical since they refer to two different set-concepts: Fx and Gx.

To illustrate this idea we can refer to Church's (1953, fn. 3) example:
ontological commitment to unicorns is evidently not the same as ontological
commitment to purple cows, even if by chance the two classes (sets) are both
empty, and therefore identical. That is, in Quine's view, OC to unicorns and OC
to purple cows amount to the same OC since they both have the same proper set,
which is the null set. However, when we claim that there are purple cows we are
not claiming that there are unicorns, since these are two different concepts.
Let us consider again the statement, (Ix) (x is prime & x > 1010). In Quine's
version of OC, we are just committed to the existence of positive integers. But,
the claim is not about the existence of positive integers only. The claim is about
the existence of a unique kind of positive integer; that is a positive prime integer
which is greater than one trillion. In order to account for this, we need to revise
further Quine's OC as:
D4. S (OC) a fff (a$ [(S is included in Q & (S is an existential statement
that ranges over a set-concept which includes a)1.23
What this states is that a particular statement is ontologically committed to an
a particular discourse, such a statement is an existential statement

entity just in case, in

that ranges over a set-concept which includes that entity. This is a stronger
formulation of OC, and I think it best captures our ordinary idea of existence.
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With the formulation of OC as D4 in mind, we could thus sketch a solution

to question

Vl

above.

3. SOLUTTON TO QUESTTON Vr

As discussed, the question, "Is a formal system committed to some
ontological talk?" is only one of possible interpretations of the original
question, "Does logic rest on a metaphysical foundation?" As claimed, the
original question can be interpreted in some other ways (e.g., I, II, and III).
But in those ways, the answer will be an automatic negative. The

interpretation of the question that we wish to provide an answer for is question
And I think that the answer is a positive one. That is, by considering the
formulation of oc in D4, a given formal system is committed to some
ontological talk. And this we shall demonstrate below.

vI.

3.1 Logic and metalogic: statements in a formal system and statements
about the statements in that formal system
To develop an answer to this question, we need first to distinguish between
two kinds of statements in a formal system. To illustrate these two kinds, we need
to look at one particular formal system.
consider the formal system of the constatival calculus (cc) (see Gripaldo
2OlI).24In CC, we have statements of the following forms: p, -p, (p & q), (p v q),
(p
q), (p <-> q), etc. We are not concerned here about what the variables, p
and->
q, mean. our only concern here is that they are a pafi of cc. These statements
are formed using the alphabet of CC. This alphabet includes the set of variables,
the set of logical connectives, the grouping symbols, and other relevant connectives.
we also have the so-called "rules for a well-formed formula" (wfl) that govern
the manner by which we make statements in CC. Thus, we cannot have statements
in cC that do not follow the rule of wff, such as "p-." Therefore, statements that
follow the wff,like {(p & q)
& q) v r}1, are the only allowable sratements
->are{(pknown
in cc. Statements of this kind
as statements in a formal system.2s
There are also those statements, like "(p & q) is true iff p and q are both
true," "(p & -p) is always false," "t(p & q)
{(p & q) v r}l is always rrue,',
etc., that can be claimed about the statements in->
CC. These statements are generated
by the rules which are not part of cc. In this particula"r case, they are generated
by the rules of the truth-table. These statements can be labeled as "statements
about statements in a formal system."26 These statements are not, technically
speaking, part of the formal system, but are about the statements in a formal
system. As such, the terms like "true," "false," ..consistent," ..complete," and
other similar concepts, are not, strictly speaking, part of the formal system. They
are pa.rt of a set of statements that, although included in a formal system, are of a
higher-order-a metalogical order.
In a particular system, therefore, we have two kinds of statements: a statement
that can be generated in that system given certain rules (lower-level) and a
statement about those statements in the lower-level (higher-level). The lower-
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level statements are dependent on a set of rules in a particular system; while the
higher-level statements are dependent on a set of rules independent of that system.

3.2 Ontological cornmitment and formal systems
Is a formal system committed lo ontological talk? To answer this, we need
to know whether we are asking this question with regard to the lower-level
statements of a formal system or not. If the question refers to the lower-level
statements, we can safely say that we are not having an OC here, except perhaps
we allow OC to cover the wff's rules. That is, if we consider the statement,
"There is a set of rules that govern construction of statements in CC," as part of
a set of lower-level statements, then we have OC here.21 But of course, such a
statement is not really a part of CC, in the strictest sense, since for a statement to
be part of CC, it is to be a statement generated in view of the wff-ruIe, and the
statement, "There is a set of rules that govern construction of statements in CC,"
is surely not generated by such a rule; it follows that this statement is not a lowerlevel statement but a higher-level one.
Statements in the higher-level of formal systems, therefore, have OCs in the
revised D4 formulation. Consider Emil Post's (192I) work on a completeness
theorem for CC. This particular theory is a set of statements about CC. Most of
the theorems therein carry OCs. Consider this particular theorem:

if

T1. To every truth-table of whatever order there corresponds at least one
function of F which has it for its truth-table.

T1 carries with it OCs to truth-tables, functions, and the corresponding
relation between them. One may object that this is purely stipulative. To reply,
D4 is not stipulating any theory of existence. It just states that there is at least one
function of F which has it for its truth-table, which shows that this statement is
ontologically committed to the existence of some function and its truth-table.
The set of statements in the higher-level of a given system roughly states
that some particular thing exists. To say that "(p & -p) is always false"
presupposes, in the higher-level, the claim that there is a procedure (a truthtable procedure) by which we can decide the truth or falsity of such a formula.
Given D4, it can be argued that this claim has an ontological commitment to the
existence of such a procedure. Thus, at least in higher-level statements of formal
systems, statements are committed to some ontological ta1k. Furthermore, we
have now a positive response to the question, "Is a formal system committed to
ontological talk?"
4. RECAPITULATION

In this paper, we have endeavored to provide a solution to the original
question, "Does logic rest on a metaphysical foundation?" However, an answer
to it is not easy to construct, since the question is too ambiguous. We have laid
down possible interpretations of the original question by considering the different
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conceptions of its component parts: logic, metaphysical foundation, and resting
on. Some of these interpretations yield to a negative answer. But one interpretation,
question VI, needs a further elaboration. we have discussed the oC thesis in
order to shed light to question vI. And, after looking at euine's original thesis,
we have revised it using church's suggestions. In the later part of this paper, we
have formulated the solution to question VI and have arrived at the conclusion
that, at least in higher-level statements of given formal systems, formal systems
are committed to ontological talk.

NOTES
1. My thanks go to RJ Boyles, Mark Dacela, Sid Diamante, and Napoleon
Mabaquiao for enlightening discussions on some important parts of this paper.
2. The term logic can be ascribed to any form of rational thinking. But for
clarity's sake, I use the term to refer to deductive (formal/mathematical) logic. I
acknowledge that there are other types of logic such as informal, inductive,
intuitionistic, and free logic. This paper will focus only on classical/traditional
and modern deductive logic.
3. In this regard, this paper is not on logic per se; it is rather a work on the
philosophy of logic or the ontology (ontological commitments) of logic.
4. Thomas Hofweber (2004, especially sec. 2) is instructive here.
5. For a detailed history of logic from antiquity to the early part of the 20th
century, see william Kneale and Martha Kneale (1964). For discussions on the
developments of modern logic from the midpart of the 20th century onwards, see
Theodore Sider (2011).
6. Mathematical logic is also known as symbolic or modern formal logic.
7. Many contemporary logicians, for example, paul Tomassi (1999, Z5),
compare Frege's work with Aristotle's (2012) Prior analytics in terms of its
importance and influence.
8. From Kant's emphasis on judgments there was a curious shift to the
linguistic apparatus as the focus of logic.
9. Peter van Inwagen (2oo7, especially sec. 1 and sec. 2) is instructive here.
10. The exact nature of the reemergence of metaphysics in the 20th centuryafter the "fall" of the logical positivists-is still unclear. This is the subject of a
recent anthology on the nature of metaphysical inquiry (see chalmers, Manley,

and Wasserman 2OO9).
11. In Philippine mythology, a tikbalang is generally described as a humanoid
creature that has the head and feet of a horse.
12. Unfortunately, some of the other important points of euine's ontological
commitment thesis will not be discussed here. For a further study on this, see
Quine (1961, chaps. I, VI, and VII).
13. Susan Haack (I978,43ff.) has an interesting discussion of this.
14. "Identity" here pertains to a strict extensional interpretation of Gottfried
von Leibniz's law of identity, that is, given a = b and Fa, we can infer Fb. "a" and
"b" here are treated as extensional and not as intensional objects (see Leibniz
1979,442). This distinction will be important later. Another point is that an entity
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cannot be admitted if we are unable to give a plausible criterion of identity, but
this is something debatable. For more on this, see Terence Parsons (1987, I-4).
15. Compare with Parsons (1961,441).
16. Alonzo Church (1958, 1012) drives the point home when he says, "...no
discussion of an ontological question, in particular of the issue between nominalism
and realism, can be regarded intelligible unless it obeys a definite criterion of

ontological commitment."
17. George Boolos (1984, 433-tD has an interesting take on this that leads to
second-order logics.
18. We need to state the difference between a bound and a free variable. An
occurrence of a variable a is bound in a formula iff it immediately follows a
quantifier or it occurs within the range (scope) of a quantifier that has a as its
variables. Otherwise, the occurrence is free. Thus, in the formula, (lx)Fx v Ga,
the second occurrence of x is bound, while the occunence of a is free.
i9^ Quine is careful here. Since we can have statements like "Some lost boys
went back to Neverland," it would seem that we are committed to the existence of
the lost boys. Quine (1961, l0-5) simply brushes this off when he says:

If what we want is a standard for our own guidance in appraising
the ontological commitments of one or another of our theories, and
in altering those commitments by revision of our theories, then the
criterion at hand well suits our pufposes; for the quantificational form

is a convenient standard form in which to couch any theory. If we
prefer another language form, for example, that of combinators, we
can still bring our criterion of ontological commitment to bear in so
tar as we are content to accept appropriate systematic correlations
between idiorns of the aberrant language and the familiar language
of quantification.
20. The discussion here will only be simple so that we could do away with
some of the technical details of Church's point.
21 .The existential quantifier, (fx), is in fact translated as "There is at least
one x..."
22.The idea of a proper set has been put into question by Parsons (1967,
441).

23. Our formulation here is slightly different from Church's (1958, 1014),
but the idea amounts to the same thing.
24. Also known as a form of sentential calculus.
25. In metalogic, these statements are also known as statements in an objectlanguage.

26. As in note 23 above, we may say that these statements are statements in
a metalanguage, a language about the object-language.
27 . That is the beauty of the formulation of OC in D4. Because the range of
the existential quantifier is not extensionally interpreted, we do not have an OC
only to rules, but to a very specific set of rules that govern the construction of
statements in CC.
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PERSUASION BEYOND BELIEF: PLATO AND
BAUDRILLARD ON RHETORIC AND MEDIA
Marc Oliver D. Pasco
Ateneo de Manila Universifit, Quezon City
Is contemporary media sociee still interested in truth? This paper
will try to unravel the vaguely suspicious epistemic relationship between
information marketers and information consumers in today's society.
There seems to have been forged a feeling of quasi-omniscience within
the private and public spheres wherein people, due to the sheer volume
of inforntation readily accessible for viewing at any time, become
predisposed to exhibit an intriguingly relaxed relationship with
knowledge. If the current systems of information seem to trivialize the
question of truth or falsehood and since the public apparently is just
interested in spectacles, then how must we view epistemologically the
status of contemporary media discourse? Does it still reveal truth or is
it simply empry talk? To address this question, the paper will discuss a
possible parallelism between Plato's critique of rhetoric in his dialogue,
Gorgias, and Jean Baudrillard's critique of contemporary media society.

INTRODUCTION
This paper aims at addressing the question of whether or not contemporary
media society is still interested in truth. The novelty of such an enterprise lies in
its interest to unravel the vaguely suspicious epistemic relationship between
information consumers and infbrmation marketers in today's society. with the
historically unprecedented explosion of various forms of media that has greatly
contributed to the democratization of the information industry, it has become
virtually impossible not to be "in the loop," as it were; not to be a part of the
everyday interpersonal, social, political, and cultural discourses that are constantly
updated in real time. In this regard, the progressively non-exclusive path being
paved by contemporary media and technology for its consumers has dramatically
altered people's temporal and epistemic consciousness. Issues of geotemporal
distance (how far is far and how near is near) and international responsibilities
(how can I not be concerned about the other's plight) are steadily being addressed
by the immediate availability and affordability of information gateways.
This state of affairs consequently triggers the formation of concerned and
opinionated citizenry, who are continuously informed about everything in real
time. This results in a feeling of quasi-omniscience wherein people, due to the
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sheer volume of information readily accessible for viewing at any time, become
predisposed to exhibit an intriguingly relaxed relationship with knowledge. In
other words, due to the systematic orchestration of accessible information by
media, the information consumer of today is psychologically facilitated to feel
informed and knowledgeable about almost anything through, for instance, internet
browsing and 24/7 cable television.
However, behind the veil of the all too familiar b1as6 attitude of the common
man on personal, interpersonal, social, cultural, and political matters seemingly
lies a deep-rooted conviction that reality has become too ordinary for one to be
interested in. Perhaps, due in pafi to the perpetual display of scandals and expos6s
that explodes in his domestic screen, contemporary man seems to have lost interest
in the truth behind the image. Desensitized and disillusioned, he seems to have
conveniently resigned himself to the role of an "opinionated" spectator.
We have undeniably become image consumers. As such, we may have

unwittingly placed ourselves at the mercy of that which we habitually

and

compulsively consume. Images (cable television, advertisements, internet websites,
etc.), therefore, gain dominance in the realm of the social. This control manifests
itself in the forrn of the typically affective and rationally groundless opinions of
most people about everything (that nobody really believes in the end). Thus, it
may be argued that, as the thinker Jean Baudrillard (2001a,222) opines:

The present argument of the system is to maximize speech, to
maximize the production of meaning, of participation, and so the
strategic resistance is that of refusal of meaning and speech or the
hyperconformist simulation of the very mechanisms of the system,
which is another form of refusal by overacceptance.

Although the exponential maximization of speech in media urges
contemporary man to constantly participate in social discourse (and it seems
that he is doing so), the sheer volume of information circulating around the
different networks of information seems to have immensely curtailed his ability
to rationally (and, perhaps, even consciously) process what he supposedly claims
to understand.
Confusedly stimulated, contemporary man plunges head first, tongue in
cheek, electronically typing down his immediate thoughts on "relevant" issues,
making coffee shop conversations about news headlines with anyone willing to
exchange thoughts with him. The question, however, is this: With all this noise
unremittingly permeating the realm of social discourse, is the question of truth
and falsehood still relevant? Does noise necessarily translate into a truly informed
public? Baudrillard suggests that this comportment of overacceptance on the part
of the masses with regard to the images displayed and relayed by media may be
interpreted as a strategy (albeit unconscious) of refusal-a negation of meaning,
i.e., a negation of the system of information by over-indulgence. In other words,
Baudrillard seems to say that perhaps, beneath the crowd's apparently earnest
fervor for parlicipation in the game of media communication-as evidenced by
opinion polls, blogs, chatrooms, social networking, and information
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hyperconsumglisrn-liss the fact that they are indeed only participating for the
sake of participating, talking for the sake of talking, opining for the sale of opining.
Information consumers consume information without necessarily fru"lng
a plan as to what to do with what they will see, hear, think, or feel (precisely
because such a prerequisite does not exist in media consumption). Hence,
they make up their minds as they go along, easily swayed by the latest images
and effortlessly persuaded by the noblest sounding voice. without a clear
vision of what they really want to know (mainly due to the confusing
cacophony of voices available to be heard), they themselves become
impressionable vessels of discourse, left only with their affections to be won
and lost by the next person with a ..convincing" argument.
Given this, the epistemological relation between the media and the
information consumer is brought to the fore and must, therefore, be closely
examined. If the current systems of information seem to trivialize, if not
totally elude the question of truth or falsehood, and since the public seems to
be just interested in the spectacle, how must we view the epistemological
status of contemporary media discourse? Does it still reveal truth or is it
simply empty ralk?
For this purpose, we shall use two thinkers that may seem philosophically
incompatible at first, Plato and Jean Baudrillard. Although plato,s philosophy
seems anachronistic with regard to the question of this paper, it shall be
shown that his evaluation of the "art" of rhetoric in the Gorgias parallels
Jean Baudrillard's critique of contemporary media. In other words, the paper
shall try to show that Socrates is to Gorgias as Baudrillard is to contemporary
media.
In sections 449a-465e of the Gorgias, plato narrates how Socrates
challenges the famous rhetor, Gorgias, to defend the latter's claim that
rhetoric is an art (and a powerful one at that) and, therefore, aims at some
good. Socrates contends that rhetoric is nothing but a form of flattery that
does not result in the hearer gaining any sound and rational judgment about
what the rhetor is saying. Rhetoric, it may be said, is but a spectacular display
of verbose flattery, the practice of which does not requireknowledge
tnl
"f like
subject matter being discussed. Those who are persuaded by rhetors
Gorgias are those that are unable to move beyond the dazzling display of
shadows, as it were (Republic vII, 514a-517c). Hence, as Gorgias himself
says, the primary audience of his "craft" is the mob, i.e., the untamed
inclinations of the majority who are easily influenced by the most charismatic
speaker but seldom by the appeal of reason (Gorgias, 454b).
Jean Baudrillard's insights, on the other hand, will be used to argue
that the rhetor's "Gorgianic" tendency to persuade and please the crowd at
whatever cost is presently sustained through the proliferation of advanced

networks of communication and the interests behind these, albeit in
radicalized form. In the end, we shall hopefully be able to see how we can
better approach the epistemological riddle of whether or not our society is
still interested in truth or if it has completely given itself over to the stupefying
displays of "rhetorical" proficiency by different forms of media.
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RHETORIC AND THE DISCOURSE OF THE 6(MANY''
Plato opens the Gorgias with Socrates, his companion Chaerephon, and one

of the eventual chief interlocutors in the dialogue, Callicles, talking about

the
famous rhetorician Gorgias. They then meet Polus and Gorgias himself and proceed

to converse about the celebrated orator's expertise. In sections 449c to 458b,
Socrates begins to inquire about the nature of rhetoric and engages Gorgias in a
dialogue. The latter claims that it is the art of making speeches. Socrates, interested

about what a rhetor's speech specifically speaks about, asks Gorgias

if it

encompasses all kinds of speeches involved in different fields like medicine or
gymnastics as when a doctor speaks about diseases and gymnasts speak about the
condition of bodies (.Gorgias, 45Oa).If so, Socrates contends that doctors should
also be called rhetors since their a.rt seems to also involve the activity of making
speeches. Gorgias replies that these fields involve other manual skills aside from
speech-making itself. Rhetoric, Gorgias (450c) asserts, deals with speech-making
per se and "its whole action and decisive effect are through speeches." But this
answer does not satisfy Socrates. The logical route of questioning, then leads him
to ask Gorgias about the real rnatter contained in rhetorical speeches. If a doctor's
rhetoric is about medicine and the gymnast's is about the condition of the body,
Socrates analogously wants to know the subject matter of Gorgias' craft. Gorgias
(452e) replies:

I for one say it is being able to persuade by speeches judges in the
law court, councilors in the council, assemblymen in the assembly,
and in every other gathering whatsoever, when there is a political
gaihering. And indeed with this power you will have the doctor as
your slave, and the trainer as your slave; and that moneymaker of yours
will be plainly revealed to be making money for another and not for
himself, but for you who can speak and persuade multitudes.

In a word, rhetoric is about public persuasion. It deals with "persuasion in law
courts and other mobs about those things that are just and unjust" (Gorgias.
454b).This is a crucial point in the dialogue.r Socrates zeroes in on what Gorgias
means by persuasion. In sections 454d-455a, Socrates steers the conversation and
talks about the difference between knowledge and belief. He asks Gorgias whether
rhetoric persuades through exclusively inspiring belief in the audience or if it
persuades because of the knowledge it provides. The section (454e-455a) reads:
Socrates: Do you wish us then to set down two forms of persuasion.

one that provides belief without knowing, and one that provides
knowledge?
Gorgias: Certainly.
Socrates: Which persuasion, then, does rhetoric produce in law courts
and the other mobs, about just and unjust things? The one from which
believing comes into being without knowing, or the one from which
knowing comes?
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Gorgias: It's clear, I suppose, Socrates, that it's the one from which
believing comes.
Socrates: Rhetoric, then, as seems likely, is a craftsman of beliefinspiring but not didactic persuasion about the just and the unjust.
Gorgias: Yes.
Socrates: The rhetor, therefore, is not didactic with law courts and
the other mobs about just and unjust things, but persuasive only, for he
would not be able, I suppose, to teach so large a mob such great matters
in a short time.

In this section, we can glean the essential elements of the Socratic critique
of rhetoric. Adele Spitzer (1975,16), in her paper on the Gorgia,s says:

A true art defines itself by its subject matter; it is the nature of the
subject matter that determines the procedures of the art. But then ar1
requires knowledge; for unless the nature of the subject matter were
known and known truly, methods and responses could not be determined
in rhe righr way.
Since Gorgias admits that rhetoric persuades solely on the basis of belief, questions
concerning the knowledge and mastery of the rhetor about what he speaks about
is eclipsed by his ability to appear that he knows what he is speaking about.
confined within the roalm of appearance, rhetoric, according to socrates, does
not attempt to bridge the epistemological gap between knowledge and belief. In
addition, given the fact that Gorgias' definition of rhetoric states that its main
goal is to gain the approval and the sentiments of the mob, it cannot but persuade
on the basis of appearance and cunning, the condition of which is the apparent
lack of knowledge of those spoken to.

Since the rhetor is speaking to different sensibilities and historicities
simultaneously, his technique is not directed by a strict adherence to knowledge
but by the radical urgency to please the most number given a limited amount of
time. The mob, we may deduce from Socrates' line of argumentation, is defined
as a group of people with no specific knowledge about anything and, therefore,
carries no objective standard in judging the truthfulness of the orator. As opposed
to an expert in a given craft, for instance, the mob is not equipped with the necessary
tools in passing judgment about the matter being discussed; hence, it easily falls
prey to the manipulative persuasion of the rhetor. Socrates says that the rhetor
(the nonknower) can win in an argument over an expert (the knower) as far as a
mob is concerned. This point is specifically discussed in sections 459a-459c:
Socrates: Then you were saying just now that the rhetor will be
more persuasive than the doctor even about the healthy.
Gorgias: Yes I was-that is, in a mob.
Socrates: So then, does the "in a mob" amount to this: among those

who don't know? For among those who know, at any rate, I don't
suppose he will be more persuasive than the doctor.
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Gorgias: What you say is true.
Socrates: So then if he'll be more persuasive than the doctor, does
he become more persuasive than the one who knows?

Gorgias: Certainly.
Socrates: Since he's not a doctor at any rate; is he?
Gorgias: No.
Socrates: And the nondoctor, I suppose, is a nonknower of the things
of which the doctor is a knower.
Gorgias: Clearly so.
Socrates: The one who does not know, therefore, will be more
persuasive than the one who knows among those who don't know,
whenever the rhetor is more persuasive than the doctor. Is this what
happens or something else?
Gorgias: In this case, at least, this is what happens.
Socrates: So then is the rhetor, and rhetoric, in the same situation in
regard to all the other arts as well? It does not at all need to know how
the matters themselves stand, but to have discovered a certain device
of persuasion so as to appear to know more than those who know, to
those who don't know.
Hence, rhetoric, Socrates argues, is not at all concerned about knowledge.

It inspires belief in the mob and strategically misleads its audience away from
the pursuit of truth. The rhetor keeps the mob on edge, excited about the
outcome of the former's elocutionary battles, conveniently overshadowing
the truthfulness of his speech with glib wordplay. As James Murray (2001,
361) comments, "To be effective. Gorgias'rhetoric must be immoral. To
function, it must displace the true arts. It is not a mere technique with a potential
for unjust use; its very nature demands that injustice." Sincerity can only be
gauged in relation to true knowledge. Given Gorgias' definition of his art, it
would be logical to assume that sincerity is not a prerequisite in becoming a
rhetor. All it takes, one could argue, is an experienced form of charismatic
cunning, which translates into sincerity in the eyes of the mob (Rendall 1977,
168).
As in the simile of the cave, the mob may be likened to the chained prisoners,
completely oblivious to the fact that what they see are but shadows, pale copies
of reality that is situated beyond s(t)imulated perception. Plato (Republic YII,

5I4b-515b) describes:
Imagine further that there are men carrying all sorts of gear along
behind the curtain-wall, projecting above it and including figures of
men and animals made of wood and stone and all sorts of other
materials, and that some of these men, as you would expect, are talking
and some not....For tell me, do you think our prisoners could see
anything of themselves or their fellows except the shadows thrown by
the fire on the wall of the cave opposite them?
It may be said that the men projecting shadows of the figures of the gears
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on the wall of the cave represent rhetoricians and sophists like Gorgias. Like
seasoned puppeteers, they have mastered the art of luring the gaze of the audience
to the show, as they-inconspicuously hidden flsm yisv/-shrewdly and discreetly
manipulate the strings with their hands. Similarly, the rhetor methodically puts
on a show for the many, catering to their whims, patterning his discourse after the
ambivalent sentiments of the crowd. The discourse of the many is an opinion
poll, a surprise interview so to speak. It is a spur of the moment flash of thought
that only considers the immediate stimuli, deprived of the necessary temporal
and objective distance necessary for rational judgment. In a mob contagion,
individual reasoning is neutralized and tenuous logic becomes the order of the
day. Hence, as Socrates asserts, in a mob, the nonknower can (and will) appear to
be the knower and the knower can (and will) appear to be the nonknower. Unable
to "turn their heads," they unthinkingly deal with what immediately appears,
restlessly waiting for the next thing to happen.a
Socrates (Gorgias, 463a-63b') finally concludes that given everything that
has been established, rhetoric is nothing but "a certain pursuit that is not artful but
belongs to a soul that is skilled at garessing, courageous, and terribly clever by
nature at associating with human beings; and l call its chief point flattery." Rhetoric
is not a legitimate art because it does not proceed or aim at knowledge or any sort
of good.s Whereas the true arts aim to do justice to their subject matter, rhetoric,
deprived of such an object, is not bound to any objective standard ofrightness (in
terms of method and content), as it seeks to pleasure the greatest number by any
means necessary.
Socrates contends that like the relationship between cookery and medicine,

the former seeks to displace the latter by deceivingly pretending to know what
food is good for the body so that if there was ever a contest between a doctor and
a cook among children and thoughtless men, the cook shall inevitably win the
favor of the audience (Gorgias, 464d-64e).
It is apparent that the efficacy of rhetoric is dependent upon the rational
capability of its audience to discern truth from falsehood. Given Socrates' own
nuance about the kind of audience won over by flattery (children and thoughtless
people), it is safe to assume that rhetoric's effectiveness is not self-sufficient.
Without satisfying this primary condition, rhetoric is impotent since flattery only
works on those who cannot think for themselves. Persons with informed
sensibilities are not exclusively swayed by eloquence. They think as they listen,
critically examining the flow of the arguments being hurled at them. In other
words, though they can also be entertained and influenced by persuasive speech,
they become so because they have been rationally convinced and not simply coaxed
by sweet talk. Once again, as in the allegory of the cave, the prisoner who was
able to see beyond the world of shadows, though imperiled by his newly acquired
way of perception, is at the very least endowed with the ability to distinguish the
real from the false and therefore enjoys an epistemological advantage over those
that remain chained (Republic VII, 517a).
Given this Platonic critique of rhetoric, two points are brought to the fore as
relevant points of inquiry in view of the question posed earlier in the paper. First,
since Socrates himself explicitly states that rhetoric can only be effective in a
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mob, does this mean that the public, as it were, is really incapable of rational
discernment or is this something they choose to refrain from? Secondly, how can
we appropriate Plato's view of rhetoric in view of obtaining a more cogent
understanding of its modern version, namely, media? It is at this juncture where
Jean Baudrillard's thoughts become novel and useful. As mentioned earlier, since

our advanced systems of media communication is arguably the rhetor's
contemporary counterpart and the information consumer is presumably a duplicate
of the mob to which orators like Gorgias sourced their prestige from, it becomes
necessary for us to validate whether such an analogy is justifiably applicable or
not. Have we, in this day and age, yet to learn from Plato or is the contemporary
version of the "discourse of the many" a totally different animal altogether, as it

were? Do we, like the mob, remain uninterested in truth or are we confronted
with something other than a simple dichotomy of truth and falsehood?

MEDIA AND THE DISCOURSE OF HYPERREALITY: MOB STRATTGY
There is no longer any question that media has been able to systematically
translate and integrate the multiverse of social, political, economic, and cultural
discourse in one unified code. With the advent of the internet, social communication
has gained the ability to transcend physical and nonphysical boundaries and
(virtually) allowed the strange to merge with the familiar and vice-versa to create
a generic code for various categories of private and public information. Now,
more than ever, people are becoming more aware of the fact that personal context
is inextricably connected with various environments, ranging from the most
innocuously mundane lives of fellow citizens up to the most sophisticated
mechaniSms of the public sphere. With computerized social networking, for
instance, we are able to personally witness how social dynamics is sustained and
transformed in real time. Furthermore, with the prevalence of 24/7 news channels
on cable television, personal consciousness and conscience are continually
challenged to justify itself and argue for one's personal beliefs and against those

of others.
In a word, contemporary media society is a continuously stimulated society.
Media, with its goal to reproduce information in various forms, generates a
gravitational field of stimuli, as it were, that inevitably elicits responses from
everyone it reaches, whether it be in the form of explicit international outrage
and condemnation or tacit personal transformations in aesthetic or political biases.
As it habitually challenges us to respond to its queries and comment on its
spectacles, media simultaneously styles our patterns of perception and reasoning.

Like biological hard drives, humanity in contempor-ary media society, regularly
stores and catalogs diverse forms of information in larger quantities for present
and future consumption.

However, this must not be interpreted as a simple case of capitalistic or
governmental "mind control." Since the information filtered by the media
remairts available for verification (be it personal or legal), the issue of malicious
exploitation of its consumers remains debatable. With the commercial
publication of ethical guidelines that ought to bear upon the form and content
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of news reports, fbr instance, media

appears

to consciously police its own

ranks. This paper, as it is a philosophical examination of media, will not discuss
the legal or political implications of the latter's modus operandi. As mentioned,

it will primarily

concentrate on the epistemological and social relationship

between information capitalists and information consumers. Hence, with regard
to malicious and capitalist intent, this writer provisionally gives media the

benefit of the doubt.
With that in mind, the question of "sincerity," as earlier discussed in the
Gorgias seems to lack a direct analogue in the contemporary context. If rhetors
can be critiqued for their artificiality, what may be deemed as the principal basis
for a valid and effectual critique of contemporary media? In other words, if the
rhetor and media can arguably be seen as analogues, does this necessarily translate
into a linear assessment of the public's (mob's) relationship with them?
Jean Baudrillard (2001b,72) provocarively claims thar
...the most serious problems posed by advertising derive less from the
unscrupulousness of those who fool us than in our pleasure in being
fooled; they proceed less from the desire to seduce than from the desire
to be seduced. Seductive hypothesis, but one that does not go deep
enough: there is no manipulation of truth and falsehood at this level of
language as it effaces, or radically displaces, the very conditions of
truth or falsehood.

All media, it may be argued, is a form of advertising. It is an outlet for publicity
in which a product (news, information, consumer goods, services, etc.) tries to
become part of the consciousness and routine of the public. What is novel about
Baudrillard's assertion is that beyond what he calls the seductive hypothesis, there
is another level in which the difference between truth and falsehood curiously
becomes irrelevant altogether.

Seduction may be viewed in two ways: 1) the seducer explicitly or tacitly
"sells" something to the seduced that the latter does not initially want (or need)
but through effective methods of persuasion finally "closes the deal" and,2) the
one being seduced derives pleasure in the very act ofbeing seduced such that she
buys the flattery with no other intention (she is not really interested in the product
at all) than to experience being flattered. These two sides to seduction are not
new to us. These are phenomena that we can readily relate to simply on the basis
of personal experience. Baudrillard invites us, however, to transcend the level of
intent and examine the mechanism of media beyond the realm of the purposive.
He provokes us to think about our relationship with media (advertising) outside
the framework of bipolarity and exchange. He postulates that perhaps, beyond
the question of whether or not malign capitalistic intentions are transforming or
even perhaps controlling our ways of life by monopolizing the (metaphysical and
structural) conditions for the possibility of truthful and valid judgments, the more
philosophical issue concerns the apparent radical impossibility of sound and stable
epistemological (and perhaps also ethical) objectivity of any potential judgment
in today's media society.
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As he (1990, 89) says, "This technological process of mass communication
a highly imperative sort o{'mess age'. the message of message consumption,
of fragmentation and spectacularisation, of misrecognition of the world and the
valorization of information as commodity, the exaltation of content as signpackaging." Baudrillard appears to be saying that there is no message to be
deciphered behind the veil of seduction nor is there any demand to be seducedthat there is nothing beyond the play of signifiers. The only clear imperative (and
possibility) for the consumer is to consume. There is no longer any (marketed)
criterion that sets the standard for what is consumable or not consumable. There
is no longer anything behind the very act of consumption but the message of
consumption.
In other words, the information consumer of today no longer needs (or even
wants) time to think and rationally determine what he wants to know and how he
would like to know it. Due to the sheer volume, availability, and immediacy of
the networks of information, the public is readily assimilated into the language of
the unified code of mass information, as it were, and as such, cannot but
immediately "join the conversation" devoid of any anchoring mechanism that
can aid in its thought processes. As Baudrillard (20O1b,12) claims, "Mass
communication is beyond truth and falsehood in the way that fashion is beyond
beauty and ugliness, as political 'reason' is beyond good and evil, and as objects
delivers

are beyond

utility and uselessness."

Objectivity requires temporal distance in that it is only in being able to look
towards the future or back into the past can one rightfully assess where and how
things stand in the "now." Through tempohistorical distanciation, events become
contextualized and are, therefore, afforded their proper places in history and
discourse. When the temporality and historicity of contexts are overcome by realtime history, that is, by the immediate production and dissemination of real-time
events by media to its consumers, objectivity becomes displaced by the response
to the obscenity of pure availability.
As when a fashion model hurriedly struts and displays her garb on the runway
to make way for the next model, the fashion audience, it seems, is challenged to
instantly "grow" an aesthetic sense without being able to see how that particular
dress stands in relation to the previous ones and the ones that are yet to be put on
view. The curious matter about it is that after experiencing fashion in such a way,
the audience does avail of a sense of knowledge, an expertise, so to speak. The
absolute grandiosity and surreality (with all the glamour, loud music, personalities,
etc.) of being pafi of such a spectacle seemingly affords one the audacity to claim
to know what is beautiful and what is ugly. It seems as if the radical simultaneity
of stimuli instantaneously assimilates the spectator into the language, discourse,
and logic of the spectacle (observe, for instance, how some people cannot seem
to stop talking about "breaking news" reports as if they know everything about it
already even if it still happening, i.e., historicized).
As Baudrillard (2001a, 188 and 192) says, "Things have found a way to
elude the dialectic of meaning through infinite proliferation." There occurs a
"simultaneous effacement of origins and causes" that "extinguishes phenomena
in infinitesimal causes." Because media (print, broadcast, electronic, etc.) presents
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everything (every angle, every opinion, every possible repercussion, every cause
and every effect) instantaneously, it simultaneously "erases" events as it reports
them. By way of interminable real-time updates and. z4/i cameras on stand-by,
Baudrillard (20o1a,257) opines, "Even as they occur (events), they might already
be 'vanishing events'." Without being able to firmly establish its place in history
(current events or not), by being allowed to play itself out (by being edited in
real-time), an event becomes atomized as disjointed pieces of information. Through

its exponential excrescence in exposure, the subject matter is neutralized,
transformed into trivia or "threads" over the internet. In other words, it loses its

objectivity, it transcends truth and falsehood, its potential ability to provoke thought,
and gradually and silently mutates into "something to talk about.,' Baudrillard
(2OO I

a,

27 6-7

7

) comments

:

It isn't that there are more events, but the event in itself is multiplied
by its dissemination, by news and information. I'd say that it's because
everything has become history that it's no longer possible to believe in

history. Mentalities, daily life, sexuality-everything has been
historicalized. It is then by excess rather than by refraction that we

have gradually lost the concept and meaning of history.

It is at this point

where Baudrillard argues that reality, because of media,

has hypertrophically transcended even its own shadow and has been replaced by
what he termed as hyperreality. He (2O0Ia,189-90) explains:

Every characteristic thus elevated to the superlative power, caught
in an intensifying spiral-more true than the true, more beautiful than
the beautiful, more real than the real (hyper)-is assured a vertiginous
effect that is independent of all content or specific quality, and which
presently has tendency of being our only passion. The passion of

intensification, of escalation, of mounting power, of ecstasy, of whatever
quality so long as, having ceased to be relative to its opposite (the true

to the false, the beautiful to the ugly, the real to the imaginary), it
becomes superlative, positively sublime as if it had absorbed the energy
of its opposite.
The "death" of reality/history has ushered in the era of the hyperreal. As
past, present, and future implode into each other in our ..screens," the spectacle
dominates rational consciousness through the aleatory transformations in its realtime progression that seem to have no end (constantly updated/archived). This
said, hyperreality dramatically alters human consciousness neither by blatantly
malign misdirection nor by hypocritical persuasion.
Like a potent computer virus, it infiltrates the very founding structures of
consciousness/perception and implants its own code in lieu of the original, i.e.,
the objectively functional-such that after it contaminates the system, the operating
system becomes paralyzed as it automatically tries to determine what has happened
to it, but to no avail (unless it erases/reformats itself). This is what Baudrillard
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means by this so-called passion for intensification. The "mob"-after being
constantly exposed to obscenity, excess, and effervescence in massive dosesbecome silenced. They are no longer able to say what they think because they
literally don't know what to think (or how to think properly). Instead, they become
pure consurr'ers, consuming for the sake of consuming, watching for the sake of
watching, strolling in a mall, having no clear purpose for being there. Completely
mesmerized (or even traumatized), they frantically try to formulate a coherent
and original thought within the boundaries of the present discourse, only to have
it refuted or debunked before its inception by real-time electronic opinion polls
and surveys.

Hence, Baudrillard (2OOla,214) claims, "One can conceive that opinion
polls could work for themselves as a game, as a spectacle, as means of deriding
both the social and the political." As information becomes electronically
spectacularized and atomized at an ever faster rate, the public, according to
Baudrillard (2OOl a, 213),
...must at all times know what.it wants, know what it thinks, be told
about its least needs, its least quivers, see itself continually on the
videoscreen of statistics, constantly watch its own temperature chart,
in a sort of hypochondriacal madness. The social becomes obsessed

with itself ; through this auto-information, this

permanent

autointoxication, it becomes its own vice, its own perversion. This is
the real obscenity.
In other words, the spectator has become its own spectacle. It is no longer genuinely
interested in the show, but in the minute variations of its own attitude towards the
image (namely, its own).6

Due to the oppressive noise and traffic of hyper-information, the public
has lost interest in rationally deciphering the code, as it were. It no longer wants
to know about the world, in the traditional sense of the word. After the world

itself collapsed and imploded into electronic data, the regulative temporal,
historical, geographical, and epistemological boundaries of the process of
knowledge imploded as well. Today, what we have is pure, unadulterated,
codified information, virtually available, 24/7. As Baudrillard (2002, 180)
declares, "Virtuality comes close to happiness only because it surreptitiously
removes all reference to things. It gives you everything, but at the same time
subtly deprives you of everything."
Apathy does not quite capture the relational comportment of the public
towards information in media today (because it still somehow denotes intent). It
is rather a sort of blas6 attitude towards everything that comes closest in portraying
how society has behaved in recent years. Like an intoxicated middle-aged man, it
nonchalantly lurches for his next drink, completely oblivious towards everything
in his surroundings. Having forgotten his reason for being in the pub, he enjoys
the company of strangers, sociably laughing at how drunk they all are, talking
about their lives with each other from the most recent memory that crosses their
inebriated minds. He obsessively asks about himself to others as the others do to
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him. He is paranoid, but in a happy, relaxed kind of way. Bradford vivian (2002,
238) observes that such a scenario
...involves "a communication" whose sole objective is ..to touch', the
other, to simply be in contact, to participate together in a form of
gregariousness. This is the communication of sport, of music, of
consumption, or else that banal communication of the daily or weekly
stroll through the urban spaces designed for this effect...By this logic,

we "touch" one another rhetorically-that is, we communicate
affectively in the service of some pragmatic collective purposethrough sentiment, aesthetic or performance instead of reason, ideals
or consensus.

In this light, we can glean how contemporary society has been shaped by
the technological innovations of media. Technological media levels down the
particularities and contextualities of possibilities and instead displays a massive
and unrelenting traffic of current events. These current events obliterate the
possibility of history by its perpetual fluctuations on demand. Coherence and
rationality are replaced by technical novelty and user-friendliness. In the endless
reproduction and advertising of reality and history by media, the information
consumer cannot but become thoroughly absorbed by the medium while giving
up all its practical and rational inhibitions in the realm of the social. Truth and
falsehood become mythologized, neutralized, and transcended by pure
awareness-a radical sensitivity and connection with everything simultaneously.
The mob loses its character as dense boors and even the educated public loses its
character as vigilant and concerned citizenry. Media intensifies this boorishness
and turns it into a funny and engaging spectacle. Media exaggerates this vigilance
and transforms it into calm paranoia.
CONCLUSION: PERSUASION BEYOND BELIEF
we then return to the main question posed at the beginning of this paper. Is
contemporary media society still interested in truth? of course, it is. However,
how must the word, "interested," be understood? Is it a conscious, goal-directed
and rational concerrl for unveiling what is beyond appearance? Is it to be understood
within the framework of a bilateral epistemology where the subject assimilates
the ideas brought forth from its intercourse with its object and eventually makes
a rational judgment about a particular matter?
with Plato, we saw how rhetoric or public persuasion proceeds without a
necessary concern for a just portrayal of the matter it speaks about. It is not an art
but a form of flattery. It perverts public opinion by precisely indulging it in its
ignorance rather than elevating its sensibilities by speaking truthfully. The mob,
therefore, is the perfect audience for the rhetor. Since the mob, or the uncritical
public, as Socrates portrays it, is never in a position to judge the truth or falsehood
of a rhetor's words. Because it is mainly concerned with how things eventually
play out (who wins the argument), the epistemological (and ethical) question of
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the fidelity to the truth of the subject matter discussed becomes overshadowed by
spectacle. The mob, therefore, is essentially unconcerned with truth because it
has no appropriate ability to be so (in a mob). Mob mentality, as we know, is
usually irrational and vulgar. In a public competition of rhetoric, for instance. it
preys on the perceived weaknesses of the losing participants and is simultaneously
preyed upon by the cunning of the best speaker. In the epistemological conflict
between belief and knowledge, belief triumphs and assumes the role of knowledge.
Rhetoric accomplishes this displacement by capitalizing on the ignorance of the
crowd, as well as on the mob's obstinate stand against the simple and, perhaps,
unspectacular persuasiveness of truth. The mob, it may be argued, is not interested
in trutir. lt wants to be entertained. It eagerly watches and waits to be persuaded
(but only by the best speakers, like GorgiasT.;.
Baudrillard, on the other hand, addresses the issue from rn'ithin the context of

what we may deem as hyperrealized rhetoric, which is invasive speech. It
rrrethodically short-circuits the epistemological gap between the information seller,
the inlbrrnation consumer, and the information itself by pure and obscene exposure,
that is, by relentless speech. In constantly having something to watch out for, the
public constantiy digresses, as it were, seeing neither novelty nor sense in anything
that invites thought or discourse. Persistently stimulated (and paradoxically bored),
the public tiecomes completely absorbed in the spectacle until it becomes the
slrectacie. I)eprived of the necessary epistenric distance fbr rational deliberation,
the consurner is left with no specific perspective on anything apartfrom the implosion
of the scores of opinion and images from everywhere and everyone brought about
by the absolute proximity of information. In this manner, the process of knowing
tern-linates in having too much information- Persuasion, removed from any definite
origin (intent) transfor-rns into a seamless system of neutral propaganda, emanating
fiom everyv.,here and available at any time. The public stands enthralled, persuaded
beyond bclict-of lhis totai mastery of the world. It awkwardly mingles with history
in real-time as the latter simultaneously dissipates before its own eyes. As Baudrillard
(2001a,277) observes, "With instant information, there's no longer any time for
history itself. In a senser it doesn't lrave time to take place. It's short-circuited."
If Plato used the allegory of the cave in order to illustrate the difference
between knowledge and belief, the public's interest in the truth may be exemplified
in the arduous climb towards the mouth of the cave and into the light of the sun.
Rhetoric, Plato explains, maliciously keeps the people in the cave from even
wondering about the possibility of seeing something beyond the shadows they

project. In the age of contemporary media, however, it has become virtually
possible to see beyond the shadows without having to leave the cave. The line
which divides knowledge and belief is virtually expunged by the omnipresence
of information. In other words, contemporary man can claim to be interested in
truth without necessarily knowing what kind of "truth" he is talking about-if it
is the truth about the shadows themselves or if it is the truth about what everybody
says about the shadows. As media filters and transforms history into current events
and truth into something we all want to know, the public adjusts accordingly,
responding with nonchalant participation that eventually turns into a farcical display
of rhetoric, confounding truth and falsehood, belief and knowledge.
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NOTES
1. James Nichols (1998,17) states that "Ihe Gorgia,r presents rhetoric as,
almost by definition, addressed to many people in some kind of political gathering.
Socrates contrasts rhetoric starkly with dialectic, the one-on-one conversational
mode of proof that he practices. He emphatically states that he does not converse
with the many."
2. Desmond Lee (1987, 255) notes that the word belief or pistis connores
"commonsense assurance." As opposed to an objective conviction grounded on
knowledge (episteme), belief is purely subjective, and may be associated with
holding an opinion (doxa) about something.
3. Steven Rendall (.1997,168) explains:

Philosophical dialogue is not possible with just anyone and under

just any circumstances"; it is possible only if both parties

are

dedicated to the discovery of truth in a "free and fair discussion,"
and if each assumes that the other is motivated not by a desire to
"win" but by a desire to discover the truth, wherever it may lie,
and so arrive at a conclusion of mutual benefit. This fundamental
condition of dialogue, concerning the moral character of the

interlocutors as well as the relationship between them, implies
another condition: sincerity.

4. Again in the simile of the cave, Plato (RepublicYII,5l6d) mentions how
the prisoners engage in contests to see who among them is the most keen-sighted
and best at memorizing the sequence of the passing shadows.
5. In his book, The foundations of Socratic ethics, Alfonso Gomez-Lobo
(1994.73; explains:

Socrates states explicitly that rhetoric is not a craft, but a knack (a
practice based on experience) whose aim is to gratify and please the
audience. Like its countetpart, cookery, its goal is to produce pleasure.

In contrast, a craft must satisfy two conditions: 1. It must aim

at

something good-indeed, at the best-and not merely at what happens

to be pleasant; and 2. It must involve a rational procedure. Its
practitioner has to have a logos or rational understanding of the nature
of his object and of that which he applies to it. Only then can he explain
why he does what he does.

6. This phenomenon is readily observable in social networking sites like
Twitter and Facebook and in reality shows, news opinion polls, and television
variety shows where the audience themselves are either the contestants or the
judges. In these formats, the spectator's voyeuristic tendency becomes legitimized,
gaining power and inertia as it replicates itself in various other media.
7. With regard to the rhetor's relationship with his audience, Spitzer (1975,
7) comments:
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Gorgias is gentle because of his fear of offending, of losing the
approval of his audience; he refuses to associate himself or his art with
the illicit use young people make of it...in order to appear upright, to
keep face with his public. He wants to please people because people
want to be pleased (or think they do) and gratifying others is the
condition of gaining their good opinion. All of these are nothing more
nor less than signs of an overmastering concern with "image," with
the impression one is making on others.
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Sabina Lovibond is a fellow and tutor in Philosophy at Oxford's Worcester
College as well as a CUF lecturer in Philosophy, Faculty of Philosophy. Her
research interests are ethics, ancient philosophy, practical rationality, feminist
theory, and the idea of a postmodern critique of reason. Being at the forefront
of feminist scholarship she is a testiryony to the intellectual value of feminism as
a radicalizing energy to philosophical enquiry. Her publications include Realism
and imagincttion in ethics (1983); Ethics, A feminist reader (.1992), edited with
Elizabeth Frazen and Jennifer Hornsby; and, Essays for David Wiggins: Identity,
trwth and value (1996), edited with SP Williams.
During her teens in the 1960s, Lovibond admired the works of novelist and
writer Iris Murdoch. Although she was very much engrossed with Murdoch's
glamorous fictional world, the enthusiasm toned down as years progressed and
was replaced by her attraction to Murdoch's stance on gender, feminism, and the
role of women in philosophy. Lovibond now tries to get deeper into the ethical
and moral facet of Murdoch's work through her book lris Murdoch, gender and
philosophy. She confronts the social "imaginary" that created a mythical
description of who the "philosopher" is. The male, being depicted as the
representation of the symbolic, displaces women from being a "master-thinker"
and Lovibond thinks that a philosophical enquiry on selected novels by Murdoch
is necessary to reconcile the conflict created between Murdoch's pathetic
characterization of women in her novels and the public statements expressing
her supposed desire for sexual equality, especially in the fields of education and
culture.
Lovibond believes that, through an exploration of the alleged antifeminist
face of Murdoch, one may have a better understanding of how and why society
has conformed to this social "imaginary" for centuries and, thus, went on to
explore possible ways and means on how not to succumb to it. Iris Murdoch rs
not meant to undermine the work of Murdoch but it is an ideological self-criticism
which aims not only to identify and rectify the subject's obsolete ideas but also to
help readers grasp the inner thoughts and insights of both Murdoch and Lovibond.
The book is ingenious and well written. It offers a discourse that will expand the
individual's perception of ethics and morality.
Sabina Lovibond asserts that Murdoch has much to teach us on the possible
psychological difficulty, for both men and women, in the accession of women to
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learning in the world. This is particularly the case if learning takes place in a
setting formed out of a shared habit or social imaginary. She wishes to serve the
cause of sexual equality by drawing it from both the philosophy and the fiction of
Murdoch. Thus, it appears as an interdisciplinary discussion to readers since it
involves two genres that are distinct. The book, she claims, is a philosophical
essay, essence of which is to recognize and expose, in one form or another, errors
or shortcomings that have arisen in its content for subjective or objective reasons.
It seeks to coffect certain faults which compromise the ability of philosophers to
perform their own work. Further, the word gender that was often used in the text
should be taken in the context of how it was used in the literature of second-wave
feminism, which speaks of cultural political inequalities of women, while
encouraging them to understand their deeply politicized personal life amidst sexist
power structures.
The book may appeal to a wide range of readers-from novel enthusiasts to
people in the academe, especially professors, teachers, and students ofphilosophy.
It is an essential reading material for anyone interested in Murdoch's literary and
philosophical writings.
The main concern of the book is to present Murdoch's view on gender issues.
It serves as a critical enquiry into how society perceives women as players in the
field of philosophy and into their position in a supposedly egalitarian society.
The book tackles the social imaginary, or that which affects the public sense of
incongruity, and the image of a woman as a philosopher. The author attempts to
determine the place of Murdoch in relation to the feminism of freedom and politics
of women's liberation through the philosophical analysis of Murdoch's fictional
characters in her novels.

Analysis of Book Structure
The book is structured into four chapters. Chapter one starts with the overall
concept of women's position as master thinkers in Western philosophy. It identifies
the social imaginary wherein women are displaced from their role as co-equals of
men. It also shows the influences, thoughts, and perceptions that may have brought
about such imagery as expressed in Murdoch's views on feminism and the
philosopher, Platonic texts, voluntary enslavement, socially situated epistemology,
intellectual homage, and testimonial injustice. Chapter two talks about an influential
person in Murdoch's life-the French religious thinker Simone Weil. This chapter
tackles her influence on Murdoch's philosophical point of reference and discusses
her ethical theory on feminism, the concept of attention and obedience, the notion
of "unselfing," liberalism, militancy, morality, and the unexamined life.
Chapter three presents actual case studies on the fiction of Murdoch. This
part of the book talks about gender and philosophy as the two are projected in a

selection of novels by Murdoch. The studies present figures of charismatic
philosophers as well as portrayals on the social impact of feminism and the scarcity
of intellectually strong women characters that reveal Murdoch's moral attitude and

often her retreat from any strictly realistic account of women's educational
experience and opportunities. Chapter four discusses female submission and male
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dominance as factors that deter sexual equality and thoughts on the unconditional
structure of ethics and moralitv.

Critical Comments
The main purpose of the book is to contribute to a certain line of reflection
on women and philosophy. Sexual equality, according to Murdoch, can be achieved

if society will stay away from the social imaginary and focus itself instead on
bringing out the absolutely good in oneself by "unselfing" the other or by educating
men towards "self-effacement." This is what occurs in the process of achieving a
balance between the two sexes.
our minds are continually active, fabricating an anxious, usually
preoccupied, often falsifying veil which partially conceals the world.
our states of consciousness differ in quality, our fantasies and reveries
are not trivial and unimportant, they are profoundly connected with

our energies and ability to.choose and act. And if quality of

consciousness matters, then anything which alters consciousness in
the direction ofunselfishness, objectivity, and realism is to be connected
with virtue [3 1]. [Lovibond cites Murdoch's The sovereignty of good

(I97O,84), London: Routledge and Kegan paut.l

Lovibond thinks.that this ethical philosophy will fail to serve its purpose if
the social structure of morality is not mended. This will not resolve wholly the
displacement of women but will provide a perception as to how it came to be and
how it can be overcome. The book echoes both a feminist and antifeminist stance
and defines the roles that female and male readers should step into to achieve the
moral good. It opens not only debatable issues on gender but also shares valuable
answers to the never-ending questions on female weakness, male dominance,
and individual morality. As to the author's treatment of the texfconsidering the
fact that the subject matter is a philosophical enquiry on a fictional work- i t requires
both an objective and a subjective approach. Lovibond was able to comply with
this through the incorporation not only of thoughts, comments, and opinions of
other prolific writers and novel analysts in her book but also of a comprehensive
presentation of the philosophies of Plato and of Simone Weil. An example of
this is in the manner she explains the concept of "testimonial injustice.',

In addressing this question, it will be helpful to invoke the idea of
testimonial injustice-a term I borrow from Miranda Fricker....This
form of injustice consists, in its central case, in a process by which
some people are afflicted with an "identity-prejudicial deficit" meaning
that because of prejudiced views prevailing in their community about
the sort of person they are...the community at large systematically
under-values their testimony, as an aid to acquiring new knowledge;
that is, it is less disposed than it ought to be to believe what they say, or
to take them seriously as informants [16-17].
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The author was able to present the facts and evidence needed to express the

social impact and philosophical implications that can be derived from the
characters in Murdoch's novels. But she did not leave any direct statement on
Murdoch's feminist inclination, thus making this a task that her readers may opt
to do. The readers are left with the option of making their own conclusions as to
whether Murdoch is antifeminist or otherwise. This remains an open-ended
statement because Murdoch's depiction of the woman as weak and wicked may
be a reflection of her own moral philosophy. However, looking from another
perspective, it may also be her way of awakening people from their moral slumber
by echoing the harsh reality of where women are placed in society.

As to the form of the text, her writing style is a combination of both the
theoretical and phenomenological one, because it contains explanations of concrete
ideas, adding the inquisitive presentation of facts and thoughts that provokes the
readers into making their own arguments and insights on the subject matter. The

book is a "philosophical essay," so it is expected to present facts and their
respective interpretations. The body raises other topics for discussion that
are somehow related to the thoughts expressed by Lovibond and Murdoch.
The book often mentions Simone de Beauvoir, whose view on feminism
can somehow help the reader understand the philosophy of both Lovibond
and Murdoch. Though Beauvoir acknowledges that the female is the second
sex, the other of man, she maintains the existential belief in the absolute
ontological freedom of each existent, regardless of sex. Beauvoir never claims
that man has succeeded in destroying woman's freedom or in actually turning
her into an "object," relating to his subjectivity. She maintains her
transcendent freedom despite her objectification, alienation, and oppression.
Beauvoir concludes her work by asserting various concrete demands
necessary for woman's emancipation and the reclamation of her selfhood.
First and foremost, she demands that women be allowed to transcend
their positions through their own free projects, with all the dangers, risks,
and uncertainties that it entails. As such, the modern woman "prides herself
on thinking, taking action, working, creating, on the same terms as men;
instead of seeking to disparage them, she declares herself their equal." In
order to ensure woman's equality, Beauvoir advocates changes in social
structures, such as universal childcare, equal education, contraception, and
legal abortion for women-and, perhaps, most importantly-woman's
economic freedom and independence from man. In order to achieve this kind
of independence, Beauvoir believes that women will benefit from nonalienating, nonexploitative productive labor to some degree. In other words,
Beauvoir believes that women will benefit tremendously from work. As far
as marriage is concerned, the nuclear family is damaging to both partners,
but especially to the woman. Marriage, like any other authentic choice, must
be chosen actively and at all times or else it is a flight from freedom into a
static institution.
Beauvoir's emphasis on the fact that women need access to the same kinds
of activities and projects of men places her to some extent in the tradition of
liberal or second-wave feminism. She demands that women be treated as equal to
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men and laws, customs, and education must be altered to encourage this. However,
The second sex always maintains its fundamental existentialist belief that each
individual, regardless of sex, class, or age, should be encouraged to define himself

or herself and to take on the individual responsibility that comes with freedom.
To accomplish this requires of us to not only focus on universal institutions, but
also to situate the individual as existenr and struggling within the ambiguity of
existence.

Irish Murdoclz brings another dimension of moral and ethical philosophy to
its readers and entices them to think and rethink their insights on and impressions
of the concepts they got from the book. It is a wofthy reaciing material and is
highly recommended to people in the academe, especially to feminist enthusiasts.

Cherryll C. Regala
Manila
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BOOKNOTE
Boeve, Lieven and Christophe Brabant, eds.
Between philosophy and theology:
C o nte mp o rary inte rp re tatio ns of C hris tianity
Farnham and Burlington: Ashgate, 201O,250 pp.
The book presents a series of lectures that were given at the Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven during the School Year 2OO7-2008 with the theme:
"Theological Perspectives on Contemporary Philosophical Interpretations of
Christianity." These lectures were organizedby the research group on "Theology
in a postmodern context." The thirteen contributions-not including the
introduction and conclusion-are from esteemed authors, professors, and
researchers in philosophy or theology from Belgium and other countries, and
from young, promising scholars in these fields, namely: Lieven Boeve, Stefan
Stofanik, John Caputo, Joeri Schrijvers, Maarten Wisse, Graham Ward, Joris
Geldhof, William Desmond, Kevin Hart, Wolfgang Palaver, Kristien Justaert,
Ellen Armour, and Frederiek Depoortere. To guide the selectively interested reader,
there is an index of names and subjects provided. The aim of the publication is to
offer philosophical interpretations of religion, and complement these with a
stimulating, fundamental theological reflections. The essays are organized into
three parts, reflecting the three major themes. In the first, the theme is on
"overcoming onto-theology"; in the second, the focus is on a "re-constructive
philosophy for religion"; and in the third and last, the essays present "philosophical
interpretations with political and theological consequences." The editors point to
the purpose of the publication in their introduction. Even as some authors are not
religious in the strictly confessional sense, the collection of essays invites the
reader to reflect on them from a theological perspective, as this perspective allows
one to realize theology as afides quaerens intellectum in the contemporary setting.
It thereby helps (re)formulate and communicate the Christian truth.
The choice of topics and featured philosophers reveals a balance between
those who are critical, but basically positive towards the possibility of some form
of religion and theology in our times, and those who radically reject this possibility.
However, why exactly these authors were featured and not others is not further
explained or justified. The KU Leuven Dean of the Faculty of Theology, Lieven
Boeve, opens the collection. His text is about Messianism in the thought of Richard
Kearney. Kearney replaces the traditional "God who is" (God as being) with
"God who may be" (God as possibility), moving from potentia or potestas to
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posse, possest, from macro-theology to micro-theology. This is the essence of the
first of two wagers in Kearney, the "theist" one. Here, God appears as the ,.otherness"
of others. The desire for God is, therefore, a desire for otherness. Kearney heavily
relies on deconstruction, Derrida, and his concept of dffirence,which will frequently
recur throughout the volume. As most other contributors, Kearney invites the reader
to go beyond deconstruction and turn it into religion, by opening up to narrative, as
particular and plural expressions of the ultimate experience.
Stefan Stofanik took on John caputo: one of America's leading philosophers

of religion. With an explicit interest in Derrida and the rest of deconstruction,
caputo does not hide his fascination with "theology." In line of Vattimo and
Benjamin, he tags his as a "weak" theology, to be distinguished from a "strong"
or "imperial" theology that makes strong claims about God, by means of "names."

In his own contribution onThe sense of God, Caputo observes that theology is not
trusted by those who do not share the presuppositions and assumptions of
theologians. He searches his way out of the deadlock by abandoning the so-called
"imperial" theology, and substituting for it for a theology of the (contextually
determined) "event," where he finds support from postmodern philosophers such
as Deleuze. The event is something unpresentable and, therefore, it does not happen
(as it strictly speaking cannot), but is going on in what happens. Theology, as
dramatization of the event, is inevitably "weak" or "non-sovereign," just as the
God it depicts. Its truth is rather poetic or nonrepresentational, and rather refers
to a human "way of life" than to a dogma. The climax of God's "weakness" is
revealed in Jesus, who,.being fully human and fully divine, does not use his power
to crush his opponents, but, on the contrary,.becomes their victim at the cross.
"God" is the name of an event, according to caputo, or of a call that invites us to
respond to a promise, without using force. In spite of this, it is argued that the
God of Caputo remains essentially a "philosophical" and not a "historical" God.
Jean-Luc Nancy and the deconstruction of Christianity are introduced by
Joeri Schrijvers. The author points first of all to an essential characteristic of the
philosophy of Nancy: his emphasis on a collective rather than an individual Subject
in philosophy. Therefore, Nancy had to do away with classical distinctions, like
that of Heidegger between "authentic Dasein" and das Man (the ..They"), or
between the "Same" and the "other," as in Levinas. The main reason for
christianity's progressive disappearance is, according to Nancy, the lack of
common, shared basic Christian beliefs and principles. This fading of Christianity
will eventually lead to a "thought" of the world without unifying principle, or
chataclerized by unconditional alterity. Nancy connects this "auto-deconstruction
of christianity" with concepts llke de-theologization of the world-meaning that
the world no longer exists by even a secularized version of religion, but falls into
nothingness-and absenthei'sm-meaning that in place of God there is only His
"absence." critics of Nancy, however, point at his alleged ignorance of theology
and biblical science in his analysis of Christianity.
A more favorable approach may be found in Graham ward, a contemporary
British theologian, introduced by Dr. Maarten wisse, who represents a movement
(or simply a publishing platform?) called "Radical orthodoxy." It is an alleged
attempt at "reading the signs of the times"-meaning to use concepts and theories
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of contemporary philosophy in a renewed Christian apologetic perspectiveassuming that culture is the field in which God's grace operates, and therefore,
not opposed to theology as such. Ward recognizes the role of "perspectives" in
knowledge building, and adheres to a "standpoint epistemology." If Christianity
receives a privileged treatment, it is just because this is deemed to be better for
human well-being than most other secular worldviews. At any rate, Ward uses

the idea, too, that deconstruction is conditioned, or made possible, by kenosis
("emptying"), that prevents language from being strictly denotational.
Among the most pro-religious authors featured in the book is philosophy
ProfessorWilliam Desmond. Well known forhis four senses of being (the univocal,
equivocal, dialectic, and metaxological), he is remembered for his concept of the
between. Among those "mediating" practices is liturgy. Contributor Joris Geldhof
demonstrates how Desmond is rather a "religious philosopher" than a "philosopher
of religion" and that, therefore, his philosophy may be perfectly applicable to a
specifically religious topic like liturgy, that is more practical than theoretical in
nature. As an act, liturgy offers the frame for the realization of Man's reconciliation
with God. Ametaxological understanding of liturgy, going beyond the immanence
of dialectics, grasps its real and ultimate function, which is to receive God and
His grace in openness.
After a set of other essays on the intertwining of theology and sociopolitical
philosophy, the list ends with the contribution of Frederiek Depoortere on the
intellectual biographies of Alain Badiou and Gianni Vattimo. Depoortere succeeds
not only in pointing at the important similarities, but also at the inalienable
differences that exist between both philosophers. While Badiou used to be a Maoist,
but has remained dedicated to a modified "marginalized" form of leftist politics,
Vattimo displays a more capricious line of intellectual development. While Badiou
has especially provoked astonishment with his interpretation of Saint Paul as an
eminent example of the "revolutionary," proclaiming the "event" of Christ's
resurrection (and the total discontinuity it has caused), Vattimo has continued to
combine Christian faith with leftist political theory, once leaning towards the
former, then again towards the latter. In politics, he is not only a theorist, but also
a practitioner, having been elected a couple of times to a seat in the European
parliament. In choosing these two philosophers to confront, the author has managed
to show how dialogue and contrast exist not only between theologians and
philosophers, but also among philosophers. This also illustrates once more how
contemporary and even "postmodern" philosophy is not a uniform movement ,
but displays a "kaleidoscopic" panorama of divergence.
The volume, as a whole, offers a challenging and timely state-of-affairs of
the dialogue between theologians and philosophers in the intellectual world of
today. Due to its orientation, it may, perhaps, appeal more to philosophers of
religion, or to postmodernists, Prather than to theologians, especially if they belong
to the "essentialist" camp.

Wilfried Vanhoutte, Ph.D.
Saint Louis University, Baguio City
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william child. 2011. wittgenstein. Abingclon
97 804
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t 20 5 9 ( hbk )/97 804 I s 3 I 2066
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and. New york: Routledge. ISBN
bk)/97 8020 3 8 r 77 s g ( e bk). [7 0 ( hbk y

t6.99 (pbk).

oxford fellow and lecturer william child offers a comprehensive, yet

accessible introduction to one of the 2Oth century's most famous philosophers.
The right-margined table of contents offers an overview of the various chapters.
It is a pity, however, that the plan for the book with the description of the content
of chapters is concentrated in the last paragraph of the first chapter, making it
appear somewhat "lost" there. While the first chapter comes up with an articulated
biography of Wittgenstein, the next ihree chapters provide an introduction to the
Tractatus logico-philosophicus, the first masterpiece of the philosopher. chapters
five and six are dedicated to issues in his later philosophy, dominated uy ttre
Philosophical investigations. rn the last two chapters, topics are being handGa in
epistemology, philosophy of religion, anthropology and social philosophy, mostly
taken from works that have so far attracted less attention than both "masterpieces.;'
The final chapter discusses various aspects of Wittgenstein's legacy and influence.
Written in a transparent and digestible style, and providing bibliographic hints for
further reading after every chapter, the book definitely deserves a place on the
shelf of every Wittgenstein scholar and everyone who is in charge of lectures in
contemporary philosophy, epistemology, philosophy of language, and metaphysics.

Gregory Currie. 2010 [20]2, pbkl.Narratives and narrators: A philosophy of
stories. oxford: oxford university press. ISBN 9780I99282609 (hbk)/
97801 99645282 (pbk). t37/t 8.99.
The author has ample experience in handling this topic, which he considers
striking feature by which human beings distinguish themselves
from other animals. The general topic is addressed in an ..analytic" way, and
spread over twelve chapters, including the conclusion. To better assess the precise
scope of each chapter, a clarifying page of "analytical content" is added to the
table of contents, after the preface and the acknowledgment. Central in the position
of the author is that narratives are intentional-communicative artefacts; ih"y ur"
borrr from human imagination and the capacity to communicate. Representation
and content of narratives are topics of the first chapters, in which the author
skillfully manages to distinguish narratives from other linguistic formats like
theories, lists, sermons, etc. Through successively introduced auxiliary concepts,
like "narrativity," "internal" and "external perspective,', ..author,' and ..narrator,,,
"framing" and the "imaginative resistance" against it, "point of view,, (whether
as perhaps the most
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of the narrator or of another characrter), and "representational irony," the author
clarifies the matter and provides a structure to his analysis. The most controversial
issues are, according to his own suggestion, kept at the end: the notion of
"character," referring to the psychological profile of an agent in a story, and the
skeptic fear of dealing with a "cognitive illusion." While the book requires some
familiarity with story-telling and literature, and while it is rather difficult to isolate
a particular chapter from the rest, it will surely appeal to philosophers who are
fascinated with one of the most pervasive topics in postmodern thinking.

Patrick Stokes and Adam Buben, eds. 2011. Kierkegaard and death.
Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indianct University Press. ISBN 9780253356857
(cloth)/ 97802s3223s2a (pbk)/ 97802s300s342 (ebk). fB} (cloth)/29.9s (pbk)/
24.99 (ebk).
Kierkegaard belongs to the group of philosophers who have died early (he
42).It is, perhaps, more likely that he will be associated with the topic
of "death" than some other philosophers, even existentialists. The editors of
Kierkegaard and death emphasize, however, that "death" in Kierkegaard may
have many meanings or may be used in different contexts. This is also reflected
in the wide range of topics that are included in this beautiful collection. Not less
than fifteen essays, covering topics "related to death," but as varied as despair,

was only

suicide, faith, rational "recuperation," ethical responsibility, and afterlife are
brought together in one title. Death is a reality that is not only affecting those who
are dying, or who have a near-death experience, but also those who are witnessing
the death of others. Awareness of the universal presence of death profoundly
interferes with the perception of meaning and mission in a person's life. The title
may, therefore, be slightly misleading, as far as it does not suggest that death is
approached in a variety of meanings or from different-sometimes unconventionalangles, making it more surprising or upsetting, depending on whose point of view, than
what the title seems to suggest. Besides showing that death is a multifaceted phenomenon,
the book also highlights Kierkegaard's influence in the 20th century, particularly in the

works of philosophers like Heidegger, Levinas, and Derrida. For those interested in a
further study, there is an extended list ofreferences provided after every essay. This book
is definitely a precious tool for those who want to deepen their knowledge of Kierkegaard,
existentialism, and the philosophy of religion.
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